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ABSTRACT
Recent studies in large-scale urban design have been
more concerned with individual elements of the city (e.g.
individual paths of movement) rather than with the total struc-
ture. Others have stressed the importance of the movement
system (the network of paths) as a strategic tool for urban
design, but have hardly reached any substantial conclusions
about the design of movement systems or how to use them as a
strategy. Although the movement system is the primary means
of viewing the city, the relationship between the system and
the environmental image has hardly been studied.
In an attempt to fill this gap, the present study con-
centrates on the role of the movement system in enhancing
the image of the city. Two main functions of the system, ex-
posure and structure were investigated.
The study is composed of three parts. Part One tested
the hypothesis that the imageability of an element is a function
of ite exposure to observers moving about the city. Imagea-
bility was measured by the percent frequency of mentioning or
recognizing the element in interviews and the percent fre-
quency in which it was drawn on sketch maps. Exposure was
measured by the daily number of observers to whom the elemtent is
exposed, adjusted for viewing conditions. For the 32 elements
and four element types selected for study, a good correlation
between imageability and exposure was found. Part One con-
cluded that imageability is a function of four primary factors:(1) visual differentiation, (2) non visual significance, (3)
exposure, and (4) clarity of location of the element and its
connection to others. The last two, functions of the movement
system, were found to enhance, rather than create, the image
of an element.
iii
Based on the above conclusions, an outline of a method
for predicting the image of the city was proposed. The method
also has the advantages of predicting changes in the image
through time, and is potentially useful as a design tool.
However, it needs considerable refinement and testing.
Part Two studied the second function of the system:
structuring the environmental image. It was hypothesized
that the degree to which image elements are structured in a
coherent whole depends upon the degree to which paths visually
connect these elements, and the degree to which these paths
are structured in an areal and/or sequential manner. To test
this hypothesis a field analysis for an area in Boston was
made in order to evaluate the various structural aspects of
its street system. This analysis was then compared to em-
pirical interviews which asked the subjects to make imaginary
trips between given origins and destinations, and to draw
sketch maps for the area. The study found appreciable evidence
of the validity of the hypothesis as well as the factors which
the field analysis assumed to be responsible for various
structural strengths and weaknesses in the street system.
Part Three synthesizes the conclusions of the study in
the form of proposed criteria for designing movement systems,
with the goal of enhancing the environmental image. These
criteria include: exposure and visual connection; implication;
simplicity and organization; selective differentiation;
propriety and consistency; and continuity. Each criterion is
discussed in some detail and examples of its possible appli-
cations are proposed. These criteria are tested only in part,
and their discussion includes some sspeculation. The last
chapter of Part Three offers some proposals for future re-
search, pointing out problems that need further testing.
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PART ONE
THE MOVEMENT SYSTEK AS A SYSTEK OF FLOWS:
EIPOSURE AND IMAGEABILITY OF EL1!ENTS
I. INTRODUCTION
A. THE MOVEMENT SYSTEM
The movement system is the primary medium of viewing and
thus perceiving the large-scale environment. It is a means
that allows the individual to learn his environment, orient
himself in it, appreciate it and explore it further. As
such, it is potentially a strategic tool for urban design.
It will be the purpose of this study to explore this poten-
tiality.
The movement system is a system of paths along which an
observer moves, of junctions which represent actual or poten-
tial decision points of his trip, of terminal points at
various destinations. From a visual point of view, a path is
essentially a continuous space with a certain alignment, direc-
tion and proportions; defined by surfaces that have certain
character and detail; filled with activity, both localized
and flowing; and having a sequential form that results from
the changes in the above components along the length of the
path. Conceived in this visual sense, the movement system is
a network of spaces, of activities and flows, and of sequences.
The movement system seems to have two major visual functions.
First, it exposes various city forms and activities. Various
districts, landmarks, nodes and edges, as well as the paths
themselvesi, are seen while moving on the system, but each may
be visible to a greater or lesser extent, distinguished with
ease or with difficulty, seen by a large or small number of ob-
servers. The second function of the movement system is that
it relates, or can potentially relate those city elements and
activities in a total visual, and thus mental structure.
Though highly interrelated, these two aspects will be
separated for the purpose of analysis. Part One of this
study will be primarily concerned with the first function of
the system exposure; Part Two will treat the second function,
structure. Part One will regard the movement system only as
a system of flows, resulting in a certain distribution of mov-
ing and localized observers. Part Two will analyze the move-
ment system as a system of spaces.
B. THE "VISUAL FORM" AND THE "IMAGE" OF THE CITY
In this study a distinction is made between the visual form
and the image of the city. Visual form is meant to be that
which is perceived by an observer via the sense of vision. It
is thus the product of immediate interaction between the ob-
jective form (physical form and activity) and the observer.
1These elements have been suggested as components to which
the city image can be conveniently classified. cf. K. Lynch,
The Image of the City, Cambridge: MIT and Harvard University
Press, 1960, pp. 46-49.
The image, as defined by Lynch is the "generalized mental pic-
ture of the exterior physical world that is held by an indi-
vidual... the product both of immediate sensation and of the
memory of past experience". 2
The image is, therefore, different from the visual form
in that the former is affected by what the people know about
their environment from other sources. Thus a certain object
or area in the city may evoke a strong image if a high value
of social, cultural or behavioral significance is attached to
it, although it might not be so distinct visually. 3 Such an
object may be said to have a strong image but a weak visual
form. In other cases, however, if the physical environment
is visually differentiated and well structured, it comes to
play so strong a role that its visual form and image may be-
come almost one and the same.
While the image is an empirical concept, the visual form
is a theoretical (or analytical) one. Stated differently, the
image of the city that is held by any one individual can be
known by empirical techniques as, for instance, interviews.
The visual form can only be extracted by analysis, deleting
from that image,to the extent possible, the probable effects
3 These factors affecting the image have been suggested by
Lynch, op. cit., and have proved in some instances to be of
even greater effect than the visual conspicikousness of the ob-ject. See, for instance, Gulick, J., "Images of an Arab City",
AIP Journal, Vol. XXIX, No. 3, August 1963, especially pp. 193-
of all factors affecting it except the direct effect of the
exterior physical features of the city. Accordingly, the vis-
ual form is but one component of the image, perhaps the com-
ponent which the urban designer can manipulate most.
In his study, The Image of the City, Lynch introduced
what he called a "public image", "the common mental picture
carried by large numbers of a city's inhabitants: areas of
agreement which might be expected to appear in the interaction
of a single physical reality, a common culture, and a basic
psychological nature."4 Obviously, a public image cannot
exist without the existence of areas of agreement or invariance
in the manner in which different individuals perceive the city.
Perception of the City
That perception is veridical or nonveridical is a highly
controversial issue in related literature. Since it is the
product of the interaction between the relatively fixed, de-
notable environment and the highly adaptable, selective and
purpose-oriented individual, perception is likely to be both
veridical and nonveridical. Some aspects of perception might
be largely dependent upon the individual; others might be
widely shared.
Perhaps the issue can be partially resolved if the factors
that affect perception are analyzed. These factors can be
4Lynch, K., p. cit., p. 7.
classified as autochthonous (or structural) and behavioral
(or functional).5 Autochthonous factors are those arising
frau the nature of organism, and due to which the perception
of different individuals may accord to certain probabilities.
They set the limits of stimulability, retentivity and rates
of change within which perception can occur. Perception of
forms, of dimensions and of other characteristics of physical
objects is likely to be approximately the same for different
individuals.6
Behavioral (or functional) factors are those imposed
upon the individual fran the outside, and which may change for
different individuals and at different times. Individual atti-
tudes, needs, values, and emotions are among the momentary be-
havioral factors which form a "central directive state", a
"set", or "a general orientation" of the individual towards
5This classification has been suggested by Bruner, Postman
and others. Cf. Bruner, J. S. "One Kind of Perception",
Psychological Review, Vol. 58, No. 4, July 1951, pp. 306-12.
Allport, in evaluating Bruner and Postman's 'Directive State'
theory of perception, discussed these factors at length. Cf.
Allport, F. H., Theories of Perception and the Concept of
Structure, N.Y.: J. Willey & Sons, 1955, Chapt. 13-14.
6 Allport maintains that perception of sensory qualities
and dimensionsconfiguration and constancy are aspects of per-
ception that "are likely to hold true for all individuals at
all times", cf. Allport, F. H., P2. cit., Chapt. 6. Similar
statements are found in: Werner, H., "On Physiognomic Per-
ception" in Kepes, G., The New Landscape in Arts and Science,
Chicago: Theobald, 1956, p. 280; Moholy-Nagy, L., The New
Vision, N.Y.: Norton, 1938, p. 163; Gibson, J. J., The Per-
ception of the Visual World, Boston: Houghton Mufflin Co.,
1950, p. 210 and pp. 13-14. Gibson introduces a "psycho-
physical" theory of perception and ably demonstrates what he
calls "literal perception". See bibliography for other writers.
the perceptual situation. They direct the attention of differ-
ent individuals to different 'aspects of the stimulus and thus
result in certain perceptual variances.
On the other hand, there are some behavioral factors,
such as favorable conditions of stimulation and familiarity
with the stimulus or the environment, which may greatly con-
tribute to veridicality in perception. A building which is
visually conspiciaous, depending on its location, attracts the
attention of many observers. If a large number of observers
are more familiar with a certain area in the city than others,-
this area is generally perceived more veridically by most of
these observers.
Thus uhile it is true that some momentary attitudes, or
"sets" of the individual may often adversely affect his per-
ception of the city environment, it is also true that repetitive
exposure to that environment will tend to result in more and
more veridicality in perception. It should also be noted that
perception of the city environment is, to a certain extent,
different than that which sometimes results from controlled
laboratory experiments. Most of these experiments deal with
"marginal" perception, Allport maintains, in which conditions
of stimulation are impoverished to the point that particular
individual attitudes come to play a dominant role in determining
what is perceived. 7 Unlike controlled experiments, the city
environment has many cues whereby the individual can check
his everyday experience. The environment is learned over long
periods of time through repeated perception and is often ex-
plorable, in the sense that the individual is afforded the
opportunity to understand the environment more and more fully
over a period of time. To the extent to which different in-
dividuals have been to the same places, routes or areas of
the city, and to the extent to which these individuals are
biologically and psychologically alike, their images of the
environment are likely to be approximately the same.
This is not to deny that certain parts or aspects of the
city may be difficult to perceive as veridically as others
Meanings of objects, events and situations may either be
widely shared or individually held, conventional or highly
sophisticated. Conditions that attract the attention of dif-
ferent observers to or away from certain parts of the physical
environment, as will be discussed, vary widely in the city,
spatially as well as temporally. Therefore, the perception of
various parts of the city cannot be equally veridical. Moreover,
71n evaluating Bruner and Postman's experiments from which
they derive their 'directive state' theory of perception,
Allport maintains that the conclusions of such experiments can-
not be generalized, for they represent the 'special-case' or
atypical perception. Cf. Allport, F.H., U. cit., Chapt. 14
and p. 405. Bruner himself admits some veridicalness in the
perception of magnitudes (space-time-intensity) of the physical
world. Cf. Bruner, J.S., "On Perceptual Readiness" in Beardslee,
D.C. and Wertheimer, M. Readings in Perception, N.Y., 1958, p. 692.,
there are many forms of unfavorable conditions that may occur
in the city and due to which perception may be distorted, non-
veridical and largely subjective. Disorganization, such as a
confused street pattern; information overload, such as a wel-
ter of signs and forms which are exposed to the observer at
rate faster than he could perceive at a certain rate of tra-
vel; and weak representation, such as uniformity, inexposed
activities, and dim light at night are but examples of such
conditions.
To recapitulate, there are agreements as well as differ-
ences among various individuals' perceptions and images of
the environment. However, it seems that under normal condi-
tions there are more agreements between different individuals'
perceptions of the city environment than one would find in
controlled laboratory experiments. Depending on the conditions
of stimulation, there might be significant differences in the
perception of different parts of the city by any given indi-
vidual.
Concerned with the physical environment, this study will
take into consideration the stimulus conditions affecting per-
ception, such as the visual identity, structure, or setting
of a physical element, as well as the modes of travel which
govern the time, conditions and opportunities for viewing.
Otherwise, the study will pass over individual differences,
concentrating on "public", or group images rather than in-
dividual images. Accepting the public image as valid, an
attempt will be made to explore the relationship between
9this image and the movement system in the city.
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II. IMAGEABILITY AND EXPOSURE: A HYPOTHETICAL CONSTRUCT
A. IMAGEABILITY:
The image of the city, as mentioned earlier, is composed
of elements. These can be classified by type, as districts,
landmarks, nodes, paths and edges; or they can be classified
into other categories which constitute the physical form of
the city. Each of these elements may have a greater or lesser
degree of imageability, or role, in the image of the city.
As Lynch defines it, imageability is "that quality [of
the element] which gives it a high probability of evoking a
strong image in any given observer"8. He measured this qual-
ity quantitatively by the relative impact of the element on
his interviewees: an element with a strong image will be more
easily and frequently recognized, mentioned, located or drawn
on maps than one with a weak image. Thus imageability was
weighted by the percent frequency of recognizing, mentioning
and locating the element by the interviewees.
The above definition of imageability seems to be incon-
gruent with its measure; while the definition attributes image-
ability only to the element as an inherent quality in it, the
8Lynch, K., pR. cit., p. 9.
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measure of imageability is affected by other factors, notably
the degree of familiarity of various subjects with a given
element in the city. Thus, while the definition might hold
true for the image of a given individual, it does not neces-
sarily account for the public image measured.
There would be no conflict if the following assumptions,
which seem to have been implicit in Lynch's study, were valid:
(1) that the impact of a given element on a given observer
is the same for all observers, and
(2) that all observers are equally familiar with any given
element.
These two assumptions, if they hold true, will have the
effect of equating the public image with the image held by any
single observer.
Since there are both differences and agreements between
individual and public images, the first assumption holds true
only in those aspects of consensus. Individual differences
have not been the subject of Lynch's study, nor are they the
concern of the present study. Therefore, this study will con-
sider the first assumption valid in so far as the public image
is concerned.
But even if we are only interested in the public image,
the second assumption cannot be made. There must be differences
in the degree of familiarity of different observers with various
parts or elements of the city, according to where these observers
live, work, or frequently move ih the city; that is, according to
12
the frequency the observers see, notice or perceive these
elements. Since some elements are exposed to a larger number
of city inhabitants than are others, all elements are not
equally familiar to all inhabitants. The present study will
consider the degree of exposure of an element (hereinafter
defined) as a good index of the probability that the element
will be familiar to a greater or lesser number of inhabitants.
To have the definition of imageability consistent with
its quantitative measure, public imageability should be re-
garded not only as a quality of the element itself, but also
as an interrelationship between the element and all the city
inhabitants. From this vantage point, imageability can be
defined as the product of the visual quality of an object,
combined with the degree of familiarity (exposure) and impor-
tance of the object to the observers, such that there is a
high probability that the object will evoke a strong image in
the greatest number of observers.
B. EXPOSURE
A rough measure of exposure of an element would be the
total daily number of observers who see the element. Given
an element in certain physical surroundings, and given a cer-
tain distribution of observers (both localized and moving) in
the city, the exposure of the element can be estimated. Thus
exposure is a function of both the element and the movement
system. More specifically, the exposure of an element depends
upon the following:
(1) The visibility of the element, measured by the area around
it, or those portions of streets from whieh the element
is visible to observers. This is a function of the size
of the element in relation to its surroundings, the open
spaces around it, and its location with respect to the
location and direction of the streets from which the
element can be seen.
(2) The distribution of observers in the city, due to which
equal visibility areas may contain an equal or a different
number of observers.
(3) Conditions of viewing, due to which different observers
are given a greater or lesser opportunity to notice the
element. The lighting conditions in the city, the time
of viewing and the location of the element with respect
to the angle of vision are among the factors which affect
the exposure of the element. An obvious case is the dif-
ference between the viewing opportunities of the pedes-
trian and the automobile driver. These factors and how
they were applied in the study will be discussed in
greater detail. Suffice it for the moment to define the
exposure of an element as the total daily number of ob-
servers who see the element, adjusted to account for
viewing opportunities.
With imageability and exposure thus defined, the hypothesis
relating them can be made explicit.
14
C. HYPOTHESIS
In previous image studies9 it has been shown that image-
ability is a function of (a) the degree of visual differentia-
tion and (b) the degree of social or behavioral significance.
The present study adds that imageability is also a function of
the degree of exposure of the element over the whole movement
system. This is not to say that exposure of an element creates
its image; rather, it enhances the imageability of the element
by increasing the probability of evoking that image in a greater
number of observers. Thus the higher the degree of exposure
of an element the more widely-shared its image is likely to be-
come.
To test the above hypothesis, case studies were selected
in which the exposure of various image elements was estimated.
These estimates were, in turn, compared with the imageability
of the elements concluded from empirical studies (interviews
with lay observers). The degree to which imageability is
correlated with exposure, and the degree to which possible
disparities between imageability and exposure could be explained,
indicated the validity or invalidity of the hypothesis.
D. EXPOSURE TO PEDESTRIANS VS. EXPOSURE TO AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS
The above discussion of the viewing opportunity suggested
9Important among these studies are: Lynch K., op. cit.,
Gulick, J., op. cit., De Jonge, "Images of Urban Areas", AIP
Journal, Nov. 197and FryM, "The Image of the City", unpu-
blished, U. Penna., Lancaster studio, Nov 1961.
that there is a difference between the opportunity given the
pedestrian and that given the automobile driver. Therefore,
if exposure to pedestrians can be measured directly by numbers
of people, exposure to automobile drivers must be adjusted
before the two can be cambined.
Limitations on what the driver views, notices or per-
ceives are significantly more than those on the pedestrian.
Theil -speaks of 'blindspots' in the driver's field of vision
due to the presence of parts of the car or other passengers.
He adds that "preoccupation with the operation of the vehicle
will effectively reduce the field of view, depending on the
traffic and road conditions and on speed".10 The pedestrian,
on the other hand, is given more viewing opportunity. His
view is neither as filtered nor as obstructed, he has sub-
stantially more time and freedom to view, and he can widen
his angle of vision at will.
1. Attention of the Automobile Driver
What the driver perceives may be indicated by analyzing
the behavior of his attention. In their analysis of auto-
mobile driving, Gibson and Crooks limit the driver's atten-
tion to elements pertinent to his "locomotion" which might
represent actual or potential obstacles: pedestrians, cars,
1 0Theil, P., "A Sequence Experience Notion for Architec-
tural and Urban Spaces", The Town Planning Review, Vol. 32,
No. 1, 1961, p. 49.
traffic lights and the like. They maintain that these obstacles
define the driver's "field of safe travel" and therefore his
attention.
That the driver's attention is limited to only those ele-
ments inside the field of safe travel is certainly not true
all the time. If the driver is to select his way to his des-
tination, he must attend to those elements which are pertinent
to his orientation and wayfinding, whether they are inside or
outside the "field of safe travel". Attention is not due
"pertinent" elements all the time; when the condition of
traffic allow, or when the observer so judges, he does glance
at the "scenery". In other words, the "pertinent" elements
and the background elements are continuously shifting and com-
peting for the observer's attention. Moreover, selectivity
or attention should not be regarded as exclusive, but rather
a matter of degree. The experience has its "focus" and its
"margin",12 and the focus as well as the degree of attention
llGibson, J. J., & Crooks, L. E., "A Theoretical Field-
Analysis of Automobile Driving", American Journal of Psychol-
2gy, Vol. 51, No. 3, 1958, pp. 453-71. The "field of safe
travel" is defined as the field of possible paths of movement
which lie within the boundaries of road, and which the car may
take unimpeded. This field is continually changing as the
road twists or as moving obstacles encroach, or are apt to en-
croach upon it. The authors maintain that "the elements of
the field which are pertinent to locomotion stand out, are
attended to, while non-pertinent elements such as 'scenery'
recede into the background". P. 454.
1 2Cf. Newman, E. B., "Perception", Chap. 10 in Boring,
E. G., et. al, Foundations of Psychology, N.Y.: Willey, 1948,
pp. 215-49... "Those items which are clearest in attention
lie within the focus of experience. Mixed with them or off
to one side are many less clear items which make up the margin".
P. 218. Emphasis added.
may be shifting and changing frca time -to time.
The general regions to which the attention of the driver
may be drawn can be conveniently, though not exclusively,
divided into three. First is the road itself, with its traffic
and its signs. Next to this immediate region are the roadside
surfaces, details and activities. Farther out are distant
landmarks, panoramic views or other elements of a larger re-
gion. Depending on the circumstances, his attention may be
drawn towards one end or the other of this continuum, but al-
most in all circumstances his attention tends to be distri-
buted and oscillating. His attention is more directed to
traffic when he senses danger, as when the space is sharply
confined or overly coarse; that is, when he "thinks" he is
moving at a high speed. He will concentrate on moving or
able-to-move objects because they represent a hazard or a
potential interference with his travel. His attention is
also concentrated immediately after crossing a vision barrier,
such as a turn, an underpass or a hill; or at points of de-
cisions -- joints in the road at which he may turn and which
are particularly relevant to his own movement. 1 3 His attention
may be directed towards the roadside detail, or the larger re-
gion which he can see, but only when the traffic conditions
allow.
13For parts of the road where the driver ts attention is
apt to be concentrated cf. Appleyard, D., Lynch, K., and Meyer,
J., The View From The Road, Cambridge: MIT Press, 1964,
Chapter 1.
The factors which attract the attention of the observer
to an element may be summarized as significance, contrast and
expectancy of the element.14 An element (e.g. a building, an
area) may be significant for objective or subjective reasons.
It may be significant if it plays an important role in orien-
tation or city organization, as, for instance, a major inter-
section; or if it has an important functional or historical role.
An element is also significant if it satisfies the observer's
particular drive, attitude or motivation.
Contrast may be spatial or tenporal. Spatial contrast
means sufficient differentiation of the element from the sur-
roundings, in terms of color, size, form or activity -- devices
which segregate the element and make it stand out in the ob-
server's field. Novelty is another form of contrast which
evokes the curiosity of the observer. Temporal contrast
connotes the sudden appearance of an element, such as one lo-
cated behind a vision barrier, creating a sudden change in
the field that would attract the observer's attention.
14Various writers list various factors which attract the
attention of observers, as found by experimentation. Newman
maintains that these factors are intensity, novelty and regu-
lar repetition of the stimulus; the role played by the stimulus
in the whole pattern of perception; as well as individual fac-
tors of set, attitude or motivation. Cf. Newman, op. cit.,
pp. 219-20. Vernon stresses the "unexpectedly intense" stimu-
li which are significant to the observer; cf. Vernon, M.D.,
A Further Study of Visual Perception, Cambridge, 1954, p. 203.
Berlyne, lists such factors as hbit and drive of the indivi-
dual, stimulus intensity and dynamism, inhibitory potential and
behavioral oscillation of attention; cf., Berlyne, D.E. "Atten-
tion, Perception and Behavior Theory", Psychological Review,
Vol. 58, No. 2, 1951, p. 142. As will be seen the factors of
significance, contrast and expectancy cover most of the above,
particularly as they apply to the city experience.
The third factor, that of expectancy seems, paradoxically
enough, the opposite of temporal contrast. But, as Newman puts
it, "some regular repetitions...E of an element]... helps at-
tract attention because they sensitize us to later ones...
creating 'set' or expectation".15 The important factor then
is creating the 'sett to attend to the element, either through
curiosity or expectation.
To recapitulate, the vision of the automobile driver is
almost always directed forward; sideway views are only a mat-
ter of glances. His field of vision narrows down with speed
and with other conditions which concentrate his attention on
his driving and maneuvering. Since such conditions vary along
the road, his attention is temporaly shifting. Because many
and diverse aspects of the environment are canpeting for his
attention, the driver tends to be more selective than the
pedestrian.
The attention of the driver is subject to temporal as
well as spatial limitations. There is a limit to the observer's
capacity to perceive per unit time, and therefore the more he
increases his speed the less of the environment he can per-
ceive in a given trip. Since the elements that lie in the
focus of attention are perceived more clearly, more accurately,
and appear more vivid than other elements, the attention of
the observer is a crucial factor in his perception of the city.
1 5 Newman, E. B., op. cit., p. 219.
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2. Implications to the Present Study
The above discussion highlights some considerations by
which the present study should be guided. These can be sum-
marized as follows:
(a) The mode of travel greatly affects the viewing opportunity
and, therefore, perception. Exposure of different ele-
ments to pedestrians should be computed independently
from exposure of the elements to, say, automobile drivers.
(b) Observers, especially automobile drivers, tend to miss
marginal elements. Exposure of an element is not likely
to affect its imageability unless the element can attract
the attention of the observers because it has one or
more of the above-mentioned qualities (p. 18). The ele-
ments for which exposure was estimated in the present
study are those which have been defined as such by lay
observers.
(c) In combining exposure to pedestrians with that to auto-
mobile drivers and passengers, a higher threshold might
be considered for the latter. For instance, if all the
pedestrians to whom an element is visible are considered
to notice it, a much smaller percentage of auto users
who see the same element may be so considered. Moreover,
the probability that an auto driver will notice an ele-
ment depends, among other factors, upon the time of
viewing the element. In this manner, a constant pro-
bability factor might be applied generally to all
elements in computing exposure to automobile users
(percent of users), as well as a variable probability
factor, proportional to the time of viewing.
The assumption that the probability of noticing
elements is affected by the time of viewing has been
confirmed by experimentation with automobile drivers
for short periods of viewing time (see pp 65-67).
There is no indication, however, that the assumption
would be true with long periods of viewing time, and
it seems very unlikely that it would be so. Thus, while
the probability might be higher for an element seen on
a certain road for, say, 15 seconds than for one seen
for only 5 seconds, there might be very little differ-
ence (the probability might not be affected) in the
case of two elements seen for 15 minutes and 5 minutes.
These two cases represent situations for the automobile
driver and the pedestrian respectively. Little error
would be incurred, therefore, if viewing time is not
considered in computing exposure to pedestrians.
(d) It is expected that auto users would be more interested
in the movement system (paths and nodes) than in other
image elements, because the former is particularly rele-
vant to their movement. Thus the percent of auto users
who would be attentive to paths and nodes would be
higher than the percent attentive to other elements,
if the preceding assumptions are correct.
(e) Because the conditions of movement and therefore the
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attention of the driver varies along the road, the ex-
posure of an element to auto users would partially de-
pend upon the portions of the routes from which the
element is seen. This factor will be considered in the
study by delineating (i) parts of routes where the driver
is not apt to be attentive to city elements (e.g., dif-
ficult intersections), and from which the element is
not considered visible unless it is particularly rele-
vant to maneuvering (e.g., when the element is located
at the intersection and helps to differentiate direction);
and (ii) parts of routes where the driver is relieved of
traffic dangers, where he is given the opportunity to
scan the view ahead and move his head sideways. In
these parts (e.g. bridges), the element is considered
visible even though it might fall outside the angle of
vision.
(f) Visibility of an element also changes with distance, and
the driver's vision is most concentrated at what has
been termed "the focusing distance"1 6 . Therefore,
drivers should not be expected to notice distant ele-
ments as much as near ones. For these reasons the ex-
posure of various elements to auto users will be broken
16Tunnard, C. and Pushkarev, B., Man-Made America: Chaos
or Control?, New Haven: Yale University Press, 1963, Part III
The focusing distance is that between the driver and the point
of concentration of his vision. These are defined for various
speeds of movement in the above reference.
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down into "local" (or near) and "external" (or distant) exposure,
in order to assess the effect of each type of exposure separate-
ly. It would be expected that external exposure of an e lement
would not be as effective to the imageability of the element
as local (or near) exposure. The limits of the local visi-
bility area and external visibility areas will be defined
later in the study.
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III. IMAGEABILITY AND EXPOSURE: A CASE STUDY
A. THE CASE STUDY
To test the above stated hypothesis, the following selec-
tions had to be made:
(1) a city (or an urban area) in which the hypothesis could
be applied and,
(2) sample elements in that city for which exposure could
be computed and compared to their imageability.
It is obvious that the more extensive the scope of the
study (number of cities, number of elements), the more dif-
finitively the hypothesis can be tested. However, limitations
of time and resources and the magnitude of the research needed
to test the hypothesis in any one case, limited the present
study to only one city. Moreover, substantial time was saved
by limiting the range of choice to those cities for which em-
pirical image studies were already available. In this manner,
more intensive research was possible.
1. Boston as a Case Study
Among the three cities included in Lynch's study (Boston,
Los Angeles and Jersey City), Boston was chosen as a case
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study for many reasons. The study of the image of Boston has
been carried out in greater detail than the studies of the
other cities. More than twice as many persons were interviewed
in Boston than in the other cities, ard the study included
additional methods (photo recognition, field interviews) with
which to check the results of the normal office interviews.
It follows, then,that the data derived in the study of the im-
age of Boston can lead to more reliable results than if one of
the other cities were chosen. The fact that the writer was
more familiar with Boston than with the other cities was an-
other factor in the choice. The availability of data on move-
ment patterns was a third factor. Further, the City was an
appropriate choice for other parts of the present study, as
discussed in Part Two.
There may be some arguments against this choice. Boston
is an older city in which the historic significance of some
of its elements would affect their imageability more than would
be the case in the other two cities; that is, the other factors
which would affect imageability may not be as controlled in
the case of Boston. In other respects, for instance the pat-
terns of its streets, Boston may be considered an atypical
American city. Yet, the knowledge of these particular dif-
ferences might enable disentangling them, at least in part,
and thus the effects of both exposure and other factors on
imageability can be assessed. Every case study is 'impure'
in one respect or another, and the assets of Boston as a case
study in this particular research were considered to be in
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excess of the debits.
The part of Boston included in the present study is the
same as that of Lynch's: the area of the peninsula east of
Massachusetts Avenue, referred to hereinafter as the Downtown
Area.
2. The Choice of Elements
To test the hypothesis, the study need not cover each
and all elements of the downtown area. Surveys and analyses
for sample elements suffice, depending on how well such samples
are selected. This not only limits the scope of the study
without losing much of its possible conclusions; but it also
overcomes a major difficulty: since Lynch's image surveys and
interviews, undertaken for Boston in 1958, some changes in
the physical form of the city have taken place. Thus, it
would be unreasonable to compare the present exposure data
with the past image in toto. The areas or elements of the
city that have changed considerably were not considered in
the present study.
The following criteria were used in determining the
elements to be considered:
(a) For each element type (districts, landmarks, etc.), the
number of selected elements had to be sufficient to test
the correlation between imageability and exposure. Thirty
two elements were chosen and studied: 7 districts, 8 land-
marks, 9 nodes and 8 paths. Since Lynch's study showed
only three edges in Boston, edges were excluded from the
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present study.
(b) Within each element type the elements had to have a wide
range of imageability in order to test the hypothesis
for all levels or degrees thereof. The imageability of
the selected elements ranged from 93% to 16% for districts,
8l% to 4% for landmarks, 91% to 4% for nodes and 91% to
l% for paths.
(c) Since the exposure computed for each of these elements
was compared with the 1958 image, it was necessary to
choose those elements whose exposure had not changed con-
siderably since that time. It is believed that the visi-
bility areas of most of the selected elements -- which
were determined by field surveys -- are the same as
they would have been in 1958 because no major construction
has taken place in their area. The only exception to
this might be Scollay Square. The traffic data used for
computations of exposure were those of 1958.
(d) Other elements were chosen not only to test the hypothesis
further, but also to test other factors affecting image-
ability, for example:
(i) Some of the elements chosen were of the same type
with approximately the same imageability but which
are located in parts of the city having different
intensity of flows (in terms of pedestrians, motor
vehicle passengers or both); that is, elements with
the same imageability but probably with different
exposure. Examples of these elements are the Statler
Hilton, Trinity Church and the Post Office building;
North Station and Copley Sq.; Mass. Avenue and State
Street. Indirectly, these elements provided a check
of the adequacy of the distribution of pedestrians
in the area. This distribution was undertaken as
part of a study and is shown in Appendix A .
(ii) Contrariwise, some elements of the same type, in
similar locations (with respect to flows) but with
different imageabilities were also selected. Ex-
amples are Faneuil Hall and the Statler Hilton,
Scollay Sq. and North Station.
(iii) Elements with both high and low visual differentia-
tion, as shown in Lynch's studyl 7 , were chosen in
each type, in order to assess the effect of visual
differentiation on imageability.
(iv) Elements of different types, with different image-
ability but in the same location were also selected.
This helped to check the hypothesis, implicit in
the present study and Lynch's, that the imageability
of each element should be evaluated with reference
to others of the same type. For instance, the image-
ability of a landmark should be compared only to
that of other landmarks and not to all elements of
the image.
The selected elements are listed in Table 1, p. 30 by
element type, and their locations are shown in Fig. 1.
17Cf. Lynch, K., OP. cit., Fig. 38, p. 148,
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TABLE 1. IMAGEABILITY OF SELECTED ELkMENTS
Imageability' Frequence
19 InterviewsN32aMaps Av. B m
Element No. No.' %,A B.Remarks
Com. and Pub.Gard.
Washington Shopping
Beacon Hill
Back Bay
So. End
H * Financial
* Park Sq.
State House
John Hancock
Fanuel Hall
Statler Hilton
Trinity Church
Christian Sc. Ch.
* Post Office
* Paul Revere
Washington-Summer
So. Station
Copley Sq.
Union Park
Paul Revere Mall
* Scollay Square
* No. Station
* Charles Rotary
* Haymarket Square
Wash. at Shopp.
Tremont at Common
Boylston at Common
* Chas. at Common
* Mass at So. End
* State
* Boylston at R.R.
* Tremont at So. End
(a)
17-18
16
9
12
6
3
16
12
13
3
6
6
6
1
19
12
4
1
18
12
11
5
17
17
11-14
(b)
92
90
84
47
63
32
16
84
68
15
32
32
32
5
90
100
6-3
21
5
(c)
30
21
23-
2
6
5
25
10
2
11
5
2
7
1
21
14
1
1
(d) (e)
94 93
91 91
63 74
68 58
6 35
19 26
16 16
78 81
32 48
6 37
34 25
16 24
6 19
22 27
3 4
91 91
66 83
44 54
3 12
3 4
60 78
53 58
34 46
25 26
91 91
63 77
53 61
75 586 3o
12 27
16 21
6 18
6-9 4o
10 53
5-11 42
5 26
6 30
(f)
93
90 Same as Wash. Street
73
63 -Avg.of Com. and Bea. St.
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Same as Wash. Street
72
57
43
26
90
73
58
(a), (b), (c), (d) taken from Lynch s interview data.
(e) Average "A" equals average of percent frequency in interviews,
col. (b) and percent frequency in sketch maps, col. (d).
(f) Average "B" equals sum of frequency in interviews, col (a) and fre-
quency in maps, col. (c) divided by total number of
responses (19 + 32).
* Elements with low visual'differentiation
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B. METHODOLOGY
The method of the study can be divided into three sections,
or stages: (1) estimating the imageability of elements;
(2) ccmputing the exposure of elements and; (3) comparing im-
ageability and exposure. The detailed methodology and compu-
tations of exposure are provided in Appendices A and B. The
contents of these Appendices are briefly outlined in the fol-
lowing section.
1. Imageability of Elements
As mentioned earlier, the imageability of each element
was measured by the percentage frequency with which the element
was mentioned or drawn on sketch maps by the interviewees.
This was taken from the original data of Lynch's study. Table
1 shows the imageability of the selected elements as derived
from 19 verbal interviews and from 32 sketch maps.
The data shown in the table departs from Lynch's in one
respect. It was noticed that sometimes the interviewees re-
corded certain specific features of an element, though not re-
cording the element itself. The only three such elements
which are included in the present study are Back Bay, Washington
Shopping district and Washington St.-Summer St. node. Back
Bay was recorded on most of the subjects' sketch maps as a
system of named streets although neither the district name
nor the boundaries were recorded as frequentlyl8. It was
180. Lynch, K., p. ptj Fig. 36, p. 147
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assumed that a subject who knows and records the streets of
a district has in effect shown his knowledge of the district
itself, especially if it is recalled that it is those streets
that identify and structure that district. Therefore, the
imageability of Back Bay, as derived from sketch maps was con-
sidered to be the same as that of its major paths. (See
Table 1.)
The same principle was applied to the Washington street
Shopping district. This district extends along Washington St.
and therefore recording the street on maps is in effect re-
cording the district itself. The district and the street are
almost one and the same, thus the imageability of the district
was considered to be the same as that of this segment of the
street. The same is true with respect to Washington-Summer
street node, which is the visual core of Washington St. and
district.
For the purposes of the present study, it was necessary
to combine, for each element, the imageability values derived
from verbal interviews and that derived from sketch maps.
This was done by two methods. One was to consider the imagea-
bility of the element equal to the average of its percent fre-
quency in interviews and its percent frequency in sketch maps.
Since the number of interviews was less than the number of
maps, ( L9 interviews vs. 32 maps) this average results is
more weight being given to interviews (about 60% to interviews;
40% to sketch maps). This was considered reasonable since it
considers, in part, the difficulty the subjects might have
encountered in drawing the maps. These weighted averages are
shown on Table 1 (Average 'A') and are used primarily for cor-
relation with exposure.
The other method was to give, for each subjectsresponse,
equal weight to the verbal interview and the sketch map. The
averages derived by this method (Average ?B', Table 1) were
computed by adding, for each element, the frequencies of the
interviews and the maps, and dividing by the total number of
responses (51). Although these averages might be less satis-
factory than the weighted averages, they will nevertheless
be used as a check to see how far they might affect the cor-
relation of imageability and exposure.
2. Computing the Exposure of Elements
As mentioned in the preceding chapter, Chapter II, the
exposure of image elements for each mode of travel was es-
timated by (a) determining the visibility area from which
the element can be seen and (b) estimating the number of
people in and passing through that area, and adjusting this
number for viewing opportunity.
The visibility area of each element was determined by
actual field survey, using the mode of travel for which kind
of passengers the exposure is estimated. To equalize the
weather and other conditions which would have otherwise
greatly affected the visibility of various elements, all
surveys were done in the mornings of sunny days, in the
spring of 1964, at off-peak traffic hours.
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An element was considered visible the moment one of the
following conditions occurred: (a) the element was in full
view; (b) some identifiable part of it was seen (e.g. the
golden dome of the State House, the typical houses of Back
Bay, or signs of the shopping district); (c) some associated
activity was seen (e.g. concentration of pedestrians in
Washington-Summer node); or (d) its existence was inferred
from the view of another adjoining element which is associated
with it, provided that both associated elements are well tied
together and are well known as such to most inhabitants of
the city, as indicated by Lynch's study (e.g., Charles Rotary
is inferred by the view of the rapid transit station above
it; Post Office Sq. by the Post Office building). The ex-
posure of paths, in this sense, means the exposure of their
beds, their edges, their goals (or the landmarks on them),
the activity of the districts they pass through or the nodes
they lead to. Because they are linear, moreover, paths (and
edges) may attain varying degrees of exposure along their
lengths and, therefore, only segments of them were considered
as units.
The boundaries of those elements which are not well de-
fined, such as districts or path segments, were considered
the same as those provided by Lynch's interviewees.
The number of persons to whom an element is exposed in-
cludes: (a) pedestrians, arriving in the visibility area of
the element via all modes of travel; (b) above-ground mass
transit (rapid transit and bus) passengers passing through
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the visibility area without stopping and; (c) private vehicle
(auto and truck) drivers and passengers passing through the
area without stopping.
Vehicle users who are destined for any point in the visi-
bility area were not counted in the respective exposure, since
once they leave their vehicles they become pedestrians and are
thus included in the exposure of elements to pedestrians. Ex-
cluding them from the estimates of exposure to non-pedestrians
minimizes the possibility of counting the same persons twice.
a. Exposure to Pedestrians
To compute the exposure of each element to pedestrians,
it was necessary to arrive at a fair approximation of the
distribution of pedestrians in the entire Downtown Area.
Appendix A discusses and evaluates the possible methods by
which such a distribution can be derived. The method used
in this study was to divide the Downtown Area into 60
smaller areas, based on traffic origin and destination Zones,
service areas of rapid transit stations, major terminal points
as well as other factors as discussed in Appendix A, pp. 261-265.
For each of these areas (herein called subzones) the number
of pedestrians destined for (or arriving in) the area by each
mode of travel was computed. This was done by distributing
basic traffic data (e.g. origins and destinations for private
motor vehicles; number of daily people entering or leaving
various rapid transit stops, etc.) among the various subzones.
This distribution,and the rationale behind it, as well as
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the detailed computations for each mode of travel, are in-
cluded in Appendix A, pp. 265-274 and tables A-1 through A-7
thereof.
The next step was to delineate the pedestrian visibility
area of each element. This was done by a field survey on
foot, from which a visibility map was prepared for each ele-
ment, indicating the portions of streets and pedestrian ways
from which the element is visible. The visibility maps were
then translated into visibility areas, as discussed in
Appendix B, pp. 294-296. Using the data provided by Appendix
A, the exposure of each element to pedestrians was computed
as the sum of the daily pedestrians in those portions of sub-
zones included in the visibility area of the element. Appen-
dix B, pp. 296-297 explains the methodology in more detail
and tables B-1 through B-4 include the computations classified
by element type and broken down by mode of travel by which
pedestrians arrive in the visibility area.
b. Exposure to Above-ground Mass Transit Passengers
Mass transit passengers who are destined for the visi-
bility area of each element were included in the exposure of
the element to pedestrians. Passengers who pass through the
visibility area without stopping, i.e. (i) bus passengers and
(ii) rapid transit passengers, were treated as explained below:
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Bus passengers passing through the visibility area:
The total number of bus users in the downtown area
is very small ccmpared with other modes of travel (some
2% of the total), and most of these passengers, because
of their short trips, are counted as pedestrians. The
remaining passengers who pass through the visibility
areas of different elements without stopping are thus
negligible, and moreover, their view is mostly ob-
structed by the vehicle and its passengers. These were,
therefore, omitted.
i11 Rapid transit passengers passing through the visibility
area:
For the above-ground portions of the rapid transit
system which pass through the visibility area of various
elements the number of passengers who would see the ele-
ments was estimated. Such portions are very few in the
downtown area and for the selected elements they apply
only to the Charles Rotary and the South End. Because
of vision filtering and the likelihood of not being
attentive to outside views (as most rapid transit passen-
gers are not), only 20% of the daily number of passengers
passing through the visibility areas of those two elements
were included. 1 9 As shown in Tables B-1 and B-3 of
Appendix B, these passengers are included in the ex-
posure to pedestrians of the South End and Charles
Rotary.
c. Exposure to Private Vehicle (Auto and Truck) Users.
The methodology for computing exposure to automobiles and
truck users is detailed in Appendix B, pp. 298-309. This can
be summarized as follows:
Traffic flow data, as of 1958 were assembled for all streets
and highways in the downtown area, and for highways outside the
area from uhich elements can be seen (see pp. 301-302 and Fig.
B-1 of Appedix B).
The visibility of each element was then determined by a
field survey, and the time of viewing for each segment of street
or highway from which the element is visible was registered.
'Local' and 'external' visibility of each element were separated
(see Figs. B-2 through B-13of Appendix B). The local visibility
19This estimate represents a "best guess" supported only
by the writer's observation of the behavior of rapid transit
passengers at those mentioned locations. During off peak hours,
it was observed that a higher percentage of the passengers be-
come attentive to outside views, especially as the train leaves
the tunnel and light enters the vehicle by day. Attentiveness
is much less at peak hours, and almost neglegible at night.
Attentiveness to outside views was estimated by such signs as
when a person suddenly looks up to the view ahead. Experi-
ments were only done 6 times for Charles Rotary, and 3 times
for South End. Other than these observations no intensive re-
search was employed to arrive at an accurate estimate of this
percentage, because of the fewness of the elements vhich have
this type of exposure. More intensive investigation of this
point is necessary in cases where this exposure is of more
importance in the total study.
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area was considered to lie within the pedestrian visibility
area. It includes all the streets of the latter where the
direction of traffic allows the visibility of the element,
as well as those highways which are contiguous to the pedes-
trian area but which were not included in it because of the
paucity of pedestrians on those highways. The external
visibility area extends from the boundaries of the local
area to the maximum distances at which the element is still
visible. It will be noted that in most cases local visibil-
ity is clearer and more relevant to private vehicle users
than is external visibility.
The number of persons passing through the visibility
area without having destinations in it was then computed for
local and for external visibility alone. (See pp. 303-308
and Tables B-5 through B-8 of Appendix B.) These figures
were then adjusted to make the exposure time of each element
equal to the highest exposure time for that type of element.
(See pp. 308-309 and Tables B-9 through B-12 of Appendix B
for the exposure time of various elements.) This adjustment
accounts for the probability that motor vehicle users would
notice those elements with higher exposure time than they
would notice elements with low exposure time. The adjusted
figures thus derived are called herein equalized exposure.
In sum, the following was computed for each element.
(1) Exposure to pedestrians (including adjusted exposure
to mass transit passenger.
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(2) Exposure to private motor vehicle user (local and ex-
ternal).
(3) Equalized exposure to private vehicle users (local and
external), adjusting the figures of (2) as mentioned
above. This equalized exposure was used for combination
with pedestrian exposure as will be discussed.
Table 2, p. 45 shows these exposure values.
3. Relating Exposure to Imageability
The number of people destined for and passing through
the visibility area of an element is not necessarily an ab-
solute measure of those who actually notice and perceive that
element; for attention is affected by many factors, among
which is the mode of travel.
The total exposure of an element would result from adding
the number of those attentive viewers for all modes of travel.
For each mode, the percentage of attentive viewers can be
determined by enpirical tests and interviews with a large
sample of people, or by other devices. 20 It may be found that
20 0ne such device may be the Eye Marker Camera. This is
a movie camera which is fixed to the driver's head while he
is operating the vehicle. The camera registers the scene at
which the observer is looking and marks his point of concen-
tration on each frame. Repetitive trials with a large sample
of people may reveal the average percentage of drivers who
attend to the elements under consideration. In such case,
there would be no need to include the time of exposure or to
adjust exposure accordingly. The percentage of attentive
drivers can be applied directly to the exposure to private
vehicle users without any further adjustments. The same would
be done with pedestrians. Total exposure would then be the
sum of attentive pedestrian and attentive drivers.
this percentage changes from element to element, according
to the element's visual identity, significance or location.
Two comparable experiments have recently been undertaken,2 1
but they were limited to only one mode of travel, the auto-
mobile, and were further concerned only with highway ex-
perience rather than with the experience of city streets.
Studies comparing the behavior of the driver's attention with
that of the pedestrian are absent; and limitation of resour-
ses precludes undertaking such experiments in the present
study.
To compare exposure and imageability the study does
not necessarily need an absolute measure of exposure. It
needs only a relative measure: one which gives appropriate
relative weight to the exposure values computed for pedestri-
ans as opposed to those computed for private vehicle users
and, within the latter, for local and for external exposure.
Stated differently, exposure to pedestrians can be given a
weight of 100%, but a different percentage weight should be
assigned to equalize exposure to private vehicle users
before it is added to exposure to pedestrians. Such percen-
tages need to be assigned for the average of all elements
(by type) and not for each individual element. Therefore,
2lCf. Appleyard, D., Lynch, K. and Meyer, J., The View
from the Road, Cambridge: MIT Press, 1963, pp. 35-36 and
Carr, S. & Kurilko, G., "Vision and Attention in the View
from the Road", unpublished, Joint Center for Urban Studies,
MIT & Harvard Univ., 1964. Both studies are discussed in
more detail in Chapt. IV of this study.
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it is important to ignore other factors affecting the atten-
tion of observers which may be attributed to qualities of
individual elements, and to consider only the mode of travel
as a factor affecting the relative weight to be given to
various types of exposure.22
While such relative weights remain at present unknown,
there are some guidelines which can be concluded from the
previous studies discussed above. These can be recapitulated
as follows:
(a) The weight to be given exposure to vehicle users (per-
centage of viewers) would be less than that given
pedestrians, i.e., less than 100% (p. 20, c).
(b) The latter percentage might be different for various
element types; higher for paths and nodes than for other
elements (p. 21, d).
(c) The percentage for local exposure would be much higher
than that for external exposure (p. 22, f). The above
mentioned studies of Applyeyard et al, and Carr &
Kurilko (see footnote #21) indicate that the attention
of automobile passengers is attracted to near elements
on highways about 7-12 times more than to far elements.
22That the weights assigned to various types of exposure
be the same for all elements compared is important for sever-
al reasons. First, it allows a more objective method for
testing the hypothesis than if these assigned weights were
different from element to element (say, according to the
element's visual differentiation or significance); for there
are no concrete bases by which to estimate how such weights
should vary from one element to another. By ignoring all
factors affecting attention -- except the mode of travel --
not only is subjective judgement minimized, but also factors
having a significant impact on imageability would show their
effect on the imageability-exposure charts.
Considering the above guidelines, the methodology used
in the present study to relate exposure and imageability was
as follows.
First, imageability was related graphically to exposure-
to-pedestrians for each element type as shown on Fig. 2, p. 59.
These charts show a definite trend of increase in imageability
with increase in exposure. When imageability was related to
equalized exposure to private motor vehicle users alone, as
seen in Fig. 3, p. 60, the correlation is not as good as with
the case of exposure to pedestrians. This might be attributed
to two factors: (a) in the case study, exposure to pedestians
generally formed a significant portion of the total exposure
and (b) the automobile driver, unlike the pedestrian, is pre-
occupied with driving and, on the average, might have less
opportunity to notic e any given element.
It is significant to observe that Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 seem
to be complimentary to each other. As noted on the figures,
the elements which have a relatively low exposure to pedestrians
(compared with their imageability) have a relatively high ex-
posure to vehicle users. In other words, when exposure to
pedestrians and exposure to vehicle users are combined, the
resulting total exposure should correlate with imageability
better than either types of exposure alone.
The next step was to compare imageability with various
combinations of exposure types. Since the exact relative
weight to be given to various types of exposure was not known,
the full range of combinations was considered. The two
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extremes of that range would be to consider exposure to
pedestrians alone and exposure to private vehicle users alone,
as was attempted earlier. Neither extreme, however, gives a
satisfactory measure of total exposure, for it is unlikely
that either all pedestrians or all vehicle users would be
totally inattentive to all elements. Therefore, assigning
a weight of zero to either of them seems to be unreasonable.
According to the assumptions recapitulated on p. 42,
a more reasonable range can be selected. If exposure to
pedestrians is given a weight of 100%, then the weight to
be given to exposure to vehicle users can appropriately range
from above zero to 100% for local exposure, and from above
zero to some 20% for external exposure. Table 3, p. 46,
shows the correlation coefficients that result from relating
imageability values (averages 'A') to various combinations
of exposure as noted on the Table. The imageability and ex-
posure values for which these coefficients are computed are
shown on Table 2, p. 45.
C. SUlMARY OF FINDINGS
1. Imageability and Exposure
The case study shows a very high correlation between
imageability and exposure, especially when considering exposure
to pedestrians and to vehicle users together. When exposure
data are related to imageability averages IB? (which gives
equal weights to interviews and sketch maps), the correlation
TABLE 2. EXPOSURE OF SELECTED ELEMENTS
ExDosure to Mo
Actual
tor Vehicle Users
Sec/Person Equalized
local Ext'l local Ext'l
Exp.
Pedes
to Combined Exposure Image-
t- Total Total Total ability
(l) (2) (3) A B
Common and Pub. Garden
Washington Shopping
Beacon Hill
Backbay
So. End
* Financial
* Park Sq-.
State Hse.
J. Hancock
Fan. Hall
Statler Hilton
Trinity Ch.
Christ. Sc. Ch.
* Post Office
* Paul Revere
Washington-Summer
So. St'n.
Copley Sq.
Union Park
Paul Revere Mall
* Scollay Sq.
* No. Station
* Charles Rotary
* Haymarket Sq.
Washington at Shopp.
Tremont at Common
Boylston at Common
* Chas. at Common
* Mass. at S.E.
* State
* Boylston at RR
* Tremont at S.E.
40, 550
22,700
86, 4oo
87,400
38,8oo
18,900
21,600
21,300
30,000
24,600
24,300
21,700
21,850
11,000
2,500
19,000
14,700
23,500
5,850
2,500
11,250
11,250
37,950
12,100
22,050
32,400
41,050
38,850
23,350
19,500
19,950
17,100
215
228
42,000 167
8,400 189
152
148
108
107,100 53
133,700 96
50
66
88
25,200 37
63
82
95
56
20
o4
71
96
89
158
150
125
1014
128
76
52
68
38,200
22,700
390 63,600
600 72,500
26,000
12,200
10,500
178 11,800
190 30,000
13,000
17,700
19,000
34 8,500
8,000
500
10,500
10,700
20,800
3,000
500
11,250
7,800
35,100
10,500
22,050
30,800
32,500
25,500
18,900
9,300
6,600
7,100
(a) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i)
93,250 102,800 112,350 131,1450 93 93
97,550 103,200 108,900 119,250 91 90
27,1400 70,250 87,500 l14,800 139,350 74 73
8,400 52,700 71,200 90,300 126,900 58 63
41,950 48,500 51,950 67,950 35 28
44,800 47,800 50,900 57,000 26 24
29,550 31,200 34,8oo 40,050 16 16
107,000 43,750
133,700 28,800
17,300
19,050
10,800
41,800 8,400
52,000
43,000
20,550
23,500
15,550
10,800
60,200
57,200
23,8oo
27,900
20,300
13,150
76,950
75,550
30,300
36,750
29,800
17,900
19,200 21,200 23,200 27,200 27 15
500 600 750 1,000 4 4
72,500
54,200
28,700
1,000
500
39,100
40,600
19,900
15,600
80,300
55,100
37,100
33,870
22,400
17,600
7,500
5,300
75,100
56,900
33,900
1,750
600
41,900
42, 550
28,700
18,200
85,800
62,800
45,200
40,250
27,100
19,900
9,150
7,100
77,750
59,550
39,100
2,500
750
44,600
44, 500
37,450
21,350
91,300
70,500
53,350
46,600
31,850
22,250
10,800
8,850
83,000
64,900
49,500
4,000
1,000
50,350
48,400
55,000
26,100
102,350
85,900
69,600
59,370
42,800
26,900
14 , 400
12,400
(a), (b) and (c) from Tables B-1 through B-12, Appendix B
(d) = (b)x (c) 4- highest value in (c) for element of the same
explanation.
type. See Appendix B, pN48 for further
(e) = (a) + 25% of local exposure in (d) + 5% of external exposure in (d)
(f) = (a) + 50% of local exposure in (d) + 10% of external exposure in (d)
(g) = (a) + 100% of local exposure in (d) + 20% of external exposure in (d)
(h) and (i) from Table 1 above, cals. e and f.
* Elements with low visual differentiation.
Element
riansoca
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TABIE 3. CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN IMAGEABILITY AND EXPOSURE
Element Type Exposure Combinations
Pedestrian Total Total Total- Vehicle Users-
only (1) (2) (3) only
Imageability Average "A" (a) (e) (f) (g) (d)
Districts 0.96 0.99 0.97 0.91 o.64
Landmarks 0.96 0.96 0.92 0.91 0.75
Nodes 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.92 0.30
Paths 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.97 o.81
Imageability Average "B" (a) (d)
Districts 0.94 0.79
Landmarks 0.92 0.69
Nodes 0.93 0.27
Paths 0.97 0.79
Computed from the following two sets of figures of Table 2 above:
Imageability Average "A"
(a): col. (h) and col. (a)
(e): col. (h) and col. (e)
(f) : col. (h) and col. (f)
(g) : col. (h) and col. (g)
(d) : col. (h) and 100% of local exposure + 20% of external exp of col. (d)
Imageability Average "B" same as with"A' but using the values of col. (i),
Table 2 instead of those of col. (h).
is not much affected. Table 3 shows correlation coefficients
computed on this basis for exposure to pedestrians and for
exposure to vehicle users. These coefficients are quite
comparable to corresponding coefficients with imageability
averages 'A' (which give higher weights to interviews).
However, it seems unreasonable to assume that the corre-
lation coefficients would necessarily be that high in other
case studies, or in the present case study, had the sample
of elements been sufficiently large. The high coefficients
of the present study might have also accidentally resulted
from errors in data. Three possible errors might be considered.
First, there is likely to be some inaccuracy in the traffic
data themselves or in the assumptions upon the basis of which
exposure values were computed. Second, there might be some
errors inherent in the image data, partly because of the
limited sample of interviewees and partly because the measure
of imageability, as given by Lynch's study, is perhaps rather
unsatisfactory. For such measure mainly evaluates the im-
pact of various elements on memory, which is, at best, only
a rough approximation of imageability.
Third, but most important is the disparity between the
image data and the exposure data. While the exposure values
consider all persons destined for and moving through the
Downtown Area, the same data were compared to the interview
responses of a limited sample of people who were included in
Lynch's study. The sample was inadequate in size and was un-
balanced in class and occupation. With a larger and more
balanced sample, the public image might be sanewhat different
and accordingly the correlation between imageability and ex-
posure might not be as high as it was found in the present
study.
However, the sample was well balanced as to age and sex
and, in part, as to residence and work. Moreover the mode
of travel of the subjects seems to echo the general distri-
bution of destinations. Appendix A of the present study shows
that 46% of the total destinations were made by motor vehicle
users, 47% by mass transit passengers and 7% by rail cornu-
ters. Of the 32 interviewees, 14 cmmuted by motor vehicle,
10 by mass transit, 6 on foot and 2 by rail. An investigation
of the distribution of their destinations and habitual routes
(see Table 5 and Fig. 19, pp. 177-178) shows that such dis-
tribution is reasonably balanced. Thus, while it is true that
there is a disparity in the data, this disparity is perhaps
not excessive. As Lynch put it, "there was some indication
that the composite image of the interviewees might still be
a rough first approximation of the true public image". 2 3
It can therefore be concluded that the study shows
appreciable evidence of a good correlation between imageabil-
ity and exposure, although inadequacy of data and other limi-
tations do not allow more rigorous testing of the hypothesis.
Other case studies would be necessary for further checking.
It is important to examine whether or not a correlation
2 3 Lynch, K., op. cit, p. 154.
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between imageability and exposure might indicate a cause-effect
relationship. Exposure is an index of familiarity: the higher
the exposure of an element, the higher the probability that
the element will be familiar to a greater number of observers.
In turn, familiarity with an element is a major determinant
of its imageability2 4 . Thus, a good correlation indicates
that imageability is a function of exposure.
An argument for the reverse, i.e., "exposure is a function
of imageability" is worth examining. For this argument one
may say that once the element evokes a strong image in the ob-
server's mind, the observer tends to be attentive to it, and
thus the element's "real"1 exposure would be higher than that
of another element with a weak image, even if the number of
people in the visibility area of each is the same. This ar-
gument is consistent with the process of building the image 2 5 ;
attentiveness and imageability are continuously interacting.
But, it should be noted that: (a) exposure, as estimated in
the study, was measured directly by the number of people in
the visibility area; (b) the adjustments made for attentive-
ness all pertain to general factors affecting it and not to
specific element, that is, adjustments for elements with
high imageability were no different from adjustments for those
24"There may be little in the real object that is ordered
or remarkable, and yet its mental picture has gained identity
and organization through long familiarity." Lynch, K., Qp. cit.
p. 6, emphasis added.
25Ibid.., pp. 6-s.
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with low imageability and; (c) exposure thus estimated, is a
function of the distribution and density of movement as well
as of the elements' visibility areas, i.e., a function of the
physical and functional structure of the city, and thus the
above argument would be an illogical conclusion of the present
study.
2. Imageability and Type of Exposure
Table 3, p. 46, shows that when successive portions of
exposure to vehicle users were added to corresponding exposure
to pedestrians, the correlation coefficients increased gradually
to a maximum and then declined with further additions. In the
case of districts and landmarks, the highest coefficients
were obtained with a combined exposure composed of exposure
to pedestrians plus some 25% of the local exposure to vehicle
users plus some 5% of the external exposure. In the case of
nodes and paths the highest coefficients resulted from adding
exposure to pedestrians to some 50% of the local exposure to
vehicle users. External exposure was not included here, since
none of the selected nodes or paths were externally visible
(see Table 2, p. 45). Fig. 4, p. 61, shows the correlation
between imageability and the above mentioned combined exposure.
A knowledge of the relative effect of each type of ex-
posure on imageability would be valuable for predicting the
image of the city. Are there certain relative weights to be
given to various types of exposure to yield a combined ex-
posure which vould correlate best with imageability, at
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least in similar case studies? There is no evidence that the
above mentioned relative weights, as found in the present
study, would necessarily be the same in other case studies.
Nor is it verified that such weights represent relative per-
centages of attentive vehicle users in relation to attentive
pedestrians.
Yet, there is reason to suggest that these percentages
might represent rough, first approximations of the appropriate
relative weights to be given exposure to vehicle users vs.
exposure to pedestrians in similar case studies. This is in-
dicated by the following observations, as shown in Table 3,
p. 46.
(a) For all element types the highest correlation with
imageability resulted from a combined exposure which
weighs exposure to vehicle users less heavily than
exposure to pedestrians. This is consistent with the
assumption (see p. 20) that vehicle users have, on the
average, less opportunity to be attentive to city ele-
ments than pedestrians have.
(b) The weights given to exposure to vehicle users in such
combined exposure were higher in the case of nodes and
paths than in the case of districts and landmarks. This
corroborates the hypothesis that vehicle users are more
attentive to elements of the movement systems than they
are to other elements (see p. 21).
(c) For all element types there was a consistent trend of
increase followed by decrease in the correlation
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coefficients between imageability and exposure, with
successive additions of portions of the exposure to
vehicle users to exposure to pedestrians, as discussed
above.
For an approximate, prediction of the image, however,
it might be reasonable to ignore those types of exposure
that are relatively ineffective, especially if such omission
would save appreciable effort. The correlation coefficients
of Table 3 show that an estimate of pedestrian exposure alone,
while saving substantial time and uncertainty, would still
give reasonably accurate predictions. However, omission of
exposure to vehicle users may considerably distort the pre-
dictions in some instances. Because the bulk of exposure in
the case study is exposure to pedestrians, the correlation
coefficients between imageability and exposure were not signi-
ficantly affected when exposure to vehicle users was totally
omitted. Similar results may be expected for downtown areas
but not for all parts of the city. The role of exposure to
pedestrians may be expected to decrease with distance from
the center of the city as the intensity of pedestrians de-
creases. At the same time, the role of exposure to private
vehicle or mass transit users becomes more and more important.
Depending on the area under consideration, as well as on the
degree of accuracy required in predictions, exposure to pedes-
trians alone may or may not be sufficient.
The time of exposure can usually be estimated during the
same survey when the visibility maps of the elements are
prepared. Thus the only effort involved when considering ex-
posure time would be additional computations. It seems that
it is worthwhile to consider exposure time, especially when
it varies greatly from element to element. If other methods
for determining the ?attentive portion' of private vehicle
users are employed, there will be no need to consider exposure
time.
Compared with local exposure, external exposure to vehicle
users seems to have much less effect on imageability. This
can be seen from Fig. 3, p. 60. In fact, it might be con-
sidered the least effective of all types of exposure. But,
since the visibility of (and attentiveness to) an element
decreases gradually with distance, and if the hypothesis that
imageability is a function of exposure proves to be correct,
we should expect the effect of exposure on imageability to
behave the same -- decreasing gradually with distance from
the element. The appreciable difference in the degree of
effectiveness of local vs. external exposure in the case
study is due to the fact that the local and external visi-
bility areas of the selected elements were not contiguous.
Generally, the elements were externally visible from some
distance, then they disappeared for a long period of time
before they became visible again locally. (See Figs. B-4,
5, 7, 8, 9 of Appendix B.) In such cases, external exposure
may be totally omitted without affecting the predictions
too much. The problem of defining the local visibility area
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in cases where the element is continually visible for long
distances is discussed in the following chapter.
3. Imageability. Exposure and Other Factors
That imageability is a function of exposure is further
verified if Fig. 4 is scrutinized. For each element type, the
imageability of those elements which have no particular social,
functional or historic significance relates very closely to
their exposure, even if allowance is made for possible errors
in computations or assumptions, or for possible inadequacies
of the sample. Other elements lie off the regression line,
but the reasons for these deviations can be explained by
other factors.
a. Factors Enhancing Imageability
As the Fig. 4 shows, some elements have higher image-
abilities than wmuld be predicted by their exposure. Eminent
examples of these are the State House and Faneuil Hall (Fig. 4 b),
Scollay Sq, (Fig. 4 c) and, to a lesser extent, the Common and
Public Gardens (Fig. 4 a). The State House is functionally
and, to a certain extent, historically significant to most
people. Located on the ridge of Beacon Hill facing the large
space of the Common, it dominates the scene with its golden
dome and distinctive form. Faneuil Hall played an important
role in American history, and there is good reason to believe
that it might be highly valued as an historic landmark by
most Bostonians.
Scollay Sq. is an important junction in the whole pattern
of the movement system. It is the intersection of major streets
which lead to the eastern, northeastern, western and southern
portions of the downtown area. Because of its location and
its connection with such major streets as Cambridge, Tremont
and State, it acts as a gateway to the Central Business
District and is the hub of a whole series of districts in the
old head of the Boston peninsula. Moreover, the Square is
a transfer point of two rapid transit lines.
The Common is the most imageable element in the Downtown
Area, although it has the second highest exposure of all the
elements. A major open space in a hitherto compact and busy
area, the Common is visually distinct and sharply contrasted
with the surrounding buildings and activities.
However, the Common is not a good example to show the
effect of visual differentiation on imageability because it
already has a high exposure as well as some historic signi-
ficance. An investigation of other elements does not convincing-
ly prove that visual contrast increases imageability as much
as other factors do. As shown in Figs. 2 and 4, the imagea-
bility of an element corresponds to its exposure irrespective
of the degree of visual differentiation. Extreme examples
are: the Paul Revere Statue and Mall, and Union Park Sq.,
which have high visual identities yet very low imageabilities;
North Station and Scollay Sq. which, conversely, have high
imageabilities despite a low visual differentiation26,
Yet, the conclusion that imageability has nothing to do
with visual differentiation would be unwarranted. It must be
noted that: (a) all the image elements included in this study
are those defined as such by image interviews; (b) all the
elements were, to a greater or lesser extent, visually dif-
ferentiated; and (c) all the image elements in the three
cities studied by Lynch were largely the same as those de-
fined on the basis of visual differentiation alone, although
the relative weights of the elements were different.
Thus it might be concluded that visual differentiation
is an important factor in defining the probable elements which
constitute the image, but it has a minimal effect in deter-
mining the relative weight, or imageability of the elements.
Exposure, on the other hand, seems to determine the imagea-
bility of the element to a greater extent, but it cannot de-
fine a building or an area as a probable image element, to
begin with. Imageability is also enhanced by the degree of
social, functional or historic significance of the element.
These latter factors can also help define the elements of the
image. Since the significance of an element helps attract
the observers' attention to it, it is likely that, with time,
the element tends to be singled out in the observers' minds,
26 1n evaluating the visual form of Boston by trained ob-
servers, Paul Revere Statue and Mall, and Union Park Sq. were
rated above 75% frequency; North Station and Scollay Sq. from
12.5-25%. C.f. Lynch, K., QE. cit., Fig. 38, p. 147. See
Table 1 above for imageabilities.
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even if its physical form is not as strongly as differentiated27.
b. Factors Decreasing Imageability
The case study also showed other elements the imageabilities
of which are lower than would be predicted by their exposures.
Examples are the Financial District (Fig. 4 a), the John
Hancock Building (Fig. 4 b), and Mass. Avenue at the South
End (Fig. 4 d).
The deviation of these elements is attributed to what
might be called pattern disorganization: factors which impede
the ease and certainty of movement, and which may ultimately
lead to disorientation or total confusion. The street system
of the Financial District is one such factor: poorly differen-
tiated, lacking a clear structure and poorly connected to the
outside. The John Hancock Building is another example. Lo-
cated on narrow streets, yet visible from Copley Sq., the
building is misleading. Its appearance from nearby is en-
tirely different than from a distance, and with its base
'hiddent, the building might be missed from surrounding streets.
Mass. Avenue enters the South End after a subtle, misleading
curve at Falmouth street and an amorphous space at the Symphony
Hall. Poorly joined with its northern portion, the Avenue
27 That the 'significance' of an element is a factor in
attracting the attention of the observer has been discussed
above (see p. 18), and has also been shown experimentally by
the use of the eye marker camera. C.f. Carr, S. and Kurilko,
G., .0. cit.
seems to be imaged as discontinuous by most observers28.
These latter conclusions are apparently reinforced by
Lynch's study. Most of his interviewees had difficulty lo-
cating these elements on maps, although the elements were
more frequently mentioned in verbal interviews. (See Table
1 above.)
28The disparity between the imageability of Mass. Avenue
and its exposure may be in part attributed to an overestimation
of exposure. This element lies at the edge of the study area,
and visibility extends west of the area. Because of the non-
availability of data, the exposure of Mass. Avenue to pedes-
trians was assumed to be twice the exposure derived from the
easternportion of the visibility area (see Table B-4, Appendix
B). The land use pattern in this area leads one to believe
that the number of pedestrians in the western portions of the
visibility area is likely to be less than that in the eastern
portion, and thus the computed exposure would be overestimated.
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IV. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
The finding so far discussed might have important impli-
cations in the field of urban design. In this section some
of the implications on the design of the movement system are
outlined, the factors affecting imageability are summarized
and a method for predicting the image of the city is proposed
and evaluated. Before such an application is suggested, how-
ever, the above findings are further checked against those of
similar studies in the field, especially those studies which
had different approaches from that followed by the present
study.
A. COMPARISON WITH OTHER STUDIES
To most of the past studies in imageability, exposure,
as used here, is a new concept, and complete agreement or
disagreement with the present study is not, therefore, ex-
pected. Despite the difference in approach and emphasis, it
is significant to note that many of the conclusions of this
and prior studies seem to reinforce each other.
The studies which are canpared here fall into two groups:
(1) studies focusing on the image of the city and the factors
affecting it and (2) studies analyzing the behavior of the
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automobile driver.
1. Comparison with Image Studies
Two important studies in this field have been referred
to: Lynch's The Image of the City and Gulick's "Images of an
Arab City"29 . Lynch's study has been the most thorough one
carried out so far, and has been the basis on which the pre-
sent study relied. With it the present study agreed on the
concept of the public image and its measure but disagreed
on the definition of imageability. Gulick offered a broader
definition than Lynch's, but one which the present study
would still regard as too narrow to encompass "public im-
ageabilityn30.
The difference between the conclusions of the present
and the above-mentioned studies is basically a difference in
emphasis. While Lynch emphasized visual differentiation of
the object as a factor in its imageability, and Gulick stressed
other-than-visual significance, the present study suggested a
totally different factor -- exposure. Though exposure may
have been at times referred to in the prior studies, it has
always been regarded as visibility, and hardly, if ever,
2 9 0p. it.
3 0 Gulick defines imageability as "a set of qualities of,
or associated with, an object, which maintains in the beholder
conscious visual awareness of the object", OR. cit., p. 193,
emphasis added. The qualities "associated with" the object
connote social, historic or behavioral significance of the ob-
ject which Gulick stressed in his conclusions (pp. 193-196).
The definition which the present study offered unlike the others,
considers the imageability which is shared by a large number of
people rather than that held by the individual (see pp. 10-13).
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has the distribution of movement, which results in a greater
or lesser number of viewers, been considered. As the present
study indicates, exposure might prove to be a dominant factor
in image building, once an element has a minimum of the above
factors which would make it stand out as an lentity', visually
as well as mentally.
2. Comparison with Vision and Attention Ana
In this respect the present study has referred to Gibson
and Crooks "A Psychological Field-Analysis of Automobile
Driving", and Appleyard-Lynch-Meyer's The View from the Road3 1 .
Both studies agree that the driver is preoccupied with objects
on the road rather than with distant landmarks or other ele-
ments which are not particularly relevant to his maneuvering32.
The present study indicates that : (a) exposure to private
vehicle users is more effective to imageability of elements
in the case of paths and nodes than it is the case of districts
and landmarks, and (b) 'local' exposure is much more effective
to the imageability of all element types than texternal exposure.
These observations seem to echo the conclusions of the above
3 cit., see pp. 16-18 and footnotes 11 and 13 above.
32Appleyard, Lynch and Meyer maintain that their subjects
spent two thirds of their time looking at objects on the road.
Gibson and Crooks limit the attention of the driver to "per-
tinent elements" in the "field of safe travel" which lies with-
in the boundaries of the road, see pp. 16-17 of the present
study.
mentioned studies.
A recent study (Carr and Kurilko) done with the eye-mar-
ker camera33 yielded significant conclusions which are of in-
terest to the present study, especially those conclusions
dealing with exposure to private vehicle users. Among the
purposes of the writers were to study the interrelationships
between the patterns of vision and the patterns of memory,
and to disentangle the factors which affect each. They chose
an elevated highway sequence as the field in which to test
their hypotheses, registered the sequence on a movie film,
and had it prvjected to ten subjects, one at a time. Each
subject was instructed to be attentive and to simulate the
behavior of a front seat passenger in a car without being in-
formed of what he will be required to do next. At the time
of projection, an eye-marker camera registered a copy of the
projected film for each subject, marking his fixations on that
copy. Each subject was then interviewed to test his memory of
what he has just seen, and some questions of the interview
were repeated after one day and one week of the experiment.
Each of the subjects' film and interview results were then
analyzed and compared, and the following conclusions were made:3
3 3 Carr, S., Kurilko, G., "Vision and Memory in the View
from the Road", p_. cit., see footnote #20 for comment on eye-
marker camera.
34The experiment was so designed because of the unavail-
ability of a portable eye-marker camera which would allow di-
rect tests in the field. With the experience thus diluted and
with the subjects, simulating car passengers rather than drivers,
the results are apt to show less preoccupation with the road
than would actually be the case. However, the conclusions might
not change drastically when the experiment is done in the field.
The conclusions listed here are only those which are relevant
to the present study.
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(a) There was general agreement among subjects on the elements
(or element clusters) of greatest visual interest. "Vi-
sual interest" was ranked proportional to the time (num-
ber of frames) spent by the average of the subjects look-
ing at them.
(b) A good correlation was found to exist between the rank
of the elements remembered (approximately equal to
"imageability"), and the rank of "visual interest" of
the element.
(c) The principal factors which directly affect the visual
interest were:
(i) the time during which the element is present on the
film (exposure time);
(ii) the non-continuity and "visual individuation" or
dominance of the element;
(iii) its general "denotative" significance because of
historic, social or other reasons, as well as its
role as an indicator of local activity or character
or as a decision marker or point of inflection in
the development of the sequence;
(iv) its serial order in the sequence, in relation to
transitions or abrupt changes in the complexity in
the scene, as well as its recurrence.
Visual interest was found to be adversely affected by the
general complexity of the scene in which the element is present.
The above conclusions are directly related to the factors
affecting imageability of elements which are suggested in the
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present study. That memory is affected by vision, in the
above manner, is another indication to the validity of the
hypothesis that imageability is a function of exposure. A
process of elimination of other image factors was followed
by the present study by relating imageability to exposure
alone, and thus the effect of other factors (which are can-
bined in Carr and Kurilko's conclusions as visual individua-
tion and denotative significance) was observed. But, since
the present study did not deal with individual road sequences,
such factors as serial order of the element or changes in
complexity were not considered.
There are some other comparable aspects. Carr and
Kurilko found that the "elements tracked by subjects for very
long periods of time were not only those with high individua-
tion and/or denotative significance but also those relatively
large elements located on or next to the road, i.e. having
the sense of immediacy". Their subjects spent only 6.8% of
their time looking at distant landmarks, as opposed to 55%
of their time looking at objects on the road. If these figures
are adjusted to approximate the real experience of drivers as
well as passengers, the figures might show even greater dis-
parity. Corresponding figures in Appleyard-Lynch-Meyer ex-
periments are 5-10% and 67% respectively. At any rate, both
conclusions indicate a preoccupation of private vehicle users
with the road, and suggest a greater effect of local exposure
on imageability.
Since, in the present study, external exposure was mostly
accomplished via urban highways (the same highways for which
the above-discussed experiments were undertaken), it appears
that the weight suggested for external exposure on the study
(5-10%) for inclusion in the combined exposure might be rea-
sonable. However, there is no reason to believe that these
"percentages of attentiveness" revealed by the above experi-
ments would necessarily apply to city streets, although the
general order of importance might not be reversed.
B. PREDICTING THE IMAGE OF THE CITY
The findings so far discussed can suggest an outline of
a method by which to predict the public image of the city.
This predicted image would be useful as the basis for planning
the future visual form of the city.
Lynch suggested the following method for deriving and
analyzing the image of the city:
(1) a visual survey by trained observers, on foot and by
vehicle, to analyze the visual form of the city as seen
by those observers;
(2) mass interviews of a large and balanced sample of people,
to derive the public image of the city;
(3) a second-round investigation of the critical problems
revealed from a comparison of the results of 1 and 2,
above, by the interview of a small sample of people,
concentrating on those problem elements; and
(4) an intensive field analysis of those problem elements.3 5
These will be hereinafter referred to as stages 1, 2, 3,
and 4 respectively.
This method faces two basic difficulties. First, it re-
quires substantial effort, particularly in stage 2, to obtain
objective results. How large a sample of people should or
could we interview, given the length and variety of interview
methods? Second, lacking the ability to predict changes in
the image over time, the whole methodology should be almost
repeated each time the data is to be brought up to date. A
theoretical method to predict the image of the city, unlike
the empirical method, should be able to avoid these difficul-
ties. This method subsumes that imageability is affected by
the following:
(a) visual differentiation, which defines the elements that
would constitute the image, without necessarily indicating
the relative weight or imageability of these elements;
(b) significance (for functional, social, historic and other-
than visual reasons) which in part defines the image ele-
ments, and in part contributes to the relative weight of
the elements;
(c) exposure, which, although it has very little to do with
the definition of the elements, determines most of their
relative weight in the image;
350. .cit., pp. 155-156.
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(d) locational factors, such as the location of the element
relative to major transition or decision points, its
relationship to surrounding elements and spaces, as well
as the ease or difficulty of reaching (or moving through)
the element and of recognizing it from a short distance.
These factors increase or decrease the imageability of
some elements.
The method which is proposed below will slightly modify
stages 1 and 3 of Lynch's method, completely depart from stage
2 suggesting another substitute, and agree with stage 4. There-
fore, the discussion will be concerned only with stages 1, 2
and 3, illustrating those changes, or departures from Lynch's
method.
1. The Proposed Method
Stage #1: Visual Survey:
The method would begin by a visual survey of the area by
trained observers, similar to Lynch's stage 1. Combined with
an aquaintance of the area's history and functional and social
structure, the elements which would constitute the image can
be determined. This analysis will also show some of visual
strengths or weaknesses, some problems of location or struc-
ture, as well as some of the disparities or congruences be-
tween the visual and nonvisual aspects of the area.
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Stage #2: Estimating Exposure:
For the above elements exposure surveys and computations
would then be undertaken similar to what has been done in the
present study (c.f. Appendices A and B). These exposure
values would be proportional to imageability, other factors
being equal. If the imageability of the highest elements for
each type is known, the imageability of all other elements
can be estimated on the basis of a straight line relation-
ship with exposure.
These exposure estimates can serve as a basis for compari-
son with the survey results (stage #1), thus defining some
problem elements. An example of such elements would be those
which are visually dominant, but the imageabilities of which
might be low, because of low exposure. Estimates of image-
ability will be made possible after undertaking selective
interviews, comparable to Lynch's stage 3.
Stage #3: Selective Interviews:
No matter what the method of deriving the image, the in-
terviews and surveys of the problem elements (stages 3 and 4)
will have to be made, for the knowledge of the public image
is not an end in itself, but a tool for design, a basic step
for further analyses. These interviews (perhaps of 20-40
persons) would then concentrate on:
(a) the problem elements which are revealed by the visual
survey (e.g. elements with locational difficulties,
elements with poor visual differentiation but high
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nonvisual significance, etc.) as well as on problems re-
vealed by comparison of the results of the visual survey
with exposure estimates, as noted above;
(b) elements having the highest exposure and;
(c) elements ranked high on historic, social, functional or
locaticnal significance.
In doing so, these interviews will not only reveal more
problems and potentialities, but they will also help estimate
the imageability of the elements with the highest exposure in
each element type, thereby allowing prediction of the image-
ability of all other elements.3 6 Moreover, the imageability
of the elements which are significantly affected by factors
other than exposure can be determined.
When the actual imageability of these latter elements is
compared to their predicted image on the basis of exposure
alone, the effect of social, functional, historic or locational
36 Theoretically, if the imageability of any one element in
each element type is known, the imageability of the rest of the
elements can be estimated by relation to exposure. But since
in practice too many factors are involved in interviews, the
element with the highest exposure mould be subject to the
greatest agreement among interviewees, because it would be
more familiar to them than other elements, and thus the least
statistical errors would be involved. Moreover, its high
exposure may dominate the effect of other factors upon its
imageability and thus a more precise ratio imageability/ex-
posure can be arrivedat. If the imageability of this element
would be too much affected because of its significance or be-
cause of its difficult location, for instance, it is advisable
to choose other elements with the next highest exposures for
investigation of their imageabilities.
factors on imageability can be, to some extent, assessed.
This should prove valuable to the designer in his case study
as well as in other studies.
Detailed surveys and analyses of the problems and po-
tentialities can then be undertaken (stages #4).
As an illustration, Table 4 and Fig. 5, pp. 82 and 83,
compare, for the selected elements of the present study, the
imageability predicted on the basis of exposure with that
report in Lynch's study (averages "A" of Table 1). Such
predictions are made on the basis that the imageability of
the elements with the highest exposure is determined by in-
terviews as discussed in stage #3 above.
2. Evaluation of the Method
a. Problems:
The above discussion goes without mentioning any of the
problems involved. If exposure can be adequately estimated,
the method should prove to be a more efficient substitute for
mass interviews. However, the case study revealed three basic
problems that should be overcome in estimating exposure.
First, adequate data about the distribution of movement
may sometimes be unavailable. The data used in the case
study is not the best possible, and it requires considerable
effort to arrive at a more refined geographical distribution
of movement patterns. Another problem is that of defining
the boundaries of the local and external visibility areas
when there is no definite break between those areas. The third
problem is that of finding out the attentive portion of pri-
vate vehicle users which should be included in the total ex-
posure.
The research done in the present study can offer some
suggestions to overcome these problems. As to the question
of data, it seens that what is needed would be actual counts
of pedestrians on various streets, like those presently
available for motor vehicles. This will not only give as
accurate a distribution as possible, but will also show which
streets are heavily used by pedestrians, and thus would have
important implications in the fields of planning and design.
Cabined with 0 & D data per subzone, such pedestrian counts
could be used to arrive at more accurate computations.
The next best information would be the average daily popula-
tion per "subzone"t , or small area units. The third would be
average daily destinations per subzone, which when combined
with data about the daily pedestrian "through traffic" per
subzone, would yield adequate computations of exposure to
pedestrians. These computations would be made by a method
similar to that explained in Appendix B. For private vehicle
users, the data needed is for persons rather than for vehicl6s,
and should be broken down to "destine d" and "through" traffic.
At any rate, the question of data is not an inherent problem
in the proposed method, and exposure can be computed with
the presently available data, as shown in Appendices A and B.
The availability of more elaborate data would save considerable
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effort and would be helpful to other planning studies as well.
The next problem is that of defining the boundaries of
the local visibility area. Because this is determined by ac-
tual survey, the boundaries are often easily defined. Although
on maps it may appear that some elements would be continually
visible for long distances, this is usually not the case in
the field because of the existence of many obstacles to
vision, such as vehicular traffic, pedestrians, trees, signs,
or points of distraction. The boundaries of the local visi-
bility area can be determined by one or more of the following,
depending on what is present in the actual case:
(i) A break in visibility, where the element is hidden
far some distance before it is seen again locally.
(ii) A major open space some distance before the element,
but not adjacent to it. In this case
there is usually a contrast between
the intensity of light in the open
s/cRAg giri/e here6 beaae M space and in the radiating streets
V - owhich creates a 'blind' area around
the element, when the observer is
approaching this open space. An ex-
ample is the Entertainment District,
along Tremont Street in Boston, which
despite its intensive signs cannot be easily distin-
guished by an observer on Tremont St. at the Common,
except after he has actually passed the open space.
(iii) A major point of interest between the element and
the viewing street, which is capable of attracting
the attention away from the element. Such a point
of interest may be a major focus of activity, another
major element, a decision point (such as a major
cross street) or a major node.
Only in very infrequent cases would all the above condi-
tions be absent. However, in those cases in which there may
be no basis for defining the local visibility (such case did
not occur in any of the 32 elements of the case study), the
only solutions to the problem may be either to survey such
elements by a number of observers and rely on their conbensus,
or to make eye-marker-camera tests.
Third, there is the problem of finding out the portion
of "attentive" private vehicle users. The percentages sugges-
ted by the study (25% for districts and landmarks and 50%
for paths and nodes) can at best be approximations. Until data
on this point are uncovered, such percentages can be checked
against empirical tests, such as the eye-marker camera ex-
periments discussed above (see footnote #20 and pp. 65-66
above).
Depending on the degree of accuracy desired, however, one
might choose to do away with exposure to non-pedestrians, es-
pecially in downtown areas where such exposure would be rela-
tively insignificant. As an example of what the results
might be, Table 4, p. 82 and Fig. 5-b, p. 83, show the correlation
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between the actual imageability and that predicted on the basis
of exposure to pedestrians alone. Although the results are
sanewhat less accurate than those of Fig. 5-a, the correlation
seems to be good enough to substantiate the exclusion of ex-
posure to private vehicle users in downtown areas.
b. Advantages of the Method
Despite the difficulties outlined above, the suggested
method has potential advantages. It will not only show all
the possible conclusions that the direct interview method
would, but also, because of its analytical nature, would
show the factors affecting the image as well as their inter-
action. Thus the image map can be resolved into its con-
stituent maps and analyses: the visual form, exposure in-
dicies or ranks of various elements, functional significance,
historic significance, analyses of structure, etc. Each of
these factors can be represented separately on maps and re-
ports, uhich should provide a more adequate guide for design.
With the image analyzed in this manner, the method has
the ability to predict changes in the image over time. Such
changes would result from changes in these factors affecting
the image, notably exposure and visual form. Thus, correspon-
ding changes can be easily made on maps, reports or computations ,
and the image can be subsequently recomputed. As an example,
consider the case of predicting the new image of Boston after
the Prudential Center has been constructed. Assume that the
prior image data are present, as shown above. The following
should th en be ma de:
(i) Estimate the exposure of the Prudential Center, and
find out probable adjustments for estimates of near-
by elements due to losses in their visibility areas,
changes in the patterns of flows in the area or in-
creases in exposure of surrounding paths because of
increased inferential visibility.
(ii) Record changes in the visual form due to the con-
struction of the building, as well as its muting
effect on other previously prominant landmarks in
the vicinity, such as the John Hancock building.
(iii) Record changes in all other factors, if any.
(iv) Recompute the image in the way previously described.
C. IMPLICATIONS FOR THE MOVEMENT SYSTEM
The above conclusions have scme direct implications which
might be useful for designing movement systems, with the major
objective of strengthening the image of the city. There is
good indication that the imageability of an element is a func-
tion of its exposure, and exposure, among other factors, is
a function of the direction and location of the movement
channels with respect to the element, as well as the distri-
bution of people on these channels. Thus imageability can
be enhanced by changes in the movement system.
Consider, for instance, those elements which have a high
potential for organizing the image of the city, but which in
fact have very low imageabilities because of their low
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exposures. Such elements are frequent in Boston; the Paul
Revere Statue and Mall, Union Park Sq., Louisburg Sq. and
the Christian Science Church are examples. If the exposure
of such elements can be enhanced, they might play a dominant
role in the image of the city. Exposure can be increased by
one or more of the following devices, according to their
effectiveness and feasibility in each case:
(1) Redirecting the streets in the vicinity of the element,
or constructing new streets or pedestrian paths which
would increase the visibility area of the element.
(2) Changing the surrounding physical form, such as creating
of major open spaces in the vicinity of the element or
imposing height limitations or other devices which would
have the same effect as (1) above.
(3) Inducing changes in flows and/or destinations, so as to
attract more observers in the visibility area of the
element.
Another example would be such elements like the John
Hancock building (and presumably also the Court House and the
Custom House Tower) the location of which,and the pattern of streets
around which adversely affect the imageability of the elements.-
The actions here would be in the surrounding street pattern.
The South End is a similar case; its imageability would be
enhanced by connecting it via major streets to the districts
north and south of it.
The way in which image studies are analyzed would, of
course, affect the quality of design. If, as suggested above,
image maps are composed of a series of analyses maps assessing
the visual, finctional, historic, social and locational aspects
of each of the image elements, then the problems and potentiali-
ties can be known more precisely. This will also enable the
designer to assess the implications of his proposals. For in-
stance, if one of the policies is to maximize the exposure of
elements of high historic significance at a minimal cost, the
designer would then investigate:
(1) flow patterns in the surrounding areas of such elements,
(2) possibilities of inducing increases in these flows,
(3) potetial areas from which the element could be made visible
and,
(4) value and condition of surrounding buildings.
When each of these items has been assessed, a most efficient
proposal can be made.
The above discussion applies to the design of new (as
well as existing) urban areas. It should be the objective
of the designer among other objectives, to design a movement
system which would help to create a highly imageable enirW-en-
met environment. Once it becomes possible to predict the
image of the new urban area, via exposure estimates or pre-
dictions, alternate designs can be prepared and tested from
this point of view. The present study reveals some guiding
criteria in this respect, such as:
(1) relating major landmarks with major flow channels and
relating major nodes with terminal and important stops;
(2) directing and locating major streets so they would not
only increase the exposure of certain elements, but would
also expose a number of elements either simultaneously
or sequentially.
(3) selecting, designing and locating certain elements so
that they would be visually as well as functionally promi-
nent, and thus would become important destinations;
(4) using the movement system to interrelate various element
types, whereby the sight of certain landmarks may indi-
cate the locations of specific nodes, paths or districts.
If these landmarks were highly exposed, they would in
effect enhance the imageability of other related elements.
These and other criteria are more elaborated in Part
Three of the present study.
TABLE 4 PREDICTED IMAGEABILITY AIND REPORTED IMAGEABILITY
Element Imageability: % Frequency
Reported Predicted by
Avg. "A" Combined Exp. to Visual
Exposure Pedestrians diff'n
(a) From Table 2, col.(h)
(b) Predicted on basis of combined exposure of Table 2 above, using
Total (1) for districts and landmarks, and Total (2) for Nodes and
paths.
(c) Predicted on basis of exposure to pedestrians, col. (a) Table 2
(d) From Lynch, K. The Image of the City, Fig. 38, p. 147.
* Assumed to be known by selective interviews; see text.
Common and Pub. Garden
Washington Shopping
Beacon Hill
Back Bay
South End
Financial
Park Square
State House
John Hancock
Faneuil Hall
Statler Hilton
Trinity Church
Christian Science Church
Post Office
Paul Revere
Washington - Summer
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State
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74
58
35
26
16
81
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4
91
83
54
12
4
78
58
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26
91
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61
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30
27
21
18
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93
78
64
37
43
28
81*
65
32-
37
24
18
33
9
91*
70
47
19
8
53
53
45
25
91*
71
54
47
33
P2
11
9
(c)
88
91*
66
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39
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27
81*
53
32
35
21
17
35
9
91*
69
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12
6
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52
25
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91*
63.
42
38
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8
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25-50
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over 75
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over 75
over 75
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over 75
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25-50
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25-50
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25-50
25-50
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PART TWO
THE MOVEMENT SYSTEM AS A SYSTEM OF SPACES
STRUCTURING THE ENVIRONMENT
V. STRUCTURING THE ENVIRONMENT
Part One has concentrated upon the image of individual
elements. Part Two is concerned with the image of the en-
vironment: the grouping of the individual elements into systems,
and the meshing of systems into a total structure.
The urban environment extends far beyond the visual field
of the stationary observer, and movement through its spaces
is necessary for perceiving and learning it. It is natural
that the movement system assumes a strategic function in
building the environmental image, as the paths of movement
expose various elements and interrelations to the observer.
These paths are structured into a system which forms a frame-
work into which other elements and systems are continously
fitted.
These two functions of the movement system, exposure and
structuring, are inseparable. They stem from the fact that
both abstraction and organization are two inseparable features
in the perceptual process; perception is a ?unitas multiplex?. 3 7
37"Perception is typically, if not always, both unitary
and structured -- a unitas multiplex", Murphy, G. & Hochberg,
J., "Perceptual Development: some Tentative Hypotheses",
Psychological Review, Vol. 58, No. 5, Sept. 1951, p. 332.
The environment may be abstracted in terms of its salient
features, or 'dominant details' in Bartlett's terms,3
around which the pattern of perceiving and remembering is or-
ganized. These features may not only structure environmental
components into identifiable units, but also into aggregates
and multiples of interrelated aggregates. This interrelated-
ness takes place in both space and time. 3 9
A. THE CITY AS A SET OF INTERRELATED SYSTEMS
The image of the city is, therefore, more than the sum
of its individual elements. Like any system, it must include
the relationships among its elements and subsystems. Consider
the image of the city in light of the abstracting and struc-
turing nature of perception, and with regard to the following
statements of Hall & Fagen about the qualities of systems:
"A system is a set of objects together with the re-
lationships between the objects and between their
attributes." .. "elements of a system may them-
selves be systems of lower order" ..."objects
38Bartlett, F. C., Remembering: A Study in Experimental
and Social Psychology, London: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1932,
pp. 31-32, 93-94, 213-214 & 234-236.
3 9 The notion of structuring is inherent in most theories
of perception. Allport has made an able survey of thirteen
theories of perception and concluded that "each deals in some
way with the plurum of parts or elements which we have called
the perceptual aggregate *.. in a physicalistic and denotation-
al manner ... , each may also be considered as having phenome-
nological counterpart in the percept". He goes on to list
common principles of structuring -- such as interrelatedness,
inclusion, circularity, flexibility, space and time building,
persistence of topological relationships, etc. -- to which
various theories of perception agree. C. f. Allport, F. H.,
pp.. it.. p. 597 and Chapt. 20. Emphasis added.
belonging to one subsystem may be considered as part
of the environment of another system." 4 0
As concluded in Part One, the elements which constitute
the image of the city are those which have the ability to
identify themselves in the observer's mind, for vtsual as
well as non-visual reasons (see p. 69), and which, because
of their high exposure, tend to become pronounced in the
mental picture of many individuals. These elements, moreover,
should be internally structured and easy-to-fit in to a total
framework (see p. 70).
The elements (or objects of the system) do not stand
isolated; they are structured together by similarity of
attributes, by proximity in space and time, by closure, good
continuation, hierarchy and other principles of perceptual
organization.4 1 So complex is the urban environment that
such structuring is necessary for perceiving it. Organiza-
tion effectively increases the capacity of the individual to
4 0 Hall, A. D., Fagen, R. E., "Definition of Systems",
General Systems; Journal of the Society for the Advancement
of General Systems, Vol. 1, pp. 18-24.
41For these principles see, for-instance, Wertheimer, M.,
"Principles of Perceptual Organization", in Beardslee, D.C.
and Wertheimer, M., Readings in Perception, N.Y.: Van Nostrand,
1958, pp. 115-135; or Kohler, W., "Grouping in Visual Perception"
in Dulany Jr., D.E., et al, Contributions to Modern Psychology,
N.Y.: Oxford Univ. Press, 1958, pp. 91-97.
Lynch's study, op. cit., hints at some such principles of
organization in the city. See pp. 95-6 for "form simplicity",
"closure" and "contrast"; p. 49 for element association by
"proximity"; pp. 67-9 and 103-4 for district "homogeneity"
and "continuity"; pp. 52-3 and 96 for path continuity.
absorb information and thereby perceive the environment with
a minimum of mental effort.42
Similar elements tend to form systems. Thus the city
can be organized by its street system, by a set of focal
points, districts or landmarks. Within each of these systems,
relationships may be of single order or they may be hierarchi-
cal.43 In a single-order system all elements of the system
assume equal importance. A hierarchical system, on the other
hand, is one in which certain elements dominate the others,
sometimes segregating themselves in a system of higher order.
Thus we may have a primary street system which structures the
environment at a large scale, fran which branch secondary
systems which in turn structure local areas. Or districts
could be grouped into larger regions and so on. Such a
hierarchical structure is more likely to occur in the image,
since it abstracts the city in terms of fewer elements and
simpler systems. It is also adaptable to the process of
4 2For a stimulating comparison between visual perception
and information theory, c.f. Attneave, F., "Some Information
Aspects of Visual Perception", Psychological Review, Vol. 61,
No. 3, 1954, pp. 183-193.
4 3The phenomenon of structure in perception occurs, Allport
maintains, "either in a-side-by-side relationship of aggregates
of a single order that do not represent inclusion of one with-
in the other, or in a relation in which a large aggregate is
made up of smaller ones of a lower order -- a relation of in-
cludingness." Allport, F. H., o. cit.., p. 598, emphasis
added.
perceptual development: 4 4 higher order systems could be
learned as major frames of reference, within which minor sy-
stems (or elements) could fit.
Just as the hierarchical structure can exist at the level
of a single element (e.g., a path is broken down into major
regions each of which is further divided into minor regions),
or at the level of systems of similar elements, so can it
also group different elements by spatial (or temporal) in-
clusion. Thus, a district can be organised around a major
focus, or node, and the node may encompass a major landmark.
Major paths may lead to the central node, and the district
may be vividly delineated by a visible edge. A number of such
interrelated systems can form a system of higher order.
These are examples of the variety and levels of systems
by which the image of the city can be structured. It is by
no means a complete list. The individual, with great adapt-
ability and directed by his experience and towards his own
purposes, can form a variety of relationships for himself.
With experience, his image will tend to be canposed of a
44 Perception is a temporally-extended development process
and as such, depends on the individual's experience with the
environment. C.f. Murphy & Hochberg, op. Cit., pp. 334 and
339. The Gibsons propose that learning in perception allows
the individual "to make finer and finer discriminations in
the environment"; Gibson, J. J. and Gibson, E. G., "Perceptual
Learning: Differentiation or Enrichment?", Psychological Re-
view, Vol. 62, No. 1, 1955, p. 34. Bruner suggests that per-
ceptual learning consists of coding the environment into cate-
gories and category systems; Bruner, J. S., "On Perceptual
Readiness", in Beardslee and Wertheimer, 2p. cit., pp. 686-729.
set of interrelated systems, however, varied, fragmentary or
distorted might be the relationships. Crucial to the forma-
tion of the image of systems is the perception of relationships
between the elements of the system and between their attributes.
B. ORIENTATION IN A SYSTEM OF STREETS
A vivid and well structured city image has many advantages,
among which is orientation in the street system. 4 5 Depending
on the clarity of that image, orientation can be of various
degrees. At one level, an individual might be able to move
between only a few points or areas in the environment along
a few routes that he has learned. With more familiarity he
learns more areas, more interconnections; his movement becomes
choiceful and he can make shortcuts and roundabouts at will.
Still at a higher level, he can correctly imagine the struc-
ture of the city irrespective of his own position in space,
and can manipulate this structure in a variety of interrela-
ted ways, fitting into it new elements and new interrelation-
ships. Thus, orientation is both physical and psychological,
actual and imaginary, necessary for movement as well as for
emotional security .
4 5For other advantages of imageability see Lynch, K.,
p. cit., pp. 4-5. Orientation in space is here emphasized
since it can be tangibly used to test the degree of environ-
mental imageability, the clarity by which different image
elements are structured in the beholder's mind, as will be
seen in later chapters.
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Previous studies in orientation are relatively few, but
all refer to the existence of a mental structure -- the per-
ceptual isomorph of the environment. Tolman's "cogni-tVee
map", Griffin's "topographical schema", Trowbridge's "orien-
tation map", and Lynch's "image" are examples. 4 6
Tolman's cognitive maps are constructed around routes
of movement. He classified these maps into two types, "narrow"
(or strip-like), and "broad" (or comprehensive). 4 7 In narrow
maps the origin and destination are connected by a single and
relatively simple path. The conception of the city as such
may be one of narrow regions around the primary paths of move-
ment, with blanks or unknown areas between these linear regions.
In the broad type, origins and destinations are so inter-
connected that the whole area is firmly structured.
Lynch suggested four degrees of structural quality of
the city image which he called weak, positional, flexible,
and rigid.48 In the first type the "map" is disjointed,
elements are largely unrelated. Positional structure is one
in which elements are related by general direction or position
in space, while definite movements required to go from one
4 6 Cf. Tolman, E. C., "Cognitive Maps in Rats and Men",
Psychological Review, Vol. 55, No. 4, June 1948, pp. 189 ff;
Griffin, D. R., "Topographical Orientation", Chapt. 17 in
Boring, E. G. et al, Foundations of Psychology, 9p_. cit.,
PP. 380-392.;
Trowbridge, C. C., "On Fundamental Methods of Orientation and
Imaginary Maps", Science, Vol. 38, No. 990, 1913, pp. 888-897;
Lynch, K., op. cit.
4 7 Tolman, A. C., pp. cit., p. 193.
48Lynch, K., 2p.. c~it., pp. 88-89.
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element to another remain a matter of field trial and check.
Where elements are loosely connected along known paths, in
known sequences, the structure is flexible. Rigid structure
connotes the firm interrconnection of elements, the ability
to choose new paths of movement and to fit new areas into the
structure. This is similar to Tolman's "broad maps".
Because the individual's interest or familiarity with
certain places is greater than with others, because relation-
ships between areas and elements are perceived only approxi-
mately, and because of structural difficulties in the physi-
cal environment, the "map" is usually distorted, correct
only in the topological sense. Distortions may occur in di-
rectional relationships or in scale, because of simplification
or rearrangement.49
The Ryans' experiments suggest that orientation occurs
in several successive stages. The observer perceives the
immediate field and relates himself to various objects in it.
Next he recalls relationships between the perceptive field
and other objects and places outside it. He then relates
distant objects and places, imagining the whole area as an
areal view or as a sequence, a "telescoped imaginal travelling",
to use the Ryans' terms. 50
4 9 Trowbridge, C. C., -9-. cit., pp. 891-893; Griffin, D.R.,
op. cit., p. 381 and Lynch, K., op. cit., p. 87.
50Ryan, T. A. & Ryan, M.S., "Geographical Orientation",
American Journal of Psychology, Vol. 53, 1940, pp. 204-215.
Griffin and Tolman relate the process of orientation
to the moving observer. The observer sequentially infers
the elements to come as he travels about; each new scene
which he perceives reminds him of its interrelationships with
the coming elements and places. 5 1
C. IMPLICATION TO THE PRESENT STUDY
A major phase of the present study was to analyze the
visual structure of the paths of a selected area in Boston,
to find out how such structure can facilitate orientation.
The preceding discussion suggests that the following should
be considered.
First, the path system should be studied in relation
to other elements of the environmental image. So intricately
related are the elements and systems of the image that a study
of one system must entail many of its relationships with the
rest: how the system fits in the total environment as well
as how it is differentiated and structured within itself. In
studying the movement systen one might begin by analyzing
51
"What we call a 'sense of orientationt is a skill at
retaining orientation or expanding the topographical schema
sufficiently to keep it up to date as we travel about".
Griffin, D. R., on. cit., p. 383. Tolman maintains that "field
expectancies" result from-repeated exposure to the environment.
Thus, "upon apprehension of the first group of stimuli in the
field,... 5-he observer/ becomes prepared to the further to
come groups of stimuli and also for some of the interconnections
of field relationships between such groups of stimuli", Tolman,
A.C., "There is More Than One Kind of Learning", Psychological
Review, Vol. 56, No. 3, 1949, pp. 144-155.
each individual path of movement, how it might be internally
structured, how it reveals to the observer other elements,
along and outside it, which might in turn be parts of larger
elements or complexes.
Second, one might consider the possibility that the paths
of movement could form a coherent system, or possibly a num-
ber of interrelated systems. These systems might be hierarchi-
cal, like primary and secondary street systems. Or they might
exist in a side-by-side relationship, like the pedestrian,
the autom6bile and the mass transit systems which may or may
not overlap. Different ways of structuring each of these
systems should also be studied. Finally the relationships
between different movement systems might be investigated.
Other relationships might also be included, or the analysis
might go to as many levels of detail as desirable, depending
on the purpose of the study. The scope of the present
analysis is outlined in the following chapter.
Third, there seems to be two important means by which
the mover gains orientation. One is direct exposure of
various elements along or outside the path, a means by which
these elements are not only visually connected to the path but
also to each other. Another is inference, by which the visible
scene suggests the location or the route to other hidden ele-
ments.
Fourth, it is believed that the path system could be
structured by two frequency interdependent methods which will
be investigated in the study:
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(1) it can be organized as an areal structure, or a map in
which case the location and direction of various paths
in relation to each other is known; or
(2) it can be organized as a linear structure, or a system
of sequences, in which case the sequences of elements and
events on various paths indentify how and where the paths
are joined together, and consequently how a trip can be
made via a number of individual paths and joints.
Reliance on the first method only leads to an organization
similar to that implied by Lynch, Tolman or Griffin. Just as
paths are known by general direction and location, so also
are various parts of the city which are served by these paths.
Such an organization midit be accompanied by a hierarchical
structure, in which specific buildings or small areas are
related to larger areas, and these are in turn interrelated
by the direction of the paths that connect them. The possessor
of such a structure, once aware of the general area where he
is, can thereby relate himself to other areas. His movement
is directional; he might take any of the routes which are di-
rected towards his destination, but often he would select
those routes which most strongly give the sense of place.
A sequence structure, unlike the areal structure, is
linear. It is serial rather than directional, temporal rather
than spatial. An organization of the city as such would be
built along habitual paths of movement, and would rely on the
joints of these paths for its structure. It might be similar
to that implied by Ryans' "telescoped imaginal traveling".
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Here, although the map structure might be quite distorted,
the elements and events are sequentially connected together
along a series of known lines of movement. The possessor of
such structure moves along particular paths and turns at
particular joints, his movement being guided by the appearance
of remembered events or by the clarity of approach to them.
Both types of structure, the areal and the lineal, may
be used together, either in whole or in part. Thus the im-
age of the city can be structured around an areal system of
paths, while at the same time some paths might be further
structured as a sequence of elements. Or, some elements
might be related sequentially, others by direction. When
the map and the sequential organization are fitted together,
parts are firmly interconnected in all dimensions. Here the
structure is more broad than in the narrowly-concentrated
sequential organization, and it approximates the real exper-
ience of movement more than does the static areal structure.
Finally, it is believed that there would be a hierarchi-
cal organization within the path system itself. Thus the
primary paths, those which serve long trips and connect many
elements and areas in the city, would assume a more important
role in the total structure than would the local streets. It
is the system of priay paths that absorbs most of the movements
in the city and thus forms the framework which structures the
image. As such, it should be the focus of analysis.
VI. ORIENTATION AND THE STRUCTURE OF THE MOVEMENT SYSTEM:
A HYPOTHETICAL CONSTRUCT
A. GENERAL HYPOTHESIS
The preceding has maintained that structuring image ele-
ments is crucial to the coherence of the environmental image
and therefore to orientation. More explicitly, the degree to
which these elements are mentally interrelated (as tested by
the ease of movement among them) depends largely on the visual
structure of the movement system: the degree to which the
paths of movement connect various elements by direct exoosure.
by intervisibility or by sequential arrangement, and the de-
gree to which these paths are themselves clearly structured as
an areal and/or sequential structure.
B. GENERAL METHODOLOGY
A direct method by which to test this hypothesis is to
compare two sets of studies for a given area:
(1) A field analysis of the visual structure of the move-
ment system of the area. This analysis would point out
the strong and weak aspects of the structure, where the
paths are well structured and connected to the outside,
and where they are isolated. It would predict routes
of easy movement as well as difficulties that are most
likely to occur. The field analysis was done by the
writer and is summarized in Chapt. VII.
(2) Office interviews in which subjects are asked to move
mentally between two or more given points in the area
via a certain mode of travel. Such interviews would
result in certain patterns of movement, in which certain
routes may be preferred, and in which certain areas,
paths or joints may be avoided. Office interviews of
this kind were done by Lynch (around 1958) in his study
of The Image of the City. Although these interviews
were done for the purpose of deriving the image of in-
dividual elements, including paths, they ftrnish enough
data far comparison with the field analysis of the path
system. No further interviews were made for the present
study.
If the hypothesis is correct, it can be expected that
the pattern of movement derived from the office interviews
will coincide with the conclusions of the field analysis, and
that the analysis will explain why movement followed certain
routes, both in general pattern as well as in specific detail.
The field analysis, as discussed below, included an
analysis of the areal structure of the path system; that is,
which portions or aspects of the system are easy to imagine
as a map and which are confusing, and how clearly image ele-
ments are related in space, as far direction and distance
are concerned. A direct test of this part of the analysis
would be to ask the subjects to draw a map of the street system,
locating various elements on it. A similar request was inclu-
ded in Lynch's interviews. Although the request did not ask
specifically for the street system, but for "a quick map...
covering all the main features", the street system was more
frequently drawn on the maps than any of the other element
types.52 These "sketch maps", therefore, were used in the
present study for comparison with the field analysis of areal
structure to find out the degree to which the conslusions of
the analysis are affirmed or infirmed by the maps.
By using two sources of data, it is not only possible
to check the data itself as to internal consistency and there-
fore as to reliability, but also it allows double checking
many of the conclusions of the field analysis. Consideration
was given to the fact that either source might have been
affected by factors other than the visual structure of the
path system, and these factors were excluded wherever possible.
The methodology for analyzing the system and for comparing the
analysis with the trip interviews and the sketch maps is out-
lined below.
C. ANALYZING THE VISUAL STRUCTURE OF THE MOVEMENT SYSTEM
The field analysis was limited and geared to the purpose
52For Interview Protocol, see Lynch, K., op. cit., p. 141
question #2. The predominance of the street system on the maps
is evidenced by Fig. 36, p. 146 of the same study.
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of comparison with the office interviews. The area chosen
for analysis was that part of the Boston peninsula in which
most of the imaginary trips were made. The analysis con-
sidered the physical form of the area as it was at the time
of the interviews, around 1958. Much of the area has not
been changed since then, except for two new projects, the
Prudential Center in Back Bay, and the Government Center in
Scollay Sq. In these areas the analysis depended upon old
photographs, maps and studies describing the previous form
of these places.53
The analysis concentrated on the street system only be-
cause the imagined trips of the office interviews were made
either on foot or by automobile. The system was broken
down into primary and secondary systems (by purpose, speed
and consequently, length of trip). The primary system in-
cluded approaches to the area, through traffic routes, major
connectors of different elements and parts of the area. The
secondary systems were those for local movements within local
areas.
The primary system was the focus of analysis, not only
because it assumes a more dominant role in structuring the
image (see p. 95), but also because the interviewees were
not asked to make trips within local districts -- the given
53 Important among these studies are Lynch, K., pp. cit.,
pp. 173-181, For a description and analysis of Scollay Sq.,
and Appleyard, D., Towards an Imageable Structure for Residential
Areas, MCP Thesis, M.I.T., 1958, pp. 61-98, for a description
of Back Bay.
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origins and destinations were sufficiently far apart to in-
duce movement via primary streets. The secondary system was
only briefly investigated, mainly concentrating on its connec-
tion with the primary system.
The analysis was carried along the following lines:
1. Primary Paths as Connectors of Other Image Elements (see
Chapt. VII, B, pp. 112-121)
How and where various paths connect with elements along
them; which elements are interconnected, either by panoramic
exposure, intervisibility of elements or sequential arrange-
ment; how clearly and strongly these elements are so inter-
connected; how significant the various paths are as visual
connectors.
2. The Internal Structure of the Primary System
(a) Differentiation of Paths and Joints (VII, C, pp. 121-134):
evaluating the clarity and the means by which primary
paths and joints are externally (from each other) and
internally differentiated.
(b) The primary System as an Areal Structure (VII, D,
pp. 134-154 clarity of directional and locational re-
lationships among paths and joints; scaling of paths and
clarity of distances.
(c) The Primary System as a Sequence Structure (VII, E,
pp- 154-163) clarity of path interconnections and in-
terrelationshps by similarity or coincidence of certain
events or aspects of their sequences.
3. The Relationship Between the Primary and Secondary System
(VII, F, pp. 163-172)
The extent to which the two systems are visually differ-
entiated; clarity of linkage and transfer from one system to
another, clarity of entrances and exits.
The criteria for evaluating the system are elaborated in
each of the sections of Chapt. VII. These criteria are assumed
to be factors by which the structure of the system is affected
and, as such, would be useful for designing movement systems,
if the hypothesis is substantiated.
D. COMPARING THE ANALYSIS WITH TRIP INTERVIEWS
Lynch's office interviews for Boston included a request
for three imaginary trips (other than the habitual trip from
home to work), two on foot and one by automobile. The inter-
view responses were recorded, and a combined trip plot map
for each trip was made showing the routes that each of the
subjects mentally used and described between the given origin
and destination. These maps were reproduced in the present
study (Figs. 19-21 pp. 184, 194, & 199, and were used for
comparison with the field analysis (Chapt. VIII). The following
assumptions were made for this comparison.
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1. Factors Affecting the Pattern of Movement
It was assumed that the selected routes were affected by
the following factors (other than the structure of the path
system) which should be carefully investigated and their effects
disentangled whenever possible.
a. The Origin and Destination (0. & D.)
Since all the subjects were asked to move from a given
origin to a given destination, divergence from the origin and
convergence on the destination, per se, is of no significance.
What is significant is the pattern of divergence and conver-
gence (e.g., which of the routes that diverge from the origin
the subjects tended to select). Moreover, the shortest route
between 0. & D. will affect the pattern of movement. Other
factors being equal, movement would be attracted towards this
route.
b. Familiarity
Familiarity affects the choice of routes. This was con-
sidered in the case study in two ways. Some subjects were
less familiar with the Downtown Area54 and therefore had a
54These are the persons who, throughout the whole inter-
view, showed poor knowledge of the area, either because they
do not live or work there or because of other reasons. They
were considered "unfamiliar" by the interviewers, as shown
on the original report analyses of the interviews. These
subjects are shown on Table 5, p. 177 of the present study.
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poor image of it. Movement of these subjects is not as
significant as that of other subjects, and therefore no
major conclusions were based on their behavior. On the other
hand specific familiarity with certain routes, such as the
habitual routes from home to work had to be carefully con-
sidered. For instance, there would be little or no con-
tradiction with the field analysis if a subject includes his
habitual routes as part of the trip, even though the analysis
may suggest that the route is poorly structured or poorly
related to the total system. For long familiarity would en-
able the subject to fit the route into his mental image; he
would therefore tend to select it, especially if it were not
too far from the shortest route between 0 & D.
c. Mode of Travel
Response depends on whether the subjects are asked to
make the trip on foot or by automobile. There are some
structural difficulties that apply only to automobile trips;
for example, the one-way system of vehicular movement, diffi-
cult or incomplete interchanges and others which were defined
not
in the field analysis. These were/considered in the case of
on-foot trips. The route of shortest distance might also be
affected in the case of the automobile, either because of one-
way movements or because some subjects might prefer to use
expressways as the routes of shortest time.
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d. Planning the Trip
Perhaps unlike his actual movement in the city, a subject
who is confronted with a trip interview is expected to plan
his trip in advance, always asking himself "where do I go
from here?" before committing himself to the choice of a path.
This is so because the subject assumes he is expected to re-
spond to the best of his knowledge. Thus, confused areas may
be avoided before they are actually reached, or the routes
which would eventually pass through these areas may be avoided
altogether.
2. Relating the Movement Pattern to the Field Analysis
If the above factors are accounted for, it should be
expected that the pattern of movement will directly relate
to the structure of the movement system. Should this hypothesis
be incorrect, all the subjects would use the route of shortest
distance between 0 & D if they care to, or they might disperse,
without relevance to the structural qualities of the system.
The pattern of movement would be unexplainable by the field
analysis.
If the above hypothesis is valid, the following would be
evidenced in the trips:
(a) In any of the trips, the pattern of movement would fall
within the "lines of easy movement". These are routes
which are composed of dominant, well structured paths
and joints, well connected to one another and to the
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outside elements. Attraction to these lines would be
greater than attraction to the routes of shortest dis-
tance, especially if the latter are poorly structured.
Maximum agreement among subjects would be about those
lines of easy movement which are at the same time direct
routes between 0. & D.
(b) An obstacle to movement between 0. & D. (e.g., poorly
structured portions of the primary system, poorly con-
nected secondary systems) would tend to divert movement
away from it. This would happen either at the scale of
systems, or at the smaller scale of specific joints or
path segments. Movement would be affected according to
the scale of these obstacles and the degree to which
they are poorly structured. Thus, there would be a
tendency to avoid from the start a large and poorly
structured part of the movement system. This would,
therefore, affect the choice of routes more decisively
and to a greater extent than would a relatively con-
fused joint in an otherwise well structured system.
(c) This leads to what might be called "radiation of in-
fluence" of structural quality as the attraction of
dominant paths, joints and subsystems extends far be-
yond their physical limits, Thus, people would be attrac-
ted to well-structured parts of a system, even if they
sometimes have to navigate portions having relatively
poor structure. When the transition between two well-
structured subsystems is relatively weak, some subjects
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would still continue to travel between them. The same
is true with poorly structured areas which would be
avoided before they are reached.
(d) In clearly structured subsystems, movement might be
choiceful, depending on the direction and location of
paths with respect to 0. & D. This choice would be
less if one of these paths strongly dominates the others,
in which case it would exert a greater attraction.
Similarly, when two subsystems are joined at a number
of transition points none of which clearly dominates
the others, transfer between the two subsystems would
be choiceful.
(e) The weak aspects of the structure would be directly re-
flected on the mental image and therefore on the pattern
of movement. This might be in two forms. Either certain
routes would be avoided as mentioned above, or the pattern
of movement would indicate an image which is incorrectly
structured. Thus, distortions in the areal structure
would make it difficult for subjects to judge whether a
route selected is direct or whether it is too long a
route between 0. & D. Some would, therefore, make con-
siderable roundabouts without realizing. Internally-
confused joints would cause considerable dispersion from
them, and wrong turns might be made. Or, difficulties
of the one-way movement (in the case of automobile trips)
would cause some subjects to make wrong movements, dis-
perse at specific joints or to avoid difficult transfers.
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(f) Evidence of the two methods of structuring (areal vs.
sequential) might be felt. Where the path system is
organized as a sequence structure, movement would follow
specific routes which are strongly fitted into that
structure. Movement would be certain and the sequence
would be well described although directions might be dis-
torted. In the case of reliance on areal structure only,
movement would be directional, uncertain and not geared
to specific paths although directions might be known.
However, little or no "pure" cases of reliance on either
were expected, since the two methods of structuring are
most often used together.
E. COMPARING THE ANALYSIS WITH SKETCH MAPS
In Lynch's study, the analysis of the sketch maps did
not pertain to the structure of the path system, but rather
to the frequency and sequence by which individual elements,
including paths, were noted or drawn. For the purposes of
the present study, the original drawings of the subjects were
investigated to find out how they perceived the structure of
the path system. To do so, it was necessary to exclude the
effect of other factors which may have affected these drawings.
The following assumptions were made.
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1. Factors Affecting Sketch Maps
Two major groups of factors (other than the structure of
the path system) are believed to have- affected the drawings:
(a) The ability of the subjects to draw, and/or whether they
intended to include the street system in their drawings.
The influence of this factor could be largely excluded by
rejecting all maps which did not show the street system
itself as well as those which clearly showed drawing in-
ability on the part of the subjects. Therefore, only
those maps on which a substantial portion of the street
system appeared were considered.
(b) The relative familiarity of the subjects with the area
and/or their image of specific paths or joints. Failure
to draw parts of the street system may be attributable
to unfamiliarity or to a weak image held by the subjects,
but not necessarily to structural difficulties alone. On
the other hand, when subjects attempted to portray the
system or parts of it, conclusions about structural clarity
could be made, in accordance with the correctness with
which the system or its parts were drawn.
2. Relating the Sketch Maps to the Field Analysis
The Map Analysis, therefore, was concerned with relation-
ships among paths and joints, when such paths and joints were
drawn. For example, the following were investigated:
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(a) correctness of locational and directional relationships
among paths;
(b) degree of association of certain paths and joints with
one another, as indicated by the sequence of drawing;
(c) correctness of locational and directional relationships
of paths with respect to outside elements;
(d) connections and disconnections within the path system;
and
(e) distortions of direction and scale, confusion of joints
and other errors which frequently appeared on the maps.
The Map Analysis was oriented towards evaluating the following:
(a) which of the strengths and weaknesses of the areal struc-
ture of the street system (concluded by the field analysis)
were confirmed or infirmed by sketch maps.
(b) how strongly the sketch maps agreed or disagreed with
each of the conclusions of the field analysis.
(c) which particular strengths and weaknesses of the street
system the field analysis might have failed to conclude.
The methodology of analyzing the sketch maps and of comparing
them to the field analysis is discussed in more detail in
Chapt. VIII, pp. 200-205.
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VII. THE STRUCTURE OF THE MOVEMENT SYSTEM: A CASE STUDY
A. THE ANALYSIS AREA
The area chosen for analysis is that part of the Boston
peninsula shown in Fig. 6, p. 112. Again, Boston was chosen
for many of the reasons stated in Part One (pp. 24-25)
It should be added here that the trip interviews were under-
taken in considerably more detail in the case of Boston than
in the other two cities of Lynch's study.
An argument against this choice is that the path system
in Boston is confused, complicated and difficult to put to-
gether as an areal structure because it does not have an over-
all 'geometric' pattern (e.g. grid, radial-concentric, etc.).
Yet, the study is not particularly interested in any one
pattern, but in all patterns; in the implicit qualities of
these geometric patterns which make them orientive to the
mvng observer. The Analysis Area has many of these patterns
at a smaller scale, sometimes relatively isolated, connected
or overlapping. It is here possible to test whether it is
the geometry that is important for orientation, or whether in
fact it is the topological structure as most theories of per-
ception would lead one to believe. 5 5 Further, it is likely
55C.f. Allport F.H., 9R02 cit. pp. 600-601.
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that the irregularity of the overall pattern draws attention
to its weaknesses, and thus furnishes criteria for design,
much more than would be the case with a simple geometric sy-
stem. Moreover, if these design criteria (qualities which
make for well structured movement systems)56 could be tested
in such a ?non-geometric? system, the conclusions of the study
could be generalized and applied on any movement system, irre-
spective of its pattern.
Fig. 6-a shows the primary and secondary movement systems
in the Analysis Area, and Fig. 6-b shows its image elements
as derived from Lynch's study. 57
Following is an analysis of the movement system of the
area as seen in the field, according to the outline stated in
the preceding chapter.
B. IMAGE ELEMENTS AS RELATED TO PATHS
An essential function of a path is to interconnect various
elements or areas in the city. To do so, each of those elements
should themselves be connected to the path. Such connection
could be achieved by two methods:
56 These are assumed and stated in the following sections
of this chapter. The evaluation of the structure of the move-
ment system is based on these criteria. Camparing this evalu-
ation with the interview trips (Chapt. VIII.) would be in
effect testing the validity of these criteria.
57Fig. 6-b is a composite of Figs. 35 & 36, p. 146 in
Lynch,Ipp. cij. which show the image of Boston as derived from
verbal interviews and as derived from sketch maps respectively.
Fig. 6-b corresponds to imageability averages 'A' of Table 1,
p. 30, of the present study.
See p. 99of the present study for definition of 'Primary' and
Secondary movement systems.
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(1) Exposure of the element to the mover on the path.
(2) Inference, meaning that the mover anticipates the existence
of the elements by some signs, such as the exposure of
other associated elements. Elements can be associated
either by pzximity in space or by being related in a
coherent sequence. An example of the former is the
association of Copley Sq. with the Public Library.
An example of the latter is the anticipation of Scollay
Sq. after the Telephone Building at Bowdoin Sq., or the
anticipation of the Charles Rotary by the driver on
Charles St. in Beacon Hill.
Needless to say, direct exposure is a more powerful tool
for connecting elements to paths, since it is necessary to
be quite familiar with the structure of the city in order to
perceive inferential connection.
Interconnection of a number of elements along or seen
from a certain path can be achieved by the following techniques:
(1) panoramic exposure, such as when a path exposes a number
of elements at once, thus allowing the mover to perceive
their locational relationships;
(2) intervisibility of elements, when such elements are se-
quentially exposed along a path so that one element is
seen before the prior element is either reached or be-
comes hidden; and
(3) sequence of elements, when the elements are exposed as
in (2), above, but their visibility limits do not over-
lap.
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This section evaluates the interconnectedness of various
elements in the Analysis Area via paths, as well as the role
of the primary paths as connectors of these elements.
The data provided in Appendix B (Figs. B-2 through B-13,
pp. 311-322), showed the locations on various paths frcm which
elements were exposed. These provided much basic material for
this analysis. The material was completed by additional sur-
veys to cover the elements which were not considered in Part
One of this study, and to assess the quality of exposure of
all elements involved.
Since it appeared from Part One that external exposure
has a lesser effect on the imageability of elements than
has local exposure, it was assumed that it would contribute
very little to the interconnectedness of various elements or
to the strength of the paths as visual connectors.58 Such
would be the general case unless external exposure is actually
a continuation of local exposure. To cite an example, if a
landmark is seen externally along a path, but remains visible
(either continuously or intermittently) until it is actually
reached, external visibility would be effective. The criti-
cal point is the ability of the driver to reach the landmark
once it is seen, and therefore external exposure was not con-
sidered unless the means of access to the element were evident
from the path.
Fig. 7 p. 115 shows the relationship of various elements
58See p. 53 above.Imageability of the elements exposed to
a certain path, as will be discussed, affects the strength of
the path as a visual connector.
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to the major paths of the analysis area, in terms of exposure
and inference. Also, exposure is evaluated in terms of quali-
ty. At one extreme exposure might be clear and immediate, such
as the exposure of the Charles River to Storrow Drive, the ex-
posure of the Common to Tremont St., or the exposure of the
Shopping District to Washington St. At the other end of the
continuum, there is poor exposure, such as that of some land-
marks at the point where they are just begining to be seen,
or that of districts which have little differentiation or
whose essential characteristics are not reflected on, or seen
from, the path.
It was found in the field survey that the clarity of ex-
posure of point elements, like nodes and landmarks, depends
upon:
(1) the differentiation of the element itself, and its
distinction from the surroundings and
(2) the distance from which the element is seen (the
clarity of exposure generally increases as the ele-
ment is approached).
The clarity of exposure of districts (and edges when seen
longitudinally) depends largely upon the follodng:
(1) The district characteristics which give the observer
a strong (or weak) sense of place. For instance, the
Shopping District, the Charles River, the Common and
Back Bay are unmistakable once they are exposed.
(2) The location of the path with respect to the district's
visual focus -- the area where the visual characteristics
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of the district are most concentrated. In the case of
districts which are inner-orientated towards such foci
(e.g. the Shopping District), the visibility of the
focus from major paths is critical to the clarity of
exposure of the district.
(3) The nearness or the immediacy with which these charac-
teristics are seen. For example, the Common is
exposed with equal clarity from any point on
Tremont St. between Park and Boylston. The
clarity of exposure of ase Public Gardens, on
the other hand, increases as one approaches it
along Commonwealth Ave.
Fig. 8, p. 118, illustrates what is meant by the clarity
of exposure. It gives examples of strong and poor exposures
of various elements. Fig. 9, p. 120, interprets the data pre-
sented on Fig. 7 from two opposite but interrelated vantage
points: (a) the interconnectedness of various elements and
(b) the strength of various paths as visual connectors.
1. The Interconnection of Elements
Fig. 9-a shows how various elements are visually inter-
connected. It also shows which elements are sequentially in-
terconnected (yet not intervisible) via movement along the
paths. The strength of visual interconnection (shown by the
thickness of interconnecting lines) was evaluated according
to the following:
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(a) The clarity of exposure of the elements as discussed
above (Fig. 7).
(b) The imageability of the paths connecting these elements,
at the portions of the paths from which the elements
are visible. This factor was considered because move-
ment between two elements could be hampered if the path
which visually connects these elements has a weak image.
An example would be the connection of the Entertainment
District to Park Sq. along Stuart St.
In this sense the interconnectedness of various elements
(except paths) would reflect the ability of the observer to
move from one element to the other, provided such ability
is not hampered by other complications in the path system it-
self. This is discussed in a later section.
2. Paths as Visual Connectors
Fig. 9-b considers the other side of the picture, evalua-
ting the paths themselves as to their role in visual connection.
This evaluation was based upon the following:
(a) The imageability of the elements exposed from the path.
A path exposing two highly-imageable elements has a
stronger role as a connector than one which exposes a
number of relatively insignificant elements.
(b) The clarity of -exposure of these elements from the path,
as in 1., above.
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The strength of the paths as visual connectors gives some
insight as to which paths people will actually use to move
between various elements and areas in the city, although, as
mentioned, it does not tell the whole story. Strong visual
connectors are likely to be chosen for movement, unless they
have poor joints, distorted areas or other difficulties.
Figs. 7 and 9 do not consider the structure of the move-
ment system itself. The following sections analyze this
structure in some detail.
C. INTERNAL DIFFERENTATION OF THE PRIMARY MOVEMENT SYSTEM:
PATHS AND JOINTS
The first prerequisite to comprehend a system is the
identification and differentiation of its parts. Applied
to the movement system, such differentiation should exist at
two levels:
(a) The higher level is what might be called external dif-
ferentiation. Each of the major paths should be dif-
ferentiated from other paths in the system. Each
joint should be differentiated from other joints.
Differentiation of joints may be a result of path
differentiation or it may be accomplished by other
means.
The location of highway interchanges should be made
explicit. It should be clear to the mover where these
highways actually join each other and where they cross
without joining.
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(b) The other level of differentiation of paths and joints
may be called internal differentiation. In the case of
paths, this means that one direction of movement should
be differentiated from the other direction, and, even
better, that the path may be divided into differentiated
segments. Each single movement channel through a joint
should be differentiated from other movement
channels, so that turning as well as continuous
movements through the joint are clear.
Following is an analysis of the internal differentiation
of the primary system.
1. Identity and Differentiation of Paths
A path can be given visual identity by one or more of
the following:
(a) Unique spatial proportions, or width in relation to
height of edge. Very wide or very narrow paths (as
compared to surrounding paths) usually have strong
individuality.
(b) Characteristic edge, such as water, vegetation, buildings
of unique character, as well as the continuity (or change)
of that edge along the path.
(c) Path furniture: signs, plantation, pavement, or other
characteristic detail.
(d) Characteristic views: vistas, landmarks, panoramas.
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(e) Characteristic activities: concentration of a special
type of activity, or of people, which is clearly visible
from the path.
(f) Contrasting sequence: where the changes in the above
characteristics of the path are at a rate and degree
different from that in other paths in the area.
(g) Other qualities such as:
path alignment, straight vs. undulating.
origin-destination, rigid (hooked at both ends to
important goals) vs. flexible.
direction of movement, one-way vs. two way.
Fig. 10, p. 124, shows the identifiable paths and joints
of the area and the major characteristics by which these paths
and joints are visually differentiated. Fig. 11-a, p. 134
shows the degree of external and internal differentiation of
paths based on the data of Fig. 10.
a. External Differentiation
Almost all the paths in the Analysis Area are differentiated
by some means, but such differentiation is sometimes so weak
that paths could be easily confused with one another, as is
actually the case with some of the South End streets. Some
portions of Boylston, Dartmouth, Arlington, Columbus, Broadway
and Tremont Streets have so little differentiation that the
sense of place is almost lost.
On the other hand, the individuality of some paths is so
strong that they could not be confused with other paths in the
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whole Boston peninsula. Of first order in this respect are:
Storrow Drive, the only path in the area which explicitly
follows the edge of the peninsula; Commonwealth Ave, whose
individuality is achieved by its width, central park strip
and sense of grandeur; and Washington St., at the Shopping
District, where pedestrian activity is greatest. Also
characteristic are: Beacon St., whose high elevation at the
State House provides one of the few vantage points in the
peninsula; Charles St. at the Common, the only path with an
extensive park space on both sides; Tremont St. at the
Common, whose Shopping activity and broad sidewalks make it
different than that of other paths around the Common; and
Boylston St. between Copley Sq. and the Common, with its
characteristic high class shopping area. Had such strong
individuality existed along the entire lengths of paths,
a first step towards forming a strong system could have been
achieved.
As a group, primary paths should be externally differen-
tiated. They should assume visual dominance over secondary
paths. The relationship of primary and secondary paths is
discussed in a later section of this chapter. Suffice it
to say here that all of the aforementioned paths which have
strong individuality also assume visual dominance. To these
may be added Cambridge St., Mass. Ave., Huntington Ave. and
Dartmouth St. in Back Bay.
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b. Internal Differentiation
Directional differentiation along a path can be achieved
by any of the means which are discussed in the evaluation of
the sequences on individual paths (see Appendix C, pp. 349-375):
asymmetries of path edge, differentiated path ends, one-way
vehicular movement, one-direction gradient, or irreversible
sequences of distinct elements along the path. Almost all
the paths of the Analysis Area are directionally differen-
tiated, at least for the familiar observer. This is especially
so at the large scale, when one consideres the entire length
of the path as a unit. At a smaller scale, however, there
might be some doubt as to which direction on the path one is
heading. Examples are Columbus Ave., Tremont St. and Shawmut
Ave. from the B & A railroad southwesterly.
Fig. 11-a, p. 134, shows that many of the major paths
are composed of visually differentiated segments. Such internal
differentiation is mainly achieved by the contrasting districts
that these paths traverse; visible landmarks or joints; or
noticeable changes in the road itself, such as narrowing and
widening of space, straightening and curving of alignment,
speeding and slowing of the drivers' movement. The data pro-
vided in Appendix C shows how the paths are internally struc-
tured. Fig. 11-a shows only major path segements, disregard-
ing for the moment other minor divisions.
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2. Identity and Differentiation of Joints
Like paths, major joints must be differentiated both ex-
ternally and internally. The criteria which externally dif-
ferentiate joints are almost the same as those which differen-
tiate paths, and can be applied here as follows:
(a) Size and spatial proportions: the area which the joint
occupies, and the relation of that area to the
height of building around it. Thus, the confine-
ment may be 'deep' or it may be 'shallow'. When
these spatial proportions are in contrast with
deep
those of other joints, the joint attains strong
saale' individuality.
(b) Shape and canplexity: the shape of the enclosure and the
number ancd variety of the paths joined. Simplicity and
closure of the joint, as well as the fewness of the paths
it joins, usually account for its clarity and identity.
(c) Edge characteristics and landmarks: the identity of a
joint is also gained by the character of its edge --
whether this edge is hard or soft, sharp or blurred --
by the identity of the buildings which make up the edge,
or by the existence of a known landmark at the joint.
(d) Furniture and scene: the concentration at the joint of
certain street furniture such as signs, lighting, trees,
characteristic pavement, also endows the joint with a
certain characteristic scene.
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(e) Nodal activity: joints which are also the focus of some
activity not only have strong individuality (depending
on the individuality and the concentration of this acti-
vity), but also organize larger areas which are the locus
of that activity.
(f) Role in the circulation system: when the joint has an
important function in the circulation system it becomes
a strong transfer point. Such a role can be visually
depicted by such clues as: the volume of traffic; the
number, direction and dominance of the paths joined;
the location of the joint with respect to various dis-
tricts and places of activity; and or the importance
of the joint as a transfer point for various modes of
transportation (e.g., the existence of a major rapid
transit stop at the intersection).
(g) Levels of transfer: multi-level interchanges are strongly
differentiated from one-level joints. The existence of
pedestrian overpasses or elevated (or underground)
transit stops visually strengthens the functional im-
portance of a joint.
Fig. 10, p. 124, shows the means by which major joints of the
Analysis Area are differentiated, and Fig. ll-b, p. 134,
evaluates the external and internal differentiation of these
joints.
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a. External Differentiation
In terms of identity, the joints of the path system vary
widely. There are few joints in the Area that have strong
individuality: Charles Rotary, with its characteristic rapid
transit station overhead; Washington-Summer intersection, the
focus of the greatest pedestrian activity in the Downtown
area; Copley Sq., with its characteristic shape and landmarks;
and the Commonwealth-Arlington intersection where Commonwealth
Ave. ends at the Public Gardens.
Most of the remaining joints are reasonably differentiated
from one another. A few, however, are poorly differentiated.
These are located in characterless areas, where the inter-
secting paths lack identity and one hardly knows his where-
abouts in the movement system. Examples are Arlington Sq.
and the intersections of Tremont-Broadway and Washington-
Broadway. To a lesser extend, the intersections of Broadway-
Stuart (Park Sq.) and Boylston-Mass. Ave. are also poorly
differentiated.
b. Internal Differentiation
For purposes of movement, internal differentiation of
joints is as important as external differentiation, since
external differentiation of the joint does not in itself
facilitate transfer from one path to another.
The degree of internal differentiation of a joint depends
upon many criteria, among which are the following:
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(i) asymmetries, gradients or other criteria by which
one end (or side) of the joint is differentiated
from the opposite;
(ii) the differentiation of the paths at the joint and
the degree to which their major characteristics are
actually reflected or perhaps concentrated at the
joint; and
(iii) the existence of known landmarks or specific details
which mark the location of a certain path entering
the joint, and the visibility of the landmarks from
all other paths entering the joint.
An analysis of the joints indicates that they also vary
widely as far as internal differentiation is concerned. As
shown in Fig. li-b, some joints have a strong internal dif-
ferentiation. All the major joints on Commonwealth Ave. and
Dartmouth St. in Back Bay have this quality because of the
strong external differentiation of these paths, and the simple
right-angle intersections. So are Washington-Summer and
Tremont-Winter intersections. Copley Sq., despite the multi-
plicity of the paths which join there, is strongly differen-
tiated internally by its landmarks.
Lack of the above-mentioned criteria in general, results
in poor internal differentiation. Additionally, the following
factors were found to lead to even further confusion.
(i) Incomplete interchanges:
Interchanges with limited access highways are points
where one persumably can transfer from the highway
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to other paths. When such an interchange is 'in-
complete', that is, when certain turning movements
are not allowed, the interchange becomes confusing.
For it would be difficult to bear in mind which
turning movements are possible and which are not
at each such interchange. Hence it is likely
that the actual experience of the driver at the in-
terchange would be quite different from, even con-
flicting with, what he imagines the interchange to
be. The interchange of Storrow Drive with
Mass. Ave. is an example of such a joint.
Actually, the turns that can not be made at
this interchange could be accomplished by
using the Charles Gate interchange, Commonwealth
Ave. and Mass. Ave. This entire area may be
considered one huge interchange, but it is difficult
to imagine as such.
(ii) Multiplicity of paths through the joints:
When a number of undifferentiated pathways go through
a joint, the result can be very confusing. A
case in point is the Charles Rotary. Although
00% there are a number of traffic signs to guide
drivers, these signs sometimes aggravate the
situation. The same is true when a number of
paths meet a joint such as Arlington Sq., or
when many multi-level lanes face the driver at an
interchange.
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(iii) 'Y' intersections of undifferentiated paths:
A 'Y intersection is not confusing in itself so
long as the paths entering it are differentiated.
But when the line of movement splits into two sini-
lar paths, there is no way of telling which path
one should follow, and the sense of path continuity
is lost. Such is the case, for example, at Tremont-
Shawmut intersection, which is even more complicated
by the intersection of Broadway. The same is true
of Stuart St. at Park Sq.
(iv) Amorphous space:
The shape of the joint must be easy to conceptualize
if the driver is to image the paths entering the
joint, so that he can find his way from one path to
another. Difficulties arise if the edges of the
joint (which define the paths) are blurred or broken,
or if the shape of the space is amorphous even though
the edges might be sharply defined.
Park Sq. is an example of a joint with an utterly
broken edge. Entering the space from Broadway
S LWor Stuart St., it is hard to see the other
streets, as they lack defining edges and are
ttd hidden by the clutter of billboards. Moreover,
the broken edges create illusions and misjudge-
ment as to where paths are actually located at
the joint.
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Adams-Dock Sq. is an example of a shapeless space
with defined edges. These are actually two
intermingling spaces, formed by the accidental
meeting of no less than fourteen streets. Dock
Sq. would be almost unnavigable were it not for
* nm some differentiating elements like Fanueil
Hall and the subway station. The space seems
to flow towards North St. and Washington St.
From the square, the Central Artery is seen directly
along North St. Except for these exits, which are
somewhat differentiated, Dock Sq. remains a weak
and confusing joint.
(v) Discontinuity of path characteristics at the joint:
When a major path enters and leaves a joint, the
portions of the path at both sides of the joint should
be related in such a way that the mover can easily
continue on the same path without confusion. Main-
taining the path direction, width or character mini-
mizes confusion.
Scollay Sq., Tremont-Shawmut and Broadway-Boylston
intersections are examples of such misleading joints.
The flow of space and the gradual slope from Scollay
Sq. to Court St. makes the latter, rather than Tremont
St., a logical continuation of Cambridge St. (see
Appendix C, p. 383). At Tremont-Shawmut intersection,
Tremont is continued by Shawmut Ave. while the con-
tinuation of Tremont itself misleadingly changes the
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direction of the path. The abrupt change in
character and direction at Broadway-Charles St.
intersection creates some confusion as to whether
one is still on the same path or has turned onto
another (see. p. 145).
D. THE PRIMARY MOVEMENT SYSTEM AS AN AREAL STRUCTURE
When imaged as an areal structure (a map) the movement
system relates image elements as to their location in space.
To travel from one element or area to another, one must know
where he is and in which direction and for how long he should
travel to reach his destination. Directional relationships
might not be geographical (e.g. north-south); they might sim-
ply be related to major references, like the Charles River.
Or, they may be related to the observer. For example, when
one faces the Public Gardens from Commonwealth Ave., the
Charles River is to the left and the South End to the right.
Likewise, distance need not be absolute and is rarely known
to be so. Since the city structure is mainly learned through
movement on its paths, the distance between various elements
and areas in the city is usually guaged by the sequence of
events that occur on the major paths connecting those elements
and areas.
To form a system, paths and joints should be related to-
gether in a systematic and consistent manner. And, if such
a system is to be imaged as an areal structure, the differen-
tiation of paths and joints should lead to the formation of
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recognizable spatial (locational and directional) relationships.
This means that:
(1) the identity and differentiation of paths should be re-
lated to the path's position in the system, itsrole, its
direction, its destination, or other references; and
(2) the differentiation of joints should be related to that
of the paths which meet at the joint, to the geographical
location of the joint and to its role in the movement
system.
Such differentiation of paths and joints with respect to
the areal structure of the system seems to be essential, at
least for some observers. With the increase of the urban
area and the increase in the number of elements of the move-
ment system, the following criteria become more and more de-
sirable, as they would lead to a better comprehension of the
topological structure of the system:
(1) Structural simplicity, such as the simplicity and
clarity of joints, the directness of path alignment,
path continuity and consistency of direction.
(2) Structural organization which simplifies the system
by classification, by such means as visual hierarchy,
grouping into geographical subsystems, or others.
As has been mentioned above, paths should be scaled. In
order for such scaling to help define the system, the means
of scaling should be related to the means by which paths and
joints are differentiated.
It can be seen from Fig. 10, p. 124, and by reference to
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the criteria listed above, that the means by which the paths
are differentiated do not contribute to the formation of an
overall system of paths. There is no one concept that is
applied consistently to the whole system to differentiate the
paths by direction, general destination, location with respect
to one another, or role in the circulation system. Nor could
the paths of the Analysis Area be considered as an integral
part of a coherent system for the Boston Peninsula.
Such differentiation, however, leads to the formation of
a number of subsystems, and the paths of each subsystem are
related to one another by sharing some characteristics. Fig. 12-a,
p. 148, shows these subsystems, which are oriented either to
local districts or to major intersections. These are:
The Back Bay subsystem
The Charles River - Charles Rotary subsystem
The Scollay Sq. subsystem
The Shopping-Entertainment districts subsystem
The South End subsystem
The Mass. Ave. subsystem
The Copley Sq. subsystem
Appendix C, pp. 375-388, analyzes each of the above sub-
systems in some detail, discussing the strengths and weaknesses
of each, as well as how each of them fits in the total areal
structure. The following discussion concentrates on a general
evaluation of these subsystems in so far as locational and
directional relationships of their paths are concerned. It
next evaluates the total areal structure, how the subsystems
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are structured together. The system is finally evaluated
with respect to the scaling of its major paths.
1. The Areal Structure of Subsystems
Among the means by which the areal structure is organized
in various subsystems in the area, the following are emphasized
and exemplified below:
Common characteristics
Dominant references
Intervisibility of paths
Directional differentiation
a. Common Characteristics
A characteristic scene endows the path with a sense of
belonging to a place. When such a scene, or a major component
of it, is common to a number of paths, the relationship of the
paths to a particular locality is evident. The paths of Back
Bay are all related to the District by the uniform buildings
which confine their space. Similarly, the paths of the Shopping-
Entertainment District are related by their activity. To a
lesser extent, the paths of the South End are characteristic
because of their edges and activity. The paths around the
Common could have all been related by its characteristic
open space; rather, the relationship is weakened by the ambi-
guous shape of the Common and the lack of intervisibility of
the paths, as will be explained.
Contrariwise, when the paths which lie in or surround the
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same district are drastically different in character, they
can hardly be related as an areal subsystem. This is the case
with the paths which surround Beacon Hill. The north side of
the District is quite different from the south side, such that
the characteristics of the District are not visible from
Cambridge St. While Beacon St. and Charles St. can be easily
related, Cambridge St. is to a great extent isolated from
them.
b. Dominant References
Just as sane subsystems are formed by reference to
characteristic districts, others may be organized around a
dominant central element: a nodal point, a dominant landmark
(or group of landmarks), a characteristic edge.
Nodes which join a number of major paths assume impor-
tance, especially when these nodes have some individuality.
Examples are Charles Rotary and Copley Sq., whose landmarks
are seen and clearly approached from all the converging paths.
(However, Charles Rotary is not visible from Storrow Drive.)
Paths may also be related to a nodal point of activity such
as Scollay Square. In all such cases the joined paths can
be grouped together by reference to the nodal point.
When the location and direction of paths are related to
a dominant path in the subsystem, there is hierarchical or-
ganization as well. Mass. Ave. is a visually dominant path
which relates many t?]ngitudinal? streets. The Back Bay sub-
system is internally organized around Commonwealth Ave. and
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Dartmouth Street. Washington St. is the spine of activity
of the Shopping-Entertainment Districts, and relates cross
streets (Winter-Summer and Stuart-Kneeland) at the climax
points of this activity. The stream of pedestrians moving
along these cross streets further reinforces the relationship
between Washington and Tremont.
Subsystems may also be related to external references
and thus their location within a larger area or system can
be inferred. Fig. 12-a shows such references as the Charles
River, the Common, South Station, and neighboring subsystems.
c. Intervisibility of Paths
When neighboring or crossing paths are intervisible
across an open space, their areal interrelationships are not
only inferred but are actually seen. Storrow Drive, Memorial
Drive, the Longfellow Bridge and the Harvard Bridge offer a
good example of this intervisibility. To a certain extent
paths are intervisible at Copley Sq., at the corners of the
Public Gardens. Commonwealth Ave. is visible to all cross
streets of Back Bay.
The role of intervisibility of paths in the Analysis Area
is not so dominant; in most cases intervisibility is replaced
by inference. Approaching a certain activity climax or a
landmark to which another crossing street is associated, the
street is inferred before arrival. Winter-Summer St. is so
inferred from Washington St., and Tremont St. from Winter St.
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More often than not, the case study is characterized by
the lack of intervisibility of paths. This might cause po-
tential systems to degenerate or neighboring subsystems to
be isolated.
d. Directional Differentiation
One of the basic criteria for clarifying directional re-
lationships is that paths which travel in the same direction,
or which lead to the same destination have common characteristics
or similar sequential forms which are differentiated from
their opposites. Thus the mover can accordingly classify streets
into groups, such as "longitudinal and cross streets", "spinals
and cross-spinals1 , "radials and circumferentials", "parallel-
to-the-River and perpendicular-to-the -River", and so on.
Such differentiation is achieved in various subsystems
of the Area by many means, among which should be noted per-
spective appearance, spatial proportions, grid dimensions,
slope, activity gradients, rhythmic variation of sequences,
common breaks in space and/or movement, and direct visibility
of an eccentric destination. Thus the longitudinal streets
of Back Bay are differentiated from the cross streets by long
and deep vistas, by the sight of the Common at one end and
Mass. Ave. at the other, by the wider interspacing of cross
streets, and by the slowing of movement at some of those
streets (Mass. Ave., Dartmouth, Clarendon, Berkeley and Arlington
streets). This slowing of movement creates a rhythmic varia-
tion which is common to all longitudinal streets. In the
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South End, logitudinal streets are differentiated by their
width, activity and close interspacing of cross streets.
Washington and Tremont streets, in the Shopping-Entertainment
Districts, are differentiated as "spinals-to-activity", and
go through the same sequence of activity climaxes. The
Charles River subsystem is differentiated as paths parallel
to the River vs. paths perpendicular to the River. The Scollay
Sq. subsystem is differentiated as levelstreets vs. sloping
streets.
2. The Network of Subsystems and Connectors--Locational
Relationships
A basic difficulty of the total areal structure is its
difficult Igeometryt. Topoldgical relationships are not
consistently maintained, changing as they do from one subsysten
to another. Yet it is possible to imagine a coherent path
system which does not have one underlying geometric order,
but, like that of the Analysis Area, is composed of different
subsystems. In such a case, each of the subsystems should be
internally structured, "rigid" in location and orientation,
and all the subsystems should be strongly connected or might
overlap. Common references to which two or more subsystems
are related would help tie these subsystems together, as would
the continuity and directional clarity of the paths which
connect neighboring subsystems.
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In terms of locational relationships there are two main
groups of subsystems in the Analysis Area. The Charles River-
Charles Rotary, Back Bay, and Copley Sq. subsystems tend to
form a somewhat coherent group because of proximity, conti-
guity, overlapping paths and relation to the Charles River.
The Scollay Sq., the Shopping-Entertainment, and the South
End subsystems tend to form another group, although not as
coherent as the first, being related only by general direction
and by sequential order. The basic links between the two
groups are achieved by Scollay Sq. and Cambridge St. from one
end, and by Mass. Ave. from the other. The Common may act as
an intermediate link, as it abuts, both the Back Bay and
Shopping District subsystems.
But the areal structure is by no means that simple. Sub-
systems are often not strongly connected, directional relation-
ships are confused, and cross-connectiors between noncontiguous
subsystems are difficult to make. Consequently, the areal
structure could be utterly distorted by many people.
There seem, to be four basic weaknesses in the areal
structure:
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Misleading curves
Ambiguous shapes
Characterless paths
Lack of intervisibility
These reasons are themselves interrelated and create a
whole set of interrelated distortions (see Fig. 12-b, p. 148).
a. Misleading Curves in Major Connectors
In a system like that of the Analysis Area, the paths
which connect its subsystems assume an important role. There-
fore, their direction should be clear and consistently main-
tained. Should such direction change, the point of inflection
should be made clear so that the new direction is known and
related to the previous one.
A misleading curve in one of these connectors might have
serious ramifications on other parts of the system: misper-
ceived angles, lack of relationships, directional ambiguities
elastic intersections, squeezed areas. The curving of Storrow
Drive leads to misconception of the angle between Mass. Ave.
and Cambridge St. These paths may be perceived as parallel
(each is perpendicular to the Charles River), while in fact
they are almost perpendicular. The same difficulty exists
between Storrow Drive and Charles St.
The bend in Mass. Ave. at Falmouth St. could lead to
even more distortion. The major streets of the South End may
be perceived parallel to those of Back Bay, and the triangular
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area between them may be mentally squeezed. Where these
'parallel' paths do intersect at right angles there is a moment
of confusion -- an elastic intersection which exists when one
is there, but which is difficult to imagine.
The sweeping curve of Cambridge St. at Scollay Sq. might
lead to similar confusions. Although the change in direction
is felt, the angle of change is not. If Tremont and Cambridge
Sts. are imagined as perpendicular, the intersection of Tremont
St. and Broadway would be confusing, and the angle relation-
ship between Trenont and Charles St. would be misconceived.
Confusion in this area is capounded by the joint of Charles-
Broadway and Boylston. Here, Broadway and Charles meet at an
angle, and it seems that the path has changed its direction
(see p. 135). Yet, on a larger scale, the direction of
Broadway-Charles is in fact maintained, and the illusion of
change at their joint is due to an abrupt change from curving
to straight alignment. Furthermore, since the curve
of Broadway goes unfelt as it bends slowly with a
characterless and undefined edge, the illusion of
directional change is emphasized.
b. Ambiguous Shape of a Central Element
The Common is a central element to which many districts
and subsystems may be related. However, its shape is diffi-
cult to remember, and the subsystems around it are difficult
to put together correctly in an areal structure.
The shape of the Common is primarily a result of the
aforementioned bends of Cambridge St. and Mass. Ave.,
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producing a five-sided area where some streets are curved to
meet at right angles. Many of the sides of the Common are
susceptible to distortion. The relationship between Tremont
St. and Boylsten St. is vulnerable. Park St. is relatively
insignificant in the total structure and does not relate to
any of the path subsystems.
Imagining the shape of the Common as a rectangle can have
many implications on the areal structure 5 9 of the street system.
The accompanying sketches show two possible forms of such dis-
tortion:
$/orvorW
e0con
* washinglon
remelnkor
ayisin?
Actual Pattern Distortion (i) Distortion (ii)
(i) Park St. may be dropped out completely. In
this case difficulties arise in trying to fit
Mass. Ave. and Storrow Drive into the total
structure, and the intersection of Broadway
and Tremont St. becomes 'blurred'.
59Distorting difficult shapes by simplification is usual
in perception. That the shape of the Common would be perceived
as a rectangle might seem to be a 'logical' simplification to
many people, since the paths surrounding it -- four of which
are major in the movement system -- intersect at right angles.
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(ii) Boylston St. may be confused with Tremont St.
particularly because they may be perceived as
being parallel away frca the Common. This
leads to squeezing the area between Boylston
and Tremont and confusing the relationship
between Charles St. and Cambridge St.
Other distortions are possible. What are emphasized here
are the vague spatial relationships among the paths surrounding
the Common and, consequently, the difficulty of relating the
subsystems of paths around it. Because of its central loca-
tion, a distortion in the shape of the Common leads to dis-
tortion of many other elements in the path system.
c. Characterless Paths
In order that neighboring systems can be related in a
"rigid" total structure, the paths connecting them must have
some identity -- if not strong individuality -- throughout
their length. The continuity of a path as it goes from one
subsystem to another should be maintained.
The analysis summarized on Fig. 11-a, p. 134, showed
that some of these connectors are poorly differentiated, some-
times even characterless. Thus the subsystem of the South
End is poorly connected with both the Back Bay and the Shopping-
Entertainment District subsystems, although the general geo-
graphical location of the South End with respect to these sub-
systems may not be difficult to imagine. The characterlessness
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of Boylston St., from Copley Sq. to Mass. Ave , tends to
strengthen the connection of Back Bay and Copley Sq. with Mass.
Ave. via other paths, especially Huntington Ave. Consequently,
it tends to reinforce the mental sqeezing of the area between
Huntington Ave and Boylston St.
d. Lack of Intervisibility of Paths
When neighboring elements of the path system are occasion-
ally intervisible , their locational relationships are clarified.
The intervisibility of the paths along the Charles River has
been cited.
In a system which is composed of relatively isolated sub-
systems, intervisibility of the paths of neighboring subsystems
could clarify the locational relationship and connections be-
tween these subsystems where such relationships would hitherto
be vague. But this is what is particularly lacking in the
case study. The lack of intervisibility of paths around the
Common and Public Gardens, especially Tremont-Beacon, Tremont-
Arlington and Boylstan-Beacon Sts. not only leaves the vague
relationship between the Shopping District and Back Bay un-
clarified, but also leaves the shape of the Common unexplained
and liable to distortion. The lack of intervisibility of
Back Bay streets from Storrow Drive reinforces the disconnec-
tion between the two.
The peculiar triangle of Beacon St., Charles St. and
Storrow Drive is likewise unexplained. Were the Charles River
visible from Beacon St. and Charles St. the relationship
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between Back Bay and the Charles Rotary could be clarified.
3. Scaling of the Areal Structure
One way of measuring distances, common to many American
cities, is the progressive numbering and alphabetical naming
system of streets and blocks. This system is not apt to be
successful except in a gridiron pattern of streets, a pattern
which exists in the Analysis Area only in Back Bay.
Especially in the case of Boston, it is often much easier
for the mover to rely on other means of scaling major paths,
such as:
(a) regions or districts of contrasting character or activity
along the path,
(b) a sequence of differentiated landmarks seen from the path,
(c) a series of transition points (e.g. major nodes or breaks
in space).
In the Analysis Area, the clarity of scaling is mainly
determined by the strength of transition points and/or the
identity of path segments between those points. Transitions
are points where space, activity or movement changes. They
are strong when these changes occur abruptly: breaks in spatial
confinement, occurrence of major landmarks or nodal points of
activity, sharp changes in the horizontal or vertical alignment
of the road. When all these changes coincide at the same point,
the transition is unmistakable. Fig. 13, p. 152, evaluates
the transition points in the Analysis Area. A path could also
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be scaled if it is composed of differentiated segments, even
when the transitions between these segments are gradual. Here
the segments, or their climax points (if any), rather than
the transition points, constitute the scale by which the mover
guages his location on the path. When the two methods of
scaling coincide, that is when transition points also mark the
beginnings and ends of differentiated path segments, the im-
pact is much stronger.
The scaling of paths is helpful for the comprehension of
both the areal structure and the sequence structure. As far
as the areal structure is concerned it is important that each
subsystem, as well as the paths connecting these subsystems
be internally scaled. The structure is further clarified
when the means by which the path is scaled identifies its
direction or place in a group. Such would be the case if
all longitudinal streets in a grid are scaled by differentiated
path segments, while all cross streets are uniform but have
strong transition points; or, if all the paths which lead to
an important destination are scaled in a similar manner or
in the same progressive order.
Fig. 13, p. 152, shows how the paths of the area are
visually scaled (cf. Fig. 10, p. 124, and Figs. C-1 through
c-7, pp. 367-374). It is notable that some paths are scaled
at more than one level, each level being included in the next
higher level. One of the best examples is the Back Bay paths,
especially Beacon St. which has a three-level scale. At the
upper level, the path is differentiated into two major regions,
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that of the Common and that of Back Bay. Each of these re-
gions is again divided into subregions (as Fig. 13 shows) by
the intersection of two perpendicular major paths, Charles St.
and Dartmouth St. The Arlington St.-Dartmouth St. portion is
further divided by the cross streets which stop the drivers'
movement.
Such paths which are scaled at many levels facilitate
movement in corresponding lengths of trips. Therefore, a
path need not be scaled at the lower levels unless it is also
used for local movement. Storrow Drive is a case where the
path needs to be scaled only at the higher level, as it presen-
tly is.
As Fig. 13 shows, some of the paths of the South End, of
the South Cove, and the area south of Back Bay are poorly
scaled: transitions are weak and easily missed, paths are not
internally structured, scaling exists only at the level of
numbered buildings. Distances along those paths are subject
to distortion. This distortion tends to compress the distances
and make actual journeys seem longer than imagined. Thus the
South End, which is approached by non-scaled paths (except
perhaps Mass. Ave.), would tend to be mentally shifted towards
Back Bay and towards the Entertainment District, with the
areas between them subsequently squeezed. (see Fig. 12-b, p. 148.)
That the scaling of paths leads to directional differen-
tiation is not evident except in two subsystems: Back Bay and,
to a certain extent, the Shopping-Entertainment District, as
discussed earlier (see p. 141).
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In the sequence structure, discussed below, transition
points and path segments play an important role.
E. THE PRIMARY MOVEMENT SYSTEM AS A SEQUENCE STRUCTURE
In analyzing the sequential form of each of the major
paths, Appendix C (pp. 349-375) considers such elements as
space, activity, sense of motion (as well as the change in
these elements), the appearance of specific landmarks, nodal
points, characteristic districts or noticeable crossing paths.
The degree to which individual sequences orient the mover on
the path depends, among other factors, on how clearly these
elements are conveyed and presented, how they affect his sense
of place, sense of progression and direction, and his ability
to infer the coming elements and to fit the path into a total
structure.
Individual path sequences can help organize the path
system as an areal structure or as a sequence structure. The
former organization, as has been mentioned, results when se-
quences are differentiated according to path direction or
destination. Such factors as common rhythm,
common breaks in space, activity or movement,
common views or common change in horizontal
or vertical alignment for groups of parallel
or converging paths, clarify the areal structure
to the mover.
A sequence structure is legible when the lines of movement
are coherently knitted together, when the events occuring in
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one path sequence recall those encountered on other intersec-
ting paths, or when any route in the system (which is formed
by a combination of paths or path segments) is in itself a
coherent sequence. Here, the mover learns the sequence of
events on particular routes and route combinations, and orien-
tation is dependent on recalling the sequential relationships,
even when the areal structure is unknown or utterly distorted.
It is natural that in such a system the joints
000 of the paths play a dominant role, not only
as transfer points, but also as common ties
which must be recognizable on approach, or as
transition points which structure the sequences
of all intersecting paths.
1. The Strengths of the Sequence Structure
In investigating the relationships among individual path
sequences, the following criteria seemed critical in the for-
mation of sequence systems:
(a) That the transition points by which individual path sequences
are structured (landmarks, breaks in space, acti-
vity climaxes, etc.) be located at joints with
other primary paths, such that these transition
points structure the sequences of the inter-
secting paths. Better still that the hierarchy
of transitions coincide with the hierarchy of
intersecting paths.
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(b) That these joints be differentiated externally (from
each other), and internally such that movement from one
path to the other is clear.
(c) That the approach to these joints be clear, either by
direct visibility, by other symbolic devices or both, so
that any sequence is eventually strengthened by elimina-
ting confusion or hesitation between the events in the
sequence.
(d) That segments of the paths between the joints be identi-
fiable, differentiated and sensed or seen on
approach, and that the degree to which the
segments of each path changes in character be
commensurate with the importance of the crossing
paths. This is another means of organizing a
sequence structure which emphasizes path seg-
ments between joints, rather than the joints
themselves.
(e) That any given combination of joints and path segments
form a legible sequence which can easily be abstracted,
structured and learned. This is especially important
for the heavily-travelled routes. Persumably, this would
result mainly from the above mentioned criteria, but also
from such criteria as simplicity (fewer elements to be
remembered), continuity and internal coherence (each
event suggests coming events) and differentiation of
sequences of various routes or of opposite directions on
the same route. These latter criteria are used, among
others, to evaluate route sequences in Appendix C.
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Fig. 14-a, p. 162, shows the system-forming factors in
the Analysis Area. It evaluates each joint of the primary
paths in terms of its differentiation (see Fig. ll-b, p. 134),
its importance as a transition point on the sequences of inter-
secting paths (see Fig. 13, p. 152) and its approach (partly
included in Fig. 7, p. 115). It also shows strongly identified
paths and path segments (see Fig. 11-a, p. 134).
2. The Weaknesses of the Sequence Structure
Fig. 14-b shows the weaknesses, or system-degenerating
factors, of the sequence structure, Some weaknesses can be
attributed to the lack of or inadequacy in any of the above
system-forming factors, for example:
confusing joints, such as Park Sq. and Charles Rotary;
isolated paths, caused by confusing or hidden joints,
such as Storrow Drive;
weak transitions, at which major crossing paths
could easily be missed, and/or undifferentiated
path segments;
Ifloatingt, or difficult-to-locate, landmarks such
as the John Hancock Building;
floating activity climaxes, such as that of the
entertainment district;
discontinuity of the major paths.
Other factors were also observed. Among these are:
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difficult transfers,
"dead-ending" of major paths,
dislocated transitions, and
incongruent tempo.
a. Difficult Transfers
If a number of crossing paths is to form a legible se-
quence system, it is important that shifts and transfers from
one path to the other can be easily made. Sometimes one-way
vehicular movement does not allow this. For instance, consider
the paths surrounding the Common and the Public Gardens. As
the accompanying diagram shors, vehicular movement from Beacon
St. to Tremont St. at the Common is complicated; one has to
travel for long distances either around Beacon
Hill or around the Public Gardens to the Enter-
tainment-Shopping District. Also complicated
is the movement from Tremont St. to Beacon St.
FM ac*aMt at the State House, once one has passed Park St.
To take another example, compare the differences in move-
ment at Copley Sq. and Park Square. Movement from Huntington
Ave. to Boylston St. is simple and clear. Movement from
Columbus Ave. to Boylston St., on the other hand, needs a round-
about via Stuart-Broadway streets. There are many such ex-
amples in the Boston street system.
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b. 'Dead-Ending, of Major Paths
Movement difficulties arise when major paths are dead-
ended in one of three ways:
(i) physical dead-ending of what used to be a major path;
(ii) dead-ending of movement;
(iii) perceptual dead-ending of path
Modifications in the street system sometimes result in
disconnecting what used to be major paths. Such is the case of
Hanover St. in the North End. Tenporary disruptions of move-
ment caused by 'detours' during the time of road construction
are felt by most drivers.
Although the physical channel might be continuous, vehi-
cular movement on the path might not be. Such is the case
at Columbus St. at the Statler Hilton or of Washington St.
.deadend at Dock Sq., where the driver is forced to
leave the path if he wants to reach a destination
to which that same path leads.
Paths may perceptually dead-end before they join other
paths in the system. When the transfer between the two major
paths is accomplished only by a series of visually minor paths,
such indirect transfer may result in one or both of the paths
being perceived as dead-ending. The transfer from Tremont St.
to Beacon St. is an example. Joined by Park St., a minor path
which might be missed by drivers, Beacon St. is imagined to
begin at the State House, and such begining is left loose in
the system. The transfer between Commonwealth Ave. and Charles
St., potentially a very important joint, is only indirectly
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accomplished via Beacon-Arlington or Arlington-Boylston streets.
c. Dislocated Transitions
It has been suggested that major transition points should
coincide with the crossings of major streets, so that they
mark the crossing paths for the drivers. When these paths
meet near but not at the major transitions, two opportunities
are foregone. First, the crossing street is not as clear to
the mover as it might have been; instead of being at the point
where space changes, it is "sometime after" and has to be so
remembered. Second, movement becomes dubious, because of
physical, or perceptual discontinuity of the major path. Fig.
14-b shows where such dislocated transitions in the Analysis
Area occur.
d. Incongruent Tempo
Crossing paths should occur at a tempo that is appropriate
to the speed of movement; events occurring too fast might be
missed by drivers on expressways -- drivers whose attention
is mostly drawn to maneuvering. Thus, the crossing streets
of Back Bay are not noticed from Storrow Drive, although their
space channels are seen by the pedestrian on the Memorial
Embankment. So also are the transfer points with those streets.
Here, the interchange ramps are 'distributed' over four cross-
ing streets, so that the visual impact of the interchange is
weakened and the exit ramps are often missed (except perhaps
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for the Arlington St. entrance from Embankment Rd). More-
over, for the inbound movement on Storrow Drive there are
three exits to Back Bay within the space of three blocks, a
teupo which is too fast for the unprepared driver to notice
them.
3. Evaluation of the sequence structure
From Fig. 14 the sequence on any given route (a com-
bination of paths and joints) can be evaluated as to how it
orients and facilitates movement in accordance with the criteria
suggested above. Movement will be easy as long as (a) each
route is continuous, (b) there is no difficulty in continuing
through or turning at the joints, (c) the sense of approach
to joints is clear from a long distance, (d) the turn is
marked by a strong transition point, (e) path segements are
differentiated, and so on. Difficulties arise at confusing
joints, when the path Aloses character or when movement is
dead-ended and the transfer to other routes is complicated or
difficult to imagine.
As an example, Fig. 15, p. 163, shows the vehicular routes
in the area which form legible sequences.
F. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE PRIMARY AND SECONDARY
MOVEMENT SYSTEMS
The last part of this analysis evaluates the relationship
between the primary and secondary movement systems, since
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actual movements may be made via a combination of primary and
secondary paths.
Secondary paths are those which serve local districts,
being next in the hierarchy to the primary paths, at least
functionally. While some secondary paths in the analysis area
may connect two adjacent districts, such paths are usually not
relied upon in actual movement, as shown by the amount of
traffic they carry.
Especially in the case study where even the primary paths
are difficult to structure, the function of the secondary paths
as district connectors is minimal, and those paths which do
continue outside their districts are too few to warrant analysis
from this viewpoint.
In various trips, the function of secondary paths is two-
fold. They may be used at the beginning and/or the end of any
given trip, depending on the location of the origin and des-
tination. Or, they may be used as shortcuts to shift from
one primary path to another. Thus an important criterion to
investigate is the clarity of connection of secondary systems
with primary paths.
Another criterion is to evaluate the extent to which
primary paths are differentiated from secondary paths.
Congruent with their place in the functional hierarchy of
paths, secondary paths should be visually subordinate to pri-
mary ones, so that it is possible to abstract the total system
in terms of its dominant primary paths. Otherwisethe magnitude
of elements would make the system difficult, if not. impossible,
to comprehend.
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1. Differentiation of Primary Paths from Secondary Systems
Primary paths may be visually identified by one or more
of the following:
(a) road width;
(b) concentration of activity, sense of heavy traffic or
high speed;
(c) sense of road continuity, achieved by straightness of
alignment, long vistas, or a sequence of major nodes
or landmarks, continuance of a dominant characteristic
edge, width, traffic or activity.
These can also be supplemented by clues, either visual
(such as traffic signals) or nonvisual (such as the knowledge
of how far the road continues or what it connects).
Most of the primary paths in the Analysis Area, as Fig.
16, p. 171, shows,assume visual dominance. But there are
instances where they might be confused with secondary paths.
Examples of such conflicts are:
a. Visual deterioration of major paths.
Washington St. as it narrows and thins out in activity
between Kneeland St. and the B & A railroad, almost becomes
subordinate to Harrison Ave. and Tremont St. which are much
wider in this area. A similar situation occurs
when a major path splits into tw visually
minor streets, such as Stuart St. at Park Sq.,
or Harrison Ave. at Essex St. Visual weakness
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may also result from lack of definition of the spatial corri-
dor. Throughout its length, Broadway has a characterless, bro-
ken edge. So has Boylston St. between Copley Sq. and Mass Ave.
b. Increased traffic on what otherwise appear to be secondary
streets.
This is either because of their inappropriate connection
with expressways (such as Berkeley St.), or because they re-
present shortcuts between primary paths (such as Stuart St.
between Huntington Ave. and Broadway).
c. Gradual widening of secondary streets.
Sometimes this widening seems to have been done deli-
berately, persumably to smooth the line of movement at inter-
L J sections where one-way secondary streets branch
S~ K from major streets. Examples are the widening
of Saint James St. at the Statler Hilton,
Chandler St. at its intersection with Tremont
and Arlington, Appleton St. at its intersection
with Columbus Ave. This widening adds to the
confusion at the joints, since it weakens the
differentiation of the joined paths.
Widening and narrowing of streets is often visually un-
explained and sometimes even contradictory with functional
rft needs. For instance, Berkeley St. starts at
Tremont St. as a wide, visually major path.
It narrows very gradually ending with a two-
ltroaad W1 sk
lane street in Back Bay, and further narrows
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as it connects with Storrow Drive. Yet the traffic increases
appreciably as the street narrows, being in Back Bay more than
twice as much as in the South End.
Besides the particular confusions cited above, these streets
create an indistinct class of paths, neither secondary nor
primary. They are not even distinct enough to assume an iden-
tifiable intermediate class; they only mute the visual hier-
archy of paths.
2. Connection of Secondary Systems with Primary Paths
Secondary systems of various districts should be well
linked with the feeding primary paths, and the transfer from
a primary to a secondary path should be easily made. It
would be even better if the mover on the primary path could
correctly infer the pattern of the secondary systems of the
district he is passing or traversing.
When a district (such as Beacon Hill) is not served in-
ternally by primary paths, the entrances to the district should
be relegated to certain secondary paths, and should be dis-
tinctly differentiated.
Following is a brief evaluation of the secondary systems
from these viewpoints. (see Fig. 16, p. 171)
a. Back Bay
The secondary system of Back Bay is as legible as its
primary system, a differentiated grid which is well structured
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and connected to the internal and external axes by simple,
right-angled intersections. There does not seem to be any
difficulty in inferring the pattern of secondary paths without
actually moving on them as the actual alignment of paths can
be seen at the intersections.
b. Beacon Hill
Contrary to Back Bay, this secondary system is difficult
to navigate. While its streets are fairly parallel and per-
pendicular, it lacks through connections. There is no street
which is continuous in an east-west direc-
C~rciq tion, and there is only one crosswise
connector, Joy St. The multitude of turn-
ing movements one has to make to get through
the district frustrates orientation. There-
fore those streets which are continuous for
long distances assume importance, and act
as basic entrances and exits.
From the outer primary paths, one has no
idea about the pattern of the secondary
system. Secondary streets meet the primary
paths almost perpendicularly, but as they
rise steeply uphill they seem to fade into
the distance.
From the top of the hill, on the other hand, the outer
paths are clearly seen from the downward-sloping streets, and
getting out of the district is much easier than getting in.
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From Beacon St., the Joy St. entrance is marked by the
State House, while from Cambridge St., Joy St. can be easily
missed. Mt. Vernon St., differentiated by its width and its
light, is further marked by the traffic signals at Charles St.
It is a distinct entrance, but only for pedestrians, as it is
one-way to Charles St.
c. The Shopping-Entertainment District
Because of the strong individuality of Washington St.
and Tremont St., secondary connections between them are
straight forward. From most of these secondary streets, the
Common is visible on one side and the intensive activity along
Washington St. is felt on the other. Here is another case of
clear connection between primary and secondary paths.
On the other side of Washington St. is a different case.
Connections to the Garment District and the Financial District
are loose and precarious. The streets leading from Washington
St. to the Garment District are characterless and winding, and
long views are blocked by insignificant buildings. After pass-
ing Winter-Summer St., the Financial District is suddenly close
by and is connected to Washington St. by narrow, curving, steep
streets. Because they curve away from the forward-directed
vision of the driver on Washington St., they can be easily
missed. Furthermore, with the introverted character of both
the Shopping and the Financial District, connections at the
periphery are often weak.
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d. The South End
The secondary streets of the South End run generally per-
pendicular to its primary longitudinal paths. Some of these
cross streets are more important than the others, particularly
Dover, Union Park and Newton Streets. The last two are marked
at their intersections with Washington St. by the Holy Cross
Cathedral and Blackstone Sq. respectively. In general, the
secondary system of the South End is not difficult to infer or
move through, save for some irregularities. Two drawbacks of
the system are worth mentioning.
The N.Y., N.H. and H. railroad dead-ends many
secondary streets between Huntington Ave. and
Columbus Ave. To the mover or bystander on
either of these two paths the secondary streets
do not seem to be dead-end at all; the space
seems to continue, the same as it does on the other continuous
streets such as West Newton St. There is no way of telling
which streets dead-end and which continue through.
There is also what might be called "non-aligned patterns"
of secondary paths. This occurs when some of the secondary
streets assume a direction which is pe-
culiar to the whole district, and are
thus non-aligned with the rest of the
secondary system. Between Tremont St. and
Columbus Ave. there is an area whose grid
is twisted, where the differentiation be-
tween longitudinal and cross streets
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(of which the South End is characteristic) is weak, and where
orientation is frustrated. This is an area which has the basic
grid of Back Bay, but which is utterly disconnected from it.
The secondary streets between Huntington Ave. and Boylston
St. create much the same confusion, as they have a direction
which is totally different from all other streets which cross
Mass. Ave. The peculiar angular relationship seen from Mass.
Ave., might discourage the movement on these streets for fear
of losing the sense of direction.
Fig. 16, p. 171, summarizes the basic strengths and weak-
nesses of the secondary systems discussed above, in so far as
they relate to primary paths.
G. SUMMARY
Perhaps the best way to summarize the above analysis in
a simple statement is to show how it might be useful to pre-
dict the ease of movement within and to areas adjacent to the
Analysis Area. The preceding has relied upon three types of
useful relationships for structuring the environmental image:
(1) the relationship of individual paths to other image
elements (Figs. 7 & 9);
(2) the interrelationship of paths as an areal structure
(Figs. 11, 12, 13 & 16);
(3) the interrelationship of paths as a linear (sequential)
structure (Figs. 11, 13, 14, & 16).
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These analyses suggest that there are areas in which one
can move more easily than in others; areas which are more
strongly connected to each other and to the outside. Fig. 17,
p. 175, abstracts the general conclusions of the previous
analyses. It passes over whatever specific problems have been
previously uncovered in order to bring about the general in-
terrelationships.
Fig. 17-a summarizes the analysis of the preceding section
B (pp. 115-120 & Figs. 7 & 9). It predicts the movement of a
person who is guided by the sight of known landmarks and places
and is free to move in any direction (e.g. a pedestrian), but
who does not necessarily maintain a well-structured image of
the path system. The movement of such a person is directed
to strong visual connectors (Fig. 9-b, p. 120), depending on
his origin and destination.
Fig. 17-b shows the strongly-connected areal subsystems.
It predicts the ease of movement for persons who rely for
orientation upon locational interrelationships of paths. It
shows the movenent system structured to what might be called
"sequential areal subsystems"; that is, areal subsystems con-
nected together end to end in a circular manner. These form
closed systems, one enclosing the other and all having Mass.
Ave. as their base.
a) Back Bay, Copley and Mass. Ave. subsystems
C b) Charles River-Charles Rotary, Scollay,
Shopping-Entertainment, South End and Mass.
Ave. subsystems
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c) The same as b., but excluding the inner subsystems and
connecting the Charles Rotary and the South End subsystems
by the major circumferencial street, Atlantic Ave.60
As far as the areal structure is concerned, movement
would be easier within the framework shown in Fig. 17-b. Cross
movement among disconnected subsystems would be avoided, if
possible, or concentrated along such paths as State St.,
Summer St., Kneeland St. or Mass. Ave.
If the movement system is regarded as a network of inter-
connected lines of paths (sequence structure), the joints be-
come strategic elements. Orientation would be easier, as Fig. 17-c
suggests, along those paths which are well tied by differen-
tiated joints, and where particular elements seen from the paths
assure the mover of where he is and where he is going.
A superimposition of the three diagrams of Fig. 17 makes
possible an evaluation of the degree of structural clarity and
coherence of the movement system. Areas with the highest de-
gree of clarity would be those where the broader lines of the
diagrams coincide, such as in the Back Bay ststem. At the
bottom of the hierarchy would be those 'blank areas' where
orientation by any of the three methods is difficult.
For the purposes of this study, no such superimposition
was made. The analyses were kept separate so that a detailed
comparison with the interviews of the following chapter could
be made.
6 0 Atlantic Ave. is a visually dominant path which ties with
Storrow Drive by relation to the water and the knowledge of the
peninsular shape of Boston. C.f. Lynch, K., op. cit. pp. 50, 51
and 57.
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VIII. ORIENTATION AND THE STRUCTURE OF THE MOVEMENT SYSTgM:
TESTING THE HYPOTHESIS
The present chapter tests the hypothesis developed in
Chapt. VI by comparing the preceding field analysis with the
trip interviews and the sketch maps referred to in Chapt. VI.
A. COMPARISON WITH TRIP INTERVIEWS
Some thirty subjects were interviewed in Lynch's study
for Boston. Table 5, p. 177 contains some data about their
familiarity with the area, and Fig. 18, p. 178 shows their
habitual routes and mode of travel. The patterns of movement
in three imaginary trips are shown on Figs. 19-21, pp. 184-194
and 199. The factors, other than the structure of the street
system, which were assumed to have affected the pattern of
movement (origin and destination, familiarity, mode of travel
and planning of the trip) have been discussed in some detail
in Chapt. VI (pp. 102-104) The methodology for canparison has
been outlined on pp. 108-109. The following investigates
each of the three trips.
1. Trip #1 (Fig. 19, p. 184)
"On foot from Mass. General Hospital (that hospital facing
Storrow Drive near the traffic circle) to South Station(Atlantic Ave. and Summer St.)"
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TABLE 5. PLACES OF RESIDENCE, WORK AND HABITUAL ROUTES IN THE DOWNTOWN AREA
Subject Place of Res. Place of Work O-D Habitual Route between 0 and D
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Amic
Bender
Capen
Case
X * Clark
Day
X * Eberhardt
Ellis
Ey
Fraggos
Frederick
Goryl
Greer
X * Helley
John
Kellett
Kovack
X * Lulua
X McCammond
X Orenberg
X * Parker
X Parkin
* Rabe
Stafford,M.
Stafford,R.
Toulis
Treat
Viguers
Von Heneberg
Warren
*Weiller
X Witherall
Back Bay
Near Mass.Gen.Hosp.
Back Bay
Beacon Hill
Beacon Hill
Back Bay
So. End
Back Bay
Beacon
Beacon
Beacon
Beacon
Hill
Hill
Hill
Hill
Beacon Hill
Back Bay
Beacon Hill
Financial
District
Beacon Hill
So. End
So. End
Financial dist
Beacon Hill
Beacon Hill
Financial
North End
Financial
So. End
Mass. General
Copley Sq.
Financial
So. End
Financial
H-R Mass. Ave. - Commonwealth -
Arlington-Boylston-Tremont-Stuart-Harrison Ave.
H-W Beacon St.
H-W (MTA to Park Sta'n); Winter-Washington-
Franklin-Devonshire St.
H-W Cambridge St.-Charles Rotary; (MTA to W. Roxbury)
H-C (MTA to Copley Sq. )
H-W Beacon-Dartmouth-Storrow Dr. westward
H-5 (MTA to Washington Sta. )
H-W Myrtle-Revere-W. Sedar St.
H-W Columbus-Stuart-Kneeland-Tyler St.
H-W (MTA under Tremont St.)
H-W Train to So. Sta.; Federal-Congress St.
H-W Bowdoin St.
H-W Beacon St.
H-T Longfellow-Cambridge -Tremont -Boylston St.
H-W (MTA to Scollay Sq.); Court-Washington-Water St.
H-W Storrow-Lowell-Causway-Prince St.
H-T Storrow-Arlington-Park Sq.-Boylston St.
H-S (MTA to Wash. Sta'n)
H-W Boylston-Glouster-Commonwealth-
Mass. Ave. -Harvard Bridge
H-W Storrow-Embankment Rd.-Mt. Vernon-
Beacon-School-Water-Devonshire St.
H-T Harvard Br.-Mass.Ave.-Commonealth-Arlington-Boyl.St.
H-W Brimmer-Beacon-Arlington-Stuart-Harrison Ave.
H-S Harvard Br. -Storrow-Central Artery-Haymarket Sq.
H-S Myrtle-Joy, Common, Winter St.
H-W Grove St.
H-W Bowdoin St.-Park, (MTA); Copley Sq.
H-W (MTA to Washington Sta)-Washington-Milk St.
H-W Washington through So. End
H-S (MTA to Arlington Station); iNewbury St.
H-W Grove-Charles Rotary-Longfellow Bridge
H-W Arlington-Storrow Dr. -Harvard Bridge
H-W Train to So. Station; Federal-Franklin St.
(1) and (2) Not in the Downtown Area
(3) O-D = Origin - Destination: H = Home; W = Work,
S . Shopping; T = Theatre; C = Church; R = Restaurant
(4) Routes in ( ) are underground subway lines.
* Considered unfamiliar by interviewees in Lynch's study.
X Excluded from Map Analysis of the present study.
H HO ME.
W WORK
T THEATHE
S SHOPPING
C CHUQCH
R RESTAURANT
SOURCE : K. LYNCH , Interviews For Boston , 1958
V
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Fig. 19 shows three equally short routes between Mass.
General Hospital and South Station.
Rather than following the routes of shortest distance,
most of the subjects followed the routes of easy movement
(Fig. 17, p. 175.) The only contradictions to this fact were
made mostly by subjects who were highly familiar with the
streets of Beacon Hill or the Financial District, as will be
shown.
Mass. General Hospital lies directly on Embankment Rd.
(a continuation of Storrow Drive and Charles St.), two blocks
from Cambridge St. This geographical location would theore-
tically induce more people to follow Enbankment Rd.-Charles
St. than Cambridge St. Yet, most of the subjects preferred
the latter, and those who went to Embankment Rd. returned
to Cambridge St. According to the preceding analysis, this
behavior maybe expected for many reasons. The Cambridge St.
entrance to the Hospital is more heavily used than that on
Embankment Rd. Cambridge St. is not only the line of shortest
distance, but is also more visually dominant than is Charles
St. (Figs. 11-a and 16-a pp. 134 and 171.) The Hospital is
visible for long distances along Cambridge St., it is visually
connected more strongly to Cambridge St. than it is to Charles
St. (Fig. 7-a p. 115) despite its geographical location. More-
over, one has to cross the internally-confused Charles Rotary
to continue on Charles St. (Figs. 11-b and 14-b pp. 134 and
162) and this might have caused many people to return on
Cambridge St. at the Rotary. As Fig. 17-a (p. 175) concluded,
Charles St. is a stronger exit frc Beacon Hill than it is
an entrance: the sight from Charles St. of the transit station
atop the Rotary distinguishes the exit, while the entrance of
the path from the Rotary is unidentified (Figs. 7-a and 9-b
pp. 115 and 120). Further, the Charles St. route is more
complicated: it passes either through the Common or through
Park Sq., both of which are confused. No wonder, then, that
the Charles St. route was avoided from the start.
From Scollay Sq., movement diverged into two roughly equal
groups: those who decided to follow the major paths of the
Shopping District, and those who preferred to use Court-State
St., mostly to continue to Atlantic Ave. The fact that about
one third of the subjects chose the latter, longer route, re-
inforces the conclusion that the Shopping District subsystem
is not strongly connected to Scollay Sq. (Figs. 9-a and 14-a,
pp. 120 and 164 but knowledge of their areal relationships
(Fig. 12, p. 148) might have induced about half the subjects
to follow Tremont and Washington Streets. Once they entered
the Shopping District the subjects experienced little confusion
in following its paths, which are well structured both areally
and sequentially, and well connected to the South Station
(Fig. 12-a and 14-a, pp. 148 and 162).
The fact that most of the subjects followed Court St.
and very few entered Tremont supports the analysis of this inter-
section which concluded that Court St. is a much easier con-
tinuation of Scollay Sq. (Appendix C p. 383). Because this
imaginary trip was made on foot, it is not surprising that
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three quarters of the subjects at Scollay Sq. continued on
Court St. (conflict would have been expected had the trip been
by automobile, as Court St. is one-way in the opposite direction).
The divergence at the intersection of Court-Washington was not
as great. Unlike the Tremont St. exit from Scollay Sq.,
Washington St. is marked by the Old State House at the inter-
section. Therefore, the turn to Washington was more easily
imagined (40% turned to Washington, only 25% turned to Tremont).
Besides the difficult connections between the Shopping
District and Scollay Sq., there are other reasons which might
have led some subjects to continue on State-Atlantic Ave. The
Cambridge-State-Atlantic route is an L-shaped one with a de-
finite turn at Atlantic Ave., and is thus easier to follow
than the double-turn route of Cambridge-Tremont (or Washington)-
Summer. The gradual right turn of Cambridge St. at Scollay Sq.
leads to the foreshortening of Atlantic Ave. between State St.
and South Station (Fig. 12-b, p. 148), and the orientation
ambiguity of the Shopping District subsystem (due to the mis-
perceived angle of Cambridge-Tremont) leaves some doubt as to
whether or not the Cambridge-State-Atlantic route is actually
longer.
Let us now examine those subjects who were able to cross
Beacon Hill and the Financial District. Two of the three sub-
jects io crossed Beacon Hill actually lived there (see Table 5
p. 177) and knew that Joy St. is continuous. None of the seven
other subjects who lived in Beacon Hill, nor the other two who
worked there, were able to cross it, however. That Beacon Hill
acts as a barrier to movement, inpenetrable from Cambridge St.
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(Figs. 16-b and 17, pp. 171 and 175), is evidenced in this
trip.
Eight persons crossed the Financial District from the two
directions which were predicted to be difficult (see Fig. 16-b
p. 171, "loose connection"). Two of these did not know where
they were going (Weiller & Ellis, Fig. 19), and one (Rabe)
showed no knowledge of either the path structure or directions.
Witherall and John followed their daily routes to work (see
Fig. 18 p. 178). Day followed Congress St., but was uncertain
as to which route to take afterwards. Only two subjects,
Kovack and Fraggos, followed their routes with certainty and
could be considered to know the path structure of the district;
yet even they did not follow the shortest route.
The difficulty of crossing the Common might have been
one of the reasons why the people who chose Charles St. or
Joy St. were so few. Because of its ambiguous shape and the
lack of intervisibility of its surrounding paths (Fig. 12-b,
p. 148), the relationship between Beacon St., Tremont St.,
and Boylston St. is precarious (see p. 146). This was re-
flected in the movement of the subjects who tried to cross the
Common. While some went to Tremont St., others selected
Boylston, thus taking a much longer route.
Crossing the Common could have been avoided by following
the third alternative route along Bowdoin-Park Streets. Although
one of the shortest routes between the origin and destination,
the analysis suggests that it is a difficult route to imagine.
Bowdoin St., even more than Joy St., is visually disconnected
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from Cambridge St. (Fig. 16-b p. 171) and crosses Beacon Hill
to meet Beacon St. away from the Common in an area where Beacon
St. is insignificant as a path (Fig. 11-a, p. 134). Park St.
is weakly connected with Bowdoin St., and its connection with
Winter St. is dubious (Fig. 14-b, p. 162). Due to these dif-
ficulties, it is not surprising that none of the subjects
could imagine following this route, including the two (Toulis
and Goryl) who lived in Beacon Hill and followed this parti-
cular route on their daily trips to work (Fig. 18, p. 178).
It might be argued that the pattern of movement in the
Shopping District does not support the conclusion that the
secondary system of the district is well connected to its pri-
mary system (Fig. 16-a, p. 171), since no one transferred
fran primary to secondary paths in the district. But it
should be noted that there is no need to travel on secondary
streets unless they provide a short-cut. That all the subjects
travelled on Winter St. in crossing the Shopping District does
not contradict the analysis, since people use primary paths
because of their visual daninance and continuity, so long as
there is nothing to be gained by doing otherwise.
Summary
The trip shows that the structure of the path system
greatly affects the pattern of movement, often more than does
familiarity with particular routes. It also shows that people
used routes of easy movement despite longer distances of travel.
It supports the following conclusions of the field analysis:
TRIP N.I MASS GENERPAL WOSPITAL - SOUTh STATION
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(a) The visual dominance of Cambridge St. and the fact that
it is more strongly connected to Mass. General Hospital
than is Charles St.
(b) The weak internal differentiation of the Charles Rotary,
the Tremont St. joint at Scollay Sq. and (to a minor ex-
tent) the Washington-Court intersection.
(c) The weak connection of the secondary systems of Beacon
Hill and the Financial District to their surrounding
primary paths.
(d) The difficulty of imagining the shape of the Common or
the interrelationships of its surrounding paths.
(e) The weakness of Park St. as a connector between Tremont
St. and Beacon St. and the difficult transition between
Park and Winter Streets.
(f) The identity and differentiation of the major paths of
the Shopping District subsystem, their simple thus strong
structure, their rigid location, but ambiguous orientation.
(g) The fairly easy sequential movement from one areal subsystem
to another, and the strong connection between the inter-
mediate and the outer "loops" via State and Summer Streets
(cf. p. 173).
2. Trip #2 (Fig. 20, p. 194)
"On foot from City Hospital (Mass. Ave. and Harrison
Ave.) to Old North Church (Salem St.)."
Although the origin and destination in this trip fall out-
side the Analysis Area, the pattern of routes has some bearing
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on the field analysis, and to this extent the following dis-
cussion is limited.
Frcm the City Hospital, less than one quarter of the sub-
jects chose Harrison Ave., the most direct route. More than
two thirds, on the other hand, chose Mass. Ave., not in order
to turn to other paths of the South End and move in the right
direction, but mostly to go as far as Huntington Ave.,
Commonwealth Ave. and even Storrow Drive. This pattern of
movement may be attributable to one or more of three factors:
(a) the difficulty of imagining how the paths of the South
End are continued all the way to the destination;
(b) the trust in Huntington Ave. and Back Bay paths, and the
strength by which these paths are connected to Mass. Ave.
and to the City Hospital; and
(c) the underestimation of the distance between the South End
and Back Bay, which might have led the subjects to be-
lieve they were on a fairly direct route.
The first factor is caused by the visual deterioration of
the paths of the South End as they approach the South Cove
area (Fig. 9-b and ll-a, pp. 120 and 134), and the poor ex-
ternal and internal differentiation of these paths, except
Washington Street. Fig. 19, (p. 184) concluded that the
South End subsystem is connected to the Shopping District sub-
system only in terms of directional relationship (areal struc-
ture), and that even this relationship is ambiguous (Fig. 12-b,
p. 148).
The strength of the Back Bay paths -- Huntington Ave.-Mass.
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Ave. group was concluded in all parts of the preceding analysis:
a strong and rigid areal structure (Fig. 12-a, p. 148) and a
well knitted sequence system (Fig. 14-a, p. 162) whose paths
are visually connected to imageable elements (Fig. 9-b, p. 120).
Due to the distortions of the areal structure and the lack of
scaling of the paths between Back Bay and the South End (Figs.
12-b- and 13, pp. 148 and 152), the distance between the two
districts may well be underestimated. It is not strange,
therefore, that a considerable number of subjects preferred
to travel on Huntington Ave. and other Back Bay streets.
There is some evidence that the subjects who chose this
long route did so because of the above reasons and not because
the route was habitual to them. A comparison with Fig. 18
and Table 5 (pp. 178 and 177) shows that none of the subjects
who chose Huntington Ave., Commonwealth Ave. or Storrow Drive
traveled these routes frequently, as was the case with some
subjects &o crossed the difficult Financial District in Trip
#1, above.
Some of the subjects who chose Mass. Ave. were uncertain
about the route in the beginning unable to describe the se-
quence on the path, although they may have imaged the path as
connecting the point of origin to other paths they planned to
use. As Fig. 12-a and 14-a (pp. 148 and 162) show, the role
of Mass. Ave. is more significant as a connector of the areal
subsystems of Back Bay and the South End than it is in the se-
quence structure.
More interesting is to scrutinize the points at which
Mass. Ave. becames clear in the image of subjects who were un-
certain of this path in the beginning. Out of nine such sub-
jects, four imagined the path after its intersection with
Washington St. (with its elevated transit); two after Columbus
Ave.; and three at Huntington Ave., by the Symphony Hall. The
first and the last of these joints are significant transition
points (Fig. 14-a p. 162) and Mass. Ave. itself seems to in-
crease in significance as it approaches Back Back (Figs. 9-b
and 11-a, pp. 120 and 134). The very few turns from Mass.
Ave. to Tremont or Shawmut are indicative of the weak transition
points at these paths (Fig. 14-b, p. 162); or of an attempt in
the mind of the subject to avoid Park Square.
Let us now consider the movement of subjects who turned
off Mass. Ave. to Huntington Ave. It is noticeable that these
agree on following Huntington to Copley Sq. and Boylston Street.
But, as Boylston approaches the Common some preferred to leave
the path while others continued to Tremont Street. That about
half of the subjects did not continue to Tremont, although it is
a visually dominant path, is mainly attributable to the dis-
tortions of the areal structure around the Common and the dif-
ficult relationship between Boylston and Tremont (Fig. 12-b
p. 148). Some subjects crossed to Beacon St., which is, like
Boylston, a continuation of the longitudinal streets of Back
Bay. Presumably, they did this to assure themselves of main-
taining their direction of movement. Others avoided crossing
the Common and turned instead to Charles St., either to go
to Beacon or to continue to the Charles Rotary. This distortion
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of the areal structure around the Common is also supported
by the fact that none of the subjects turned from Beacon St.
to Tremont St. via Park St.
Considering the sequence structure, Boylston St. is well
connected to Tremont, despite minor confusion at the inter-
section of Boylston and Charles St. (Fig. 14, p. 162). As
Fig. 20 shows, most subjects did make the Boylston-Tremont
turn with certainty.
Scollay Sq. acted as an intermediate goal for those who
travelled on Tremont or Cambridge Streets. This is hardly
unexpected, as the square is not only identifiable (Fig. 11-b,
p. 134), but is also easily approached by the pedestrian on
these streets (Fig. 7-a and 14-a, pp. 115 and 162). From
Scollay Sq., the Market Area is anticipated, downhill on the
crosswise axis (see Appendix C, p. 3-82). It is easier to move
directionally from the Square to the Market Area than it is
to follow a specific path of movement (Fig. 17-b & c, p. 175);
therefore, considerable dispersion from the Square can be ob-
served in Fig. 20.
The pattern of movement through Dock Sq. is predictable
from the analysis of the space (p. 133). It was concluded
that the two major exits from the Square are North St. and
Washington St., because of the flow of the space and the lo-
cation of landmarks. Fig. 20 shows that those persons who
entered Dock Sq. from Scollay Sq. continued to North St., as
Washington St. is relatively hidden from this direction. Those
who entered from Washington either continued on washington or
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North St., as the two exits would be equally clear from this
direction.
Finally, the pattern of shifting from the South End sub-
system to the Entertainment-Shopping subsystem is notable.
The latter subsystem seems to have exerted a pull which caused
most subjects, especially those on Harrison Ave., to shift
either to Washington St. or Tremont St. as these paths assume
more and more structural clarity. Moreover, most of the sub-
jects who took these paths from the South End continued on
them, albeit the characterless portions of these paths in the
South Cove area. This behavior recalls the conclusion (Fig.
12-a, p. 148) that the longitudinal streets of the South End
attain some clarity of direction by reference to outside sub-
systems. (This is similar to the manner in which a path can
achieve a clarity of direction by connecting two major nodes
or destination points.)
Fig. 20, however, shows some aspects which might seem
to be in conflict with what the field analysis suggested.
First, more than half of the transfers from Harrison
Ave. to Washington and Tremont Streets were made before the
latter paths actually assumed visual dominance (before
Stuart St.) This might be attributable to (1) the nature of
planning for movement, as hypothesized earlier or (2) the
weak image of Harrison Ave. itself and its insignificant role
in the total structure of paths which led the subjects to
shift to other important streets as soon as they imagined such
a shift was feasible.
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Second, a surprisingly small number of subjects turned
frm Mass. Ave. onto Washington St., despite the fact that
Washington St. is visually differentiated in this area and
its intersection with Mass. Ave. makes a distinct transition
point because of the elevated mass transit (Figs. 10 and 13,
pp. 124 and 152). This may have been because the very exis-
tence of the elevated led some subjects to think of Washington
St. as an edge, or barrier to motion, rather than a path. It
might also have been due to social or esthetic reasons.
Third, the turn from Storrow Drive to Cambridge St. was
easily made, although Charles Rotary is not visible from
Storrow Drive; it can only be inferred by the familiar ob-
server (Fig. 7-a, p. 115), and is easily be missed by the un-
prepared (Fig. 14-b, p. 162). This seems puzzling, although
the number of the subjects on this route was too small to
make a conclusive statement. It might also have been that
the three subjects who chose Storrow Drive were particularly
familiar with its intersection with Cambridge St., especially
when it is noted that two of them either lived or worked near
the intersection (Case and Goryl, Table 5, p. 177).
Summary
Even more than the preceding trip, this trip shows that
the clarity of the structure of the path system is important
for orientation. Well structured systems are more easily com-
prehended and are therefore preferred for movement.
The radiation of influence of dominant parts of the system
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is strongly felt in this case. Even though the paths are
sometimes weakly connected together, movement from one to the
other was made with relative ease when one or both of them was
dominant or clearly fitted in the total structure. This is a
direct result of the nature of planning for movement: making
decisions ahead which would minimize probable subsequent dis-
orientation. Every step has been affected by later expectan-
cies. Thus, weakly structured areas were avoided before be-
ing reached, and transfers to well-structured subsystems were
planned in advance. The connections between contiguous sub-
systems were sometimes stronger mentally than visually, due
to this radiating quality.
The existence of the two methods of structuring, the areal
and the sequential, is felt in many respects. Subjects moved
towards the Shopping District either via South End streets
(areal connection, Fig. 17-b, p. 175), or via Boylston St.
(sequential connection, Fig 17-c). In the former case, there
were no definite transfer points either from Mass. Ave. to
South End streets or from Harrison Ave. to the streets of the
Shopping District, which indicates no reliance on any par-
ticular sequence. In the case of those who chose Boylston
St. there was considerable agreement until they reached the
Common. Here, the distorted areal structure led to disconnec-
tion of Boylston St. and Tremont St. in the mental image of
some subjects, while the strong sequential connection led
others to continue to Tremont St.
The trip reflects many of the observations of the field
analysis. In addition to most of those mentioned in Trip #1,
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above, the following conclusions also seem to be supported:
(a) The structural clarity of the Back Bay subsystem, and
the significance of Mass. Ave. as a connector of the
Back Bay and South End subsystems.
(b) The strength of Huntington Ave. as a connector of Mass.
Ave., Copley Sq. and Boylston St., and the legibility
of the sequence from Mass. Ave. to Scollay Sq. via this
route.
(c) The clarity of the Entertainment-Shopping District
subsystem and its radiating influence which strengthens
its connection with the South End.
(d) The loose connection or relative isolation of the Garment
District from surrounding major paths, especially
Washington St.
(e) The analysis of Scollay Sq. and Dock Sq., as far as
the evaluation of their entrances and exits is concerned.
3. _Trip_L (Fig. 21 p. 199), see Fig. 6, p. 112 for one-way
streets)
"By car from Faneuil Hall (Dock Sq.) to Symphony Hall
(Mass. Ave. and Huntington Ave.)'
Fig. 21 shows the shortest route between the 0 & D of
this trip. Only two subjects (Viguers and Greer) successfully
used this route. Had the trip been on foot, it would have
been much easier to use the Tremont-Boylston-Huntington route
(Fig. 14-a, p. 162). Although this route cannot be used in
a car-trip (Boylston St. is one-way inbound), three subjects,
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two of whom are not unfamiliar with the area, did use it.
It is tenpting, in a trip by car, to use expressways, as
they represent the route of the shortest time, especially when
there are few -conflicts to be encountered. Fig. 15, p. 163
shows that the sequences on Embankment Rd.-Storrow Drive, and
Cambridge St.-Storrow Drive are legible, save for some con-
fusion at the joints. In view of the structural weakness of
the shortest route, about 60O of the subjects preferred to
use Storrow Drive, reaching it via the Central Artery or via
Cambridge St. Most of those who used the Central Artery left
Dock Sq. via North St., even if this meant going in a direction
opposite from the destination. This can be attributed to two
factors: North St. is a visually clear exit from Dock Sq.,
and the entrance ramp to the Central Artery is visible from
Dock Sq. along North St. (see p. 133). Those who used
Cambridge St. constituted a minority (6 subjects), partly be-
cause of the difficulty of going from Dock Sq. to Scollay Sq.
(see Fig. 14-b and 17, pp. 162 and 175) and partly because of
the difficult intersection at Charles Rotary. Fig. 21 shows
evidence of the former reason but not of the latter. There is
considerable uncertainty in going from Dock Sq. to Cambridge
St.: some subjects avoided Scollay Sq. altogether, some made
wrong movements (on Cornhill St., which is one-way in the
opposite direction) and others were uncertain about the route.
The relative confidence at the Charles Rotary seems to contra-
dict the field analysis. The visibility of the ramp to Storrow
Drive from Cambridge St. rising and turning in space, might
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have been a factor in memorizing the turn. Another factor
might have been familiarity with the intersection, since five
out of the six subjects who made this turn lived in Beacon
Hill.
The pattern of transfers from Storrow Drive closely re-
flects the analysis? findings. That most of the subjects
preferred to continue on Storrow Drive until they get to Mass.
Ave. rather than getting off at the Arlington St. interchange,
is perhaps due to a desire to use the faster route. But those
who got off at Arlington St. did so without any confusion, as
the exit is clear (Fig. 16-a, p. 171). On the other hand,
almost half the people at the Mass. Ave. interchange imagined
they could turn on to Mass. Avenue. Certain though they were
of this turn, such movement is not possible in reality be-
cause of the lack of a physical channel. These people might
become confused in actual trips, as might those who got off
the expressway at Clarendon or Dartmouth St. (there are no
ramps for these movements there either). This corroberates
the hypothesis that incomplete interchanges are difficult to
imagine, as such, and become points of confusion in the path
structure (see p. 131 and Fig. 11-b, p. 134).
For those who chose the Tremont St. route, the same dif-
ficulty of going from Dock Sq. to Scollay Sq. was again evi-
denced, but once they arrived at Tremont St. there was little
confusion. Very few continued on Trenont St. after the Common,
perhaps because of ignorance of what to do after that: the
paths of Park Sq. area and the South Cove area are characterless
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and their joints are confused (Fig. 11, p. 134); they are
hardly fitted into the areal structure or the sequence system
(Figs. 12 and 15, pp. 148 and 163). Turning on Boylston St.,
they faced a dilemma: the most direct routes, via Boylston St.
or Park Sq., are dead-ended to vehicular movement; the only
allowable route is Charles St., which results in a considerable
roundabout. Thus, there was dispersion of movement at the
joint of Boylston St. and Charles St., and two thirds of the
subjects made wrong movements.
Those who transferred to Beacon St. always did so after
the State House. Even more than the preceding trips, this
indicates that the beginning of Beacon St. is not known, that
Park St. is excluded from the mental image and that Tremont
St. and Beacon St. are disconnected and unrelated at the
Common. Fig. 14-b (p. 162) and 15 (p. 163) suggested that
Beacon St. is perceptually "dead-ended" at the State House
and disconnected from the sequence structure of vehicular
routes. Park St., by its dislocated transition at Tremont
St. and by its failure to be a continuation of Summer-Winter
St., loses its significance as a primary path. Easily missed
by the driver on Trenont St., Park St. did not exist in the
mental image of most subjects, and the relationship between
Tremont St. and Beacon St. was thereby weakened. This diffi-
culty is compounded by the ambiguous shape of the Common.
Summary
Perhaps the significance of this trip is that it reflects
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most of the difficulties predicted for the automobile driver:
difficult transfers, perceptual dead-ending, incomplete inter-
changes, and, above all, the difficulty of memorizing the one-
way movement system, particularly in a street system which
lacks a simple topological structure. Fig. 21, p. 199, shows
many instances in which subjects made wrong movements due to
ignorance of the correct direction of one-way streets. Those
subjects would presumably be confused in actual trips, especially
if other alternative movements are precarious.
This trip rechecked many of the findings of the field
analysis which were observed in the two preceding trips: the
disconnection of Tremont and Beacon St., the difficult connec-
tions between Dock Sq. and Scollay Sq., and the weakness of
Park Sq., to name a few. In addition, the following aspects
of the analysis seem to stand out in this trip:
(a) The relative isolation of Storrow Drive from Back Bay
streets, and its conception as part of the Charles
River-Charles Rotary areal subsystem (Fig. 16, p. 171),
despite the confusion of its joints.
(b) The perceptual "dead-ending" of Beacon Street, Boylston
St. and Commonwealth Ave. at the locations shown on
Fig. 14-b, p. 162, and the resulting difficulties of
transfer to and from these paths.
B. COMPARISON WITH SKETCH MAPS
This second test is narrower in scope than the preceding
trip interview analysis. It is intended to test only one
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portion of the field analysis, the areal structure of the
primary system, although in a more intensive and direct manner.
1. Methodology
The first concern of the map analysis was to disentangle
the effect of structural clarity of the street system by ex-
cluding, to the extent possible, other factors which might
have affected the maps. As stated in Chapt. VI, (p. 108)
the maps might have also been affected by: (a) the ability
of the subjects to draw and whether or not they intended to
draw the street system (since it was not specifically asked
for in the interview) and (b) the iMageability of individual
paths and joints.
The first factor was excluded by rejecting all the maps
which did not show the street system, and the maps which
clearly showed drawing inability of certain subjects. Slightly
more than one quarter of the maps were therefore rejected, in-
cluding most of the subjects considered by the interviewers
to be unfamiliar with Boston. (see Table 5, p. 177).
The remaining 23 maps were by no means correctly drawn;
they were often distorted as to direction and scale. Nor did
they show a coherent street system; they were mainly composed
of "subsystems" or street groups which were related to districts
and to nodes. These subsystems were sometimes drawn in iso-
lation and sometimes partly connected. Locational relationships
were usually known although were distorted; only a few made
wrong assemblies of subsystems.
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Structural clarity of a subsystem is one of the factors
which affects the imageability (and therefore affected the
drawings) of its paths and joints (see p. 108). Therefore,
failure to draw a subsystem could not be totally attributed
to structural difficulties. On the other hand, correct re-
lationships or errors shown on a drawn subsystem could be
largely attributed to the structural strengths or weaknesses
of the subsystem. Indices of structural clarity were con-
sidered to be: correctness with which each subsystem was
drawn, degree of association of its paths in the sequence of
drawing, correctness of orientation of the subsystems, rigidity
of the subsystem (or correct relation to outside areas), and
the degree of interconnectedness of subsystems. These are
discussed in some detail below.
In assessing the structural clarity of a subsystem, re-
lationships within and without the subsystem were evaluated
only when the subsystem was drawn, for it is unreasonable to
assume that such relationships are necessarily unknown or con-
fused when the subsystem does not appear on the map. The
above indices of structural clarity of a subsystem were mea-
sured by the frequency with which the subsystem (or its
specific relationships under consideration) was correctly
drawn related to the frequency with which the subsystem appeared
on the maps, but not related to the total number of subjects.
Although this method enables measurement of the degree of
structural clarity as objectively as possible, it has sane
imperfections, for the subsystems varied in the frequency in
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which they were drawn. Infrequently- drawn subsystems (such
as the South End) do( not allow conclusions to be drawn with
a high degree of reliability because of the small size of the
sample. Additionally, the results would be somewhat distorted.
If the subsystem is mostly correctly drawn, the conclusion
that it has a high degree of structural clarity would be, to
a certain extent, exaggerated, for the low frequency of draw-
ing the subsystem might in itself imply some structural dif-
ficulties. Conversely, if errors were repeatedly drawn, the
percentages derived (the degree of structural difficulties)
would be somewhat underestimated. The higher the frequency
of the subsystem, therefore, the higher the degree of relia-
bility of the conclusions.
The above mentioned indices of structural clarity were
measured as follows, for the 23 maps.
(a) Each map was examined with regard to the subsystems
drawn, regardless of their correctness or completeness,
and with regard to the sequence of drawing. The subsystens
investigated included, but were not limited to, those
defined by the field analysis. Any grouping of paths
appearing on the map was examined, and the subsystem was
considered drawn when two or more of its major paths were
shown. For instance, the Shopping District subsystem
was considered drawn when both Washington St. and Tremont
St. appeared on the map. The frequency of drawing each
subsystem was thus determined, providing the basis to
which structural indices were related.
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(b) Each of the drawn subsystems was then evaluated as to
(i) the correctness of the locational and directional
interrelationships of its paths and (ii) its completeness
(whether or not certain primary paths were omitted). A
score of 1, i and zero was given each map in the evalu-
ation, according to the degree to which these criteria
were satisfied and taking into consideration the fact
that the subjects were not trained in drawing maps. For
any given subsystem, a composite score was derived by
adding the scores given it on all the maps in which it
appeared. The clarity of internal relationships of the
subsystems was considered to be that composite score
as a percent of the subsystem's frequency.
(c) The degree to which the subjects mentally associated
paths of each subsystem was assumed to be reflected in
the sequence of drawing. At the time of the interviews,
the sequence of drawing for each subject was reported in
seven stages. Those subjects who drew the paths of a
subsystem in one or two consecutive stages were counted,
and the number of those subjects as a percent of the fre-
quency of the subsystem was considered to be an index to
the degree of association of the paths in the subsystem.
(d) The orientation of each subsystem with respect to north,
a major reference (such as the Charles River), or other
correctly drawn subsystems, was examined. A scoring
system similar to that usedin (b), above, led to the
determination of a total orientation score for each
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subsystem. The correctness of orientation was measured
by that score as a percent of the frequency of the sub-
system.
(e) Locational relationship of each subsystem to outside
elements (e.g. Mass. Ave., the Charles River, South
Station, or to some major features of outside districts)
was then evaluated. Locational relationship of a drawn
subsystem to some outside reference was counted, when
such reference was noted but not necessarily drawn on
the map. Elements and areas around the subsystem, in
all directions, were considered, and the correctness
of locational relationships was- evaluated by a scoring
system similar to that used in (b), above. The composite
score of each relationship was related to the frequency
of the subsystem. Locational relationship between two
subsystems was related to the subsystem with the higher
frequency, in order to achieve more reliable results,
as previously discussed.
(f) Actual connections between neighboring subsystems via
paths and joints were examined. This is similar to
locational relationships, except that here what is counted
is the correct drawing of connecting paths rather than
the relative positions. As in (e), correct connections
were related to the subsystem with the higher frequency.
(g) Errors in scale, directions or connections repeatedly
shown on the maps were noted. These included: wrong re-
lationships of paths in one or in different subsystems;
wrong or neglected street curves; wrong orientation of
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paths; confused joints; distortions of shapes, areas
or distances; isolated paths and subsystems. The degree
of error was evaluated by relating the number of subjects
who drew a certain relationship wrong to the frequency
of drawing of that relationship. For instance, an angular
relationship of two paths was assessed to be 70% wrong
when the error occurred in 70% of the cases in which the
two paths appeared together.
The above were considered as possible parameters by which
the areal structure of the path system could be evaluated from
the maps. Fig. 22, p. 213 represents a composite evaluation
of the 23 maps with respect to the above indices. When this
is canpared with the field analysis of the areal structure as
summarized on Fig. 12, p. 148), the observations in the follow-
ing paragraphs can be made.
2. Summary of Findings
There is considerable agreement between Fig. 22 and Fig. 12.
Most of the strengths and weaknesses of the areal structure
which were concluded in the field analysis were evidenced in
the map analysis, although with a slightly varying degree of
correlation. This shows that the field analysis has reasonable
capability of predicting the image of the areal structure.
(a) Frequency of Subsystems
Fig. 22-a shows three groups of subsystems with high,
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medium and low frequencies. To the first group belong the
Back Bay, the Common and the Shopping-Entertainment District
subsystems, appearing with more than 75% frequency. Lowest
in the priority was the South End subsystem, appearing on
only six maps. The other subsystems appeared with 40-50% fre-
quency.
Little conclusion about the structure of the path- system
can be drawn from this, except to indicate that the conclusions
about the structure of the South End subsystem might be some-
what less reliable than the others.
(b) Structral Clarity of Subsystems
Subsystems which were found in the field analysis to be
clear and simple in structure (those shown as "Explicit" on
Fig. 12-a, p. 148) were drawn correctly in about 90% of their
frequencies. Those shown with "fair" structure on Fig. 12-a
were drawn correctly in 60% to 75% of their frequencies.
The South End subsystem (and to a lesser extent, Copley
Sq.) may appear to have been underestimated in the field analysis,
but this might be largely due to their lower frequencies.
In investigating the subsystems which do not appear on
Fig. 12-a (i.e. assumed to be of difficult structure), it is
found that (i) the paths around the Common and Public Garden,
although appearing very frequently, were drawn correctly in
only 19% of the cases, thus reiterating the difficult areal
relationships among these paths; but (ii) Park Sq. seems to
have been somewhat underestimated by the field analysis.
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In so far as the internal structure of the subsystems
is concerned, it might be concluded that the field analysis
is considerably supported by the map analysis. Except perhaps
for Park Sq., the conclusionas of Fig. 22 coincide with those
of Fig. 12, and such agreement becomes noticeably closer for
those subsystems with the highest frequency. The underesti-
mation of Park Sq. might be due to the fact that the field
analysis dealt only with the visual aspects of the movement
system. Thus, the functional importance of the Square was
underestimated.
(c) The degree of association of paths in subsystems
The sequence with which paths were drawn gives some
insight as to the degree to which subjects correlated the
paths of one subsystem to one another (as when there is a
tendency to finish the paths of one subsystem before starting
to draw the other), and the degree of structural clarity of
the subsystems (those drawn earlier might be more clear in
the subject's mental structure of the system).
The sequence of drawing varied from subject to subject,
but there were general agreements. The Back Bay and the
Shopping District subsystems, respectively, were the first
two to be drawn, with few exceptions, and the paths of each
of these subsystems were highly correlated together in time.
The paths around the Common and Public Garden seem to have
been imaged more as connectors of Back Bay and the Shopping
District rather than as a separate subsystem. A common
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sequence of drawing in this area was (i) to draw the major
paths of Back Bay, mostly Mass. Ave., Commonwealth Ave. and
Beacon St., extending the latter via Park St. or directly to
the Shopping District; next (ii) to draw Tremont and Washington
streets; then, (iii) drawing Boylston St. to tie back to Back
Bay and Copley Sq.
The subsystem whose paths were least associated in the
sequence of drawing was Scollay Sq. This might have been be-
cause of the intermediate location of the square in the path
system, and therefore the sequence of drawing its paths has
been tied with the sequence of drawing neighboring subsystems.
(d) Orientation of Subsystems
This appeared to be largely as predicted. Orientation
of all subsystems (except Back Bay) was distorted or un-
known in two-thirds or more of the cases where these sub-
systems were drawn. The orientation of the Back Bay sub-
system, on the other hand, was correct in 82% of its frequency.
These results agree with those found in the field analysis.
(e) Locational Relationships
Locational relationships of each subsystem to outside
elements also proved to be largely as expected. When Fig. 22-a
is compared with Fig. 12-a it is noted that:
(i) Where it was found in the field survey that a subsystem
is stronalv related to certain outside elements (noted
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on Fig. 16-a as "explicit" locational relationships),
such elements appeared (or were written on the map) in
over 75% of all the cases where the subsystem was drawn.
The only exception was the relationship of Copley Sq. to
Back Bay. Only 12 persons of the 22 who drew the Back
Bay subsystem located correctly some elements of Copley
Sq. with respect to the subsystem. This seems puzzling,
for the relationship between Copley Sq. and Back Bay was
found particularly strong in the field analysis. Failure
to locate the Square, however, might be attributed to its
'floating' character along Boylston St.
(ii) Where relationships were predicted as "fair", they appeared
with 40% to 60% frequency.
(iii) Where relationships were predicted as difficult (those
not shown on Fig. 12-a), they appeared with less than
30% of the frequency of the subsystem. Three exceptions
were found:
-that location of Park Sq. with respect to the
Shopping District appeared correctly in 45% of
the frequency,
-that of the Common with respect to the Park Sq.
subsystem appeared in 55% of the frequency; and
-that of the South End to the Copley Sq. subsystem
appeared in 45% of the frequency.
The first two conflicts are a result of underestimating Park
Sq. and its paths in the field analysis. The last percentage
might be overestimated because of the low frequency of Copley
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Sq. subsystem.
(f) Connections Between Neighboring Subsystems
Connection naturally appeared frequently than locational
relationships, for drawing these connections required a more
precise knowledge of the street system. These connections are
combinations of paths and joints which connect the paths of
one subsystem to neighboring subsystems or to the paths therein.
By comparing Fig. 22-a and Fig. 12-a it is noted that:
(i) The evaluation of the strength of connections of sub-
systems as shown in Fig. 12-a is reasonably correct.
Strong connections have been drawn in 55% to 80% of the
frequency of the higher subsystem, "fair" connections in
40% to 45%, and weak connections appeared in less than
30% of the frequency.
(ii) Those connections shown on Fig. 12-a which decline from
"strong" to "fair" as they get away from the subsystem
were so reflected in the maps (Fig. 22-a). These were
connections from Back Bay to Charles Rotary via Beacon-
Charles Streets, and from the Shopping District to
Scollay Sq. via Trenont St. and Washington-Court Streets.
(iii) The only exceptions to the above seem to be:
-The field analysis overestimated the connection
between Back Bay and Copley Sq. via Dartmouth St.,
and slightly underestimated the connection of the
square to Mass. Ave. via Boylston St. (known by
at least 45% of the frequency of Copley Sq.).
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-The role of Mass. Ave. as a connector of Back Bay
and the South End (see Appendix C, p. 386) did not
appear as strongly as predicted, ad seems to be de-
clining as it approaches the South End. However,
this might be mainly attributed to the low imagea-
bility of the South End. It is difficult to conclude
from the maps alone whether or not Mass. Ave. is a
strong connector of the two subsystems.
(g) Common Errors
The weaknesses of the areal structure (Fig. 12-b) have
been reflected in errors that frequently appeared on the maps,
as shown in Fig. 22-b. Naturally the maps showed the diffi-
culties but not the possible reasons for themand therefore
such weaknesses as "lack of intervisibility" or "drastic
change in scene in the same area", shown on Fig. 12-b, do not
appear on Fig. 22-b. The lack of appearance or the confusion
of joints on the maps despite high frequency of paths may be
attributed to structural difficulties which have been found
throughout the analysis. These include internal confusion
(Fig. 11-b, p. 135), elasticity (Fig. 12-b) or dislocated
transitions (Fig. 14-b, p. 162).
To a great extent, the predicted weaknesses have been re-
flected on the maps, except perhaps for the angular relation-
ship between Charles St. and Storrow Drive which was perceived
correctly by 10 out of 14 subjects who drew the two paths.
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(h) Other Observations
As far as it was possible to determine from the maps, two
further observations can be made. Fig. 12-a suggested that
most of the subsystems were directionally differentiated. The
maps do not prove or disprove this, but they do show some evi-
dence to support this conclusion. For example, there was no
instance where a longitudinal path, was confused for a cross
path, as far as street names, activities or landmarks differ-
entiated streets on the maps. All paths belonging to a group
were so drawn (e.g. all longitudinal paths of Back Bay or of
the South End were drawn parallel). Although in sme instances
there were some confusions or reversals of paths within the
group, in no case were the two groups of paths in grid-iron
subsystems intermixed. The same is true of the Scollay Sq.,
the Charles Rotary and the Copley Sq. subsystems, whose paths
were sometimes drawn incorrectly as to orientation, but rarely
were reversed or confused one with another. Distortion of the
Common to a rectangular shape was customary. The field analysis
(p. 146) suggested two types of distortion as possibly the most
common, and the maps show that 15 out of 17 subjects who dis-
torted the shape of the Common were in one or the other type.
Referring to the diagrams on p. 146) distortions (i) and (ii)
appeared on 9 and 6 maps respectively.
C. COMPARISON WITH TRIP INTERVIEWS AND SKETCH MAPS
It is important to note those conclusions of the map
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analysis which have also been reflected in the trip patterns,
in order to evaluate the degree to which the two coincide.
It was found that the following conclusions of the map analysis
(see Fig. 22, p. 213) were supported by the trips, as referred
to below.
(1) The clarity of the Back Bay subsystem and the strength of
Huntington Ave. as a connector of Mass. Ave., Copley Sq.
and Back Bay (Trip #2, p. 187).
(2) The clarity of the Shopping District subsystem (Trips #1,
p. 180 and #2, p. 190).
(3) The confused structure of the paths of the South Cove area
(Trip #3, pp. 196-197).
(4) The confused structure of the paths around the Common
(Trips #1, p. 182; #2, p. 188 and #3, p. 197).
(5) The isolation of Storrow Drive from the Back Bay subsystem
(Trip #3, p. 196).
(6) The disconnection of the Shopping District subsystem and
Scollay Sq., although their areal relationships are not
difficult to imagine (Trip #1, p. 183). The same is true
with respect to the relationship of the District to the
South End subsystem (Trip #2, p. 190).
(7) The foreshortening of the distance between State St. and
the South Station (Trip #1, p. 181), and between the
South End and Back Bay (Trip #2, p. 187),
The role of Mass. Ave. as a connector between Back Bay
and the South End, however, was evidenced in the trip analysis
(#2, p. 188), but could not be satisfactorily tested in the
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map analysis (see p. 211).
More important is to scrutinize the internal consistency
of the data for groups of subjects rather than for the aggre-
gate of all subjects; that is, to take each group of subjects
who chose a certain route in the trip interviews (which be-
havior was explained partially by strengths or difficulties
of the areal structure) and investigate the maps drawn by
the same subjects. If their maps reflect the same strengths
or difficulties which are believed to have led to the choice
of that route, a high degree of internal consistency can be
concluded. Following is the result of this investigation for
items (1) through (7) above:
(1) Of the eight subjects who followed Mass. Ave.-Huntington
Ave. in Trip #2 (Fig. 20, p. 194), four correctly drew
Huntington St. connecting Mass. Ave. and Copley Sq., two
drew it partially correct, one did not show it at all,
and one was excluded frcm the map analysis because of
his inability to draw, (see Table 5, p. 177). Of those
who followed Back Bay paths, three subjects were included
in the map analysis. All three drew these paths correctly.
(2 & Of eleven subjects who turned from Scollay Sq. to Tremont
6)
or Washington Sts. in Trip #1 (Fig. 19, p. 184), two were
excluded from the map analysis. All others drew the
Shopping District subsystem correctly, and six of them
showed the subsystem in correct relationship to Scollay
Square. Of the same eleven subjects, moreover, ten se-
lected the paths of the Shopping District in Trip #2
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(Fig. 20. p. 194)
(3) None of the seven subjects who avoided the paths of the
South Cove area as they arrived at it on Tremont St.
(Trip #3, Fig. 21, p. 199) showed these paths on his map.
This may or may not be due to structural difficulties.
Of the three persons who crossed the South Cove and Park
Sq. area in the same trip, one was excluded from the
analysis and two drew some paths in the area although
partially incorrectly.
(4) Although most of the subjects distorted the shape of the
Common on their maps, the tendency of avoiding it in all
trips is not necessarily a direct result of that reason
alone, as there were other direct routes between the
origin and destination. It is interesting to note, how-
ever, that those who did cross the Common always thought
they were arriving at a path parallel to the path of
origin. For instance, those who crossed from Beacon St.
to Tremont St. (Fig. 19, p. 184) drew the two paths par-
allel. The same is true for those who crossed from Beacon
to Boylston or vice versa.
(5) Of the nine persons who continued on Storrow Drive with-
out shifting to Back Bay in Trip #3 (Fig. 21, p. 199),
three were excluded from the map analysis. Of the re-
maining six, five drew the Back Bay subsystem isolated
from Storrow Drive; only one drew the connection at
Arlington St., although incorrectly.
(7) Of five persons who selected the State-Atlantic Ave.
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route in Trip #1, two were excluded from the map analy-
sis and the other three showed that route as shorter than
other possible routes on their maps.
The above shows a high degree of congruency between the
maps and the trip patterns, especially when composite data
are considered. When the two sources are considered by smaller
groups, there are still definite congruencies, as shown in
items 1, 2, 5 and 6, above. In other cases, however, the
group of maps investigated was perhaps too small to allow
reasonable conclusions (3 & 7) and sometimes it was not possible
to conclude congruencies or incongruencies from the maps alone
(3 & 4). No definite conflicts appeared except in a few in-
dividual cases.
Generally speaking, therefore, the two sources of data
seem to be consistent. This implies that the trip comparison
analysis, at least in so far as it has been re-checked by the
map analysis, is supported. Besides, both the trip and the
map tests are largely consistent with the conclusions of the
field analysis.
D. CONCLUSIONS
Each of the preceding methods of testing had its advantages
and disadvantages. The trip interview method was broader in
scope, and had the advantages of relating many structural as-
spects of the street system together and to the choice of
routes in the interviews. But this comprehensiveness made it
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difficult to attribute any one behavior to any single con-
clusion of the field analysis. Thus, while the method to a
certain extent explained the trip patterns, it does not allow
prediction of such patterns, except perhaps in a very crude
manner. This is due to the great number of criteria which
affect the structure of the environment -- criteria which
perhaps do not lend themselves to relative weighting. However,
the trip interview method revealed interrelations among these
criteria and also served as a direct method of testing the
hypothesis as a whole.
The sketch map analysis was more conclusive because it
was limited to only a portion of the field analysis (the
areal structure), and provided a more direct test to that por-
tion of the analysis. Not only were similar techniques for
testing other portions of the analysis separatel lacking,
but also data were not available for testing each of those
portions. The sketch map comparison, largely coinciding with
the field analysis, shows that the analysis did predict, to
an appreciable extent, how the subject perceived the street
system as a map, and how they mentally related it to the
surroundings. Such prediction (Fig. 12, p. 148) was based on
certain criteria which have been discussed in Chapt. VII
(pp. 134-154).
While it may be possible to predict in a similar manner
other structural aspects of the movement system (e.g., strengths
and weaknesses of the sequence system), there remains diffi-
culty of giving each portion of the analysis its relative
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weight ,- to predict movement patterns.
The internal consistency of the data itself and its
congruence with the field analysis led to reliable conclusions,
although, admittedly, those aspects of the analysis which
have been double-checked are limited. This is perhaps due
to limitations of data as to its extensity (number of subjects,
number of relevant methods) as well as to intensity (e.g., in-
tensive questioning of the subjects in the trip interviews in
order to find out why they chose certain routes instead of
others).
There is one further limitation to whatever conclusions
may be made from this analysis. All the preceding has relied
on memory tests to check the field analysis, and the absence
of any field tests impedes the drawing of definite conclusions.
For instance, there is no indication that people would respond
in field trips in the same or a similar manner in which they
responded in the imaginary trips. Various field tests, as
well as more intensive interviews, are needed in order to fur-
ther check the hypotheses.
In spite of these limitations, the study shows appreciable
evidence that the hypothesis -- that the structure of the
street system is crucial for interrelating various image ele-
ments in a coherent whole -- is valid. Perhaps more important
is that most of the criteria which were assumed to be reasons
for a well-structured street system are, to some extent, sub-
stantiated.
Concerning the general hypothesis, the study indicates
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that well-structured paths and joints attract movement and
extend their influence to larger regions; that poorly-structured
portions of the system are avoided or else result in confusion,
dispersion or uncertainty. The choice of paths partly depended
on the strength of their connection with other image elements;
paths which give the sense of place or sense of approach, es-
pecially by direct exposure of significant elements or activities,
were heavily relied upon. Thus, both the 'internal' and the
texternal' structure of the street system affected movement.
In most instances the structure of the path system seemed to
have exerted a greater influence than did other factors which
affect the choice of routes. The shortest routes between 0. & D.
were often avoided when they were poorly-structured, and there
was often more inclination to use the well-structured routes
rather than those with which the subject had more experience,
particularly when the latter were poorly-structured.
The two methods of structuring, areal and sequential,
were evidenced. The responses could be placed in two groups:
(1) people who chose routes whose sequence is legible (where
confusions are minimum), even though these routes formed con-
siderable roundabouts between 0. &. D. and (2) people who
tried to move in the right direction even at the risk of some
uncertainty, confusion or wrong movement. These groups did
not consist of the same subjects in each trip. This indicates
that the two methods are not exclusive, that the same subject
can organize certain parts of the path system as an areal
structure, other parts as a sequence structure, and still
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others by both methods.
When the system is clearly structured by both methods
it is more orientive. Yet the case study implies that one
or the other method may suffice, at least for some subjects.
This has obvious implications for design. A system, like
that of the case study, which is difficult to image as an
areal structure and whose 'geometry' can not be simplified
without major disruptions, could be greatly improved by clari-
fying the sequence structure -- by concentrating on its joints
and path segments. The simplicity of the system's geometry
is but one criterion for its structural clarity, yet it is
by no means either essential or sufficient.
Perhaps a greater weight should be given to the testing
of the criteria rather than to the testing of the general
hypothesis, since it is these criteria which might be useful
for designing well structured street systems. Discrete reasons
for the strengths or weaknesses of various parts of the street
system were suggested throughout the analysis (Chapt. VII),
and it seems that these reasons directly affected the pattern
of movement, as detailed in the present chapter. For instance,
joints were strong transition points when they were identified
by landmarks, strong changes in space, long visibility and
clarity of approach. Where such criteria were lacking, tran-
sitions were weak and crossing paths were missed even though
they sometimes were much more direct routes to the destination.
Clear exits from joints were formed by the flow of space or
direct visibility of intermediate goals (e.g., ramps to an
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expressway which would lead to the destination), and most
often the subjects followed these exits without hesitation.
The specific confusion predicted at incomplete interchanges,
dead-ends, difficult transfers, etc. often resulted when the
subjects encountered these difficulties on their routes. When
many difficulties were concentrated at one point, the evidence
was much stronger. An example is the weakness of Park St.
as a connector of Trenont St. and Beacon St.: in none of the
trips was the street used by any of the subjects who transfered
from one path to the other, and the route was totally avoided
even when it was one of the shortest routes.
The primary significance of the map analysis is that it
tests, in a direct manner, the criteria upon which the related
portion of the field analysis was based. The congruence be-
tween the maps and the conclusions of the field analysis
suggests that these criteria can be used as effective design
tools.
The following chapter discuss scame design criteria which
have been tested throughout the present study, as well as
the problems which need further investigation.
PART THREE
SYNTHESIS AND CONCLUSIONS
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IX. CRITERIA FOR DESIGNING MOVEMENT SYSTEMS
Among the useful conclusions that can be drawn frcm this
study are some criteria for designing movement systems. Such
criteria, however, are limited to a hypothetical framework.
The study is concerned with only one goal, environmental
imageability and with only one means of enhancing that goal,
the movement systems. In actual practice there are often
other goals for design, visual and otherwise, and there might
be other means for enhancing environmental imageability. Yet
only by understanding the interaction between each goal and
various components of urban form can designs be made which
satisfy a set of goals. Whatever design criteria the study
concludes might in actual practice be given a higher or lower
weight or be utilized to a greater or lesser extent in com-
bination with other criteria, depending upon the set of goals
chosen and the priorities established for these goals.
Although not the only design tool, the movement system
seems to be a promising, manipulable and effective one. By
exposing various city elements and relating them in a total
legible structure, the movement system can organize the city's
visual form so that the form would have a high probability of
evoking a strong and coherent image.
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Throughout the study, certain policies have been suggested
and some design criteria have been evolved. As far as the move-
mentsystem can be manipulated, policies for enhancing environ-
mental imageability can be recapitulated in two main groups:
(a) Concerning the relationship between the movement system
and other elements of visual form, the policy would be
to enhance the image of individual elements and to clarify
the visual connection of these elements to each other and
to the movement system.
(b) Concerning the movement system itself, the policy would
be to enhance the imageability of its component parts
(paths and joints) and to clarify the structure of the
total system. The latter includes the structures of
each of its component subsystems (e.g. the primary auto-
m9bile system, the mass transit system, etc.) in both the
static (areal) and the dynamic (sequential) sense, as
well as the interconnection of hierarchical systems and
systems of different movement modes.
These two groups of policies can be satisfied, to a large
extent, by a set of design criteria, or principles which are
shown below:
CRITERIA POLICIES
A..Exposure and Visual Connection
B.....................Implication Group (a)
C.....Simplicity and Organization
D......Selective Differentiation
E.......Propriety and Consistency Group (b)
F............... .. .Continuity
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Following is a discussion of these design criteria and
how they interrelate with each of the above mentioned policy
groups.
A. EXPOSURE AND VISUAL CONNECTION
Exposure has two simultaneous effects. It enhances the
imageability of exposed elements, and it strengthens the con-
nection among the elements exposed from one path and among
the paths which expose a certain element. Thus, visual connection
depends upon exposure; more specifically, upon the quantity,
clarity, radiation and dispersion of exposure. Quantity and
clarity, moreover, are dimensions by which the imageability
of the exposed elements is enhanced.
The quantity of exposure of an element can be measured by
the daily number of people to whom the element is exposed.
This is a function of the element differentiation and location
in relation to the pattern and distribution of movement, and
of the viewing conditions at the points from which the element
is exposed. The higher the exposure, the more widely shared
the element's image is likely to become. When two elements
are intervisible along a major flow channel, their connection
tends to be stronger than if they are connected by a minor
street. In other words, the quantity of exposure applies to
visual relationships among elements just as it applies to in-
dividual elements. Both should be highly exposed.
The clarity of exposure is an inseparable dimension of
quantity, since it is the quantity of clear exposure which
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is most effective. Clarity depends upon the potential of the
element to attract attention, on the distance from which the
element is exposed, on the strength by which those exposed
features are associated with the element, and on the clarity
of approach to the element (local exposure).
Radiation connotes the extensity of exposure: the area
around the element or the distance from which it is visible.
Thus, extrovert elements are those which are seen for long
distances while introvert elements are those seen only when
closely approached. Extrovert elements are visually connected
with others at greater distances in space, and by so connecting
the near and far they help structure larger regions along the
exposing paths. This, however, is subject to the clarity of
exposure, approach and connection.
bispersioo
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Dispersion is the distribution of exposure over surrounding
paths. Elements whose exposure is widely dispersed are seen
from many directions from major flow channels. Rather than
concentrating the exposure along one or a few directions,
dispersed exposure connects an element with other elements and
paths in many directions. When an element is centrally located,
dispersion of its exposure is important for structuring the
environment around it.
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In designing movement systems, exposure seems to be a
useful criterion for enhancing environmental imageability.
Stated generally, this means that major image elements (including
elements or portions of the movement system itself) and their
attributes and relationships have a high visual exposure from
the whole movement system, an exposure which is also clear,
radiated and dispersed. This implies several techniques.
1. Exposure of Elements
(a) 6 1Major image elements should have key locations in the
movement system: major intersections, terminals and
important stops, major city entrances. Introvert ele-
ments can be extroverted by association with landmarks
which are seen for long distances, or by direct radiation
of their attributes (see Implication, p. 232), Major
flow channels can be located so that they expose important
image elements whenever possible.
The impact of exposed elements is further strengthened
by directness and clarity of exposure. One such device
is element centrality with respect to the angle of vision,
as when important buildings are bridged over major paths,
6 lThroughout the discussion of each design criterion,
the letter (a) combines that part of the discussion concerning
the relationship between the movement system and outside ele-
ments, or policy group (a), p. 224, and the letter (b) stands
for policy group (b), or the structure of the movement system
itself. In this manner, the conclusions may be arranged by
criterion or by policy group.
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historic monuments are located on axes of major avenues,
or advantage is taken of street bends to locate landmarks
at the concavities. Another device is to reveal and, if
possible, concentrate the dominant characteristics of
various districts on the paths from which they are seen.
(b) Similarly, paths can highly expose each other by such
techniques as bridging, intervisibility across a large
open space, or extroverting coming paths. When the
characteristics of crossing paths are concentrated at
and, if possible, carried across their joints, the paths
become visible before they are reached. In this manner,
Boston's Washington St. is revealed to the mover approach-
j 11 ing it on either Winter or Summer St. The
trees on Commonwealth Ave. could be more
concentrated at, and even carried through,
its intersections with major paths.
Elements of different movement systems could also be in-
tervisible. For instance, if subway routes were located
in cuts in major streets rather than buried underground,
if the subway stops were located at important intersections
and were uncovered, or if the whole system were elevated
high enough that its alignment were visible in space,
there would be little difficulty in relating the transit
system to the automobile or the pedestrian system.
2. Exposure of Means of Access
(a) It is important that paths exhibit the locational relationships
of elements to the mover, clarifying the means of access
and the means of approach. The exposure of an element
could continue until it is actually reached, or the route
to that element might be marked in some symbolic manner
(see Implication, p. 234).
(b) The same principle can be applied to the movement system
itself: exit ramps to an arterial street might be clearly
visible to the mover on an expressway; subway stations
might not only expose their levels and their interrelation-
ships to the outside, but also their means of access from
one level to the other and to the outside.
-rhe concepi of expbosu re applied 1 a
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3. Exposure of Locational Relationships
(a) Locational interrelationships of elements can be clearly
exhibited by widening and deepening the visual scope of
paths by: long vistas, where a path can visually connect
a number of elements by simultaneously exposing them along
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its length, bringing the near and the far into juxta-
position; panoramas where paths located at the edges of
large open spaces or at high elevations offer a wide
view; overlaps, where tall elements appear from behind
shorter ones. These are devices by which elements are
seen not singly but in relation to each other and to a
whole, and the effectiveness of these techniques rests
on the principle of simultaneity of exposure.
Since local exposure is more effective
than external exposure, the principle of
immediacy may supplement simultaneity.
Thus, major paths could be themselves
the seams by which important elements are
joined, in which case the joints between
many contrasting elements are immediately exposed to the
mover.
There are two other techniques which can be used more
frequently. One is intervisibility: when one image
element is seen along a path before the prior element
is reached or becomes hidden. The other is sequential
exposure: when elements are exposed one after the other
but without any overlaps in their visibility areas. In
the latter case, the strength of connection may depend
primarily upon the legibility of the sequence.
(b) Interrelationships of paths could also be clarified by
direct exposure. Examples are: when an elevated path
panoramically exposes large portions of the path system;
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when paths going up a steep hill are exposed to one
moving along the bottom of the hill3 mhen a number of
paths or joints are intervisible across a large open
space; or, if the general btilding height allows, im-
portant paths are marked off by high buildings, trees
or lighting which can be seen from many other
E paths. These techniques transform what is
essentially a pattern in plan into a per
spective view, and thus facilitate visual
grasp of the whole. Such opportunities seldom occur,
however, in compact urban areas.
A more available means of clarifying locational inter-
relationships of paths is by reference to other elements
which they expose. A landmark placed at the intersection
of a number of paths ties them together by dispersion of
its exposure. All these paths would be perceived as
leading to the landmark and their convergence is thereby
accentuated. Or, paths may be conceived as parallel when
they all cross perpendicularly a linear element which
forms a distinct event in their sequence: a river, a
broad avenue, an elevated'expressway or transit line.
Systems of different movement modes could be interrelated
in a similar manner by reference to each other or to ex-
ternal elements. Clarifying path interrelationships is
discussed in more detail below (see Selective Differen-
tiation pp. 237-240).
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B. IMPLICATION
Implication is supplementary to exposure; by implication,
non-visible elements are "implied" or inherent in what is ex-
posed. The larger the scale of the urban area, or the more
certain elements and interconnections are difficult to expose,
the more important the technique of implication becomes.
Much of the observer's ability to infer hidden elements
or interconnections depends on his familiarity with the area.
Certain elements become associated by contiguity of location,
by sequence order, by similarity of attributes or apparent
function. Yet inference abilities can be strengthened by the
employment of devices which clarify the sense of approach to
individual elements, or which imply patterns and interconnections
which are not visible from primary paths of movement. 6 2
1. Clarifying the Sense of Approach
(a) Approached elements could be implied by radiating their
qualities. Examples are:increasing building height and
space confinement on paths approaching the Financial
District in Boston; gradually thickening the trees and
increasing space and light as one approaches the Common.
Other symbolic devices might also be used: the entrance
6 2The following are only examples of how to facilitate
the inference abilities of the observer. Many similar devices
could be found in: MIT, Dept. of City and Regional Planning,
Signs in the City, June 1963.
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to a compact district could be through a gateway-like
confinement; the approach to an element which is inter-
mittently exposed could be implied by increasing the time
interval of exposure as one moves towards the element;
and so on.
(b) Approached paths or joints could be announced by exposing
associated elements, such as the exposure of the Charles
River to signify Storrow Drive. Or, they could be announced
by coding devices, such as the employment of a coded treat-
ment for all paths which lead to a major joint or a coded
environmental change as one approaches exits on an express-
way.
2. aplyinHidden Patterns and Interconnections
(b) Envtronmental signs could be used to emphasize conventional
verbal signs, and could do away with some altogether as
they would help explain the pattern of the path system
with greater clarity. Thus, a rise in the road in other-
wise flat topography would imply an, underpass. Conversely,
a landmark in the vista, a closure or a slant in the edge
of the road would identify a change in direction. All
coming changes could be similarly emphasized.
The pattern of the secondary movement system could be
inferred more easily if it is implied
at connections with primary paths. Thus,
a rigt angle crossing could identify a
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consistent perpendicular relationship. Certain secondary
paths could be marked at their connections with primary
paths when they have a singular quality which is important
for movement. Such secondary paths might be those whi ch
continue through a district which is not
crossed frequently (such as in Beacon Hill),
or, conversely, dead-end streets which
would otherwise look like continuous paths.
Coding devices could be used to heighten the major ele-
ments of the primary system as well as its interconnections
with other systems. Special treatment could be reserved
for through routes which by-pass the CBD, for paths which
directly connect with expressways, for locations of subway
lines, major bus routes or pedestrian paths.
Such techniqueshowever, seem to be supplementary; direct
exposure is often a more powerful tool for orientation.
Whenever possible, implication may be used to reinforce
rather than to replace exposure, to prepare the mover for
what he will see, and to suggest patterns and relationships
which would otherwise remain hidden.
C. SIMPLICITY AND ORGANIZATION
Simplicity and organization of the environment are critical
for its legibility -- two different means to accomplish the
same end. Simplicity implies fewness of elements and directness
of relationships. Organization is a means of simplifying what
essentially is a complicated environment: concentration into
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fewer wholes; classification of elements and relationships.
1. Simplicity and Directness of Relationships
(a) Structural simplicity is partly achieved by directness
of connections: relating image elements together and to
paths (physically and perceptually) in a way that directly
shows their locational relationships. The imageability
of the South End, for instance, could be enhanced by
strengthening its connections with Back Bay and the
Shopping District; that of Park Sq. by exposing it to
the Common; that of John Hancock Building by directness
of access via major paths.
(b) It is important that major connecting paths have direct
alignment, simple rhythm or gradient, and rigidity of
location by reference to major elements; and that joints
and interchanges be easily perceptible because of sim-
plicity of shape, clarity of turns (or ramps), closure
(or concentration of ramps).
Relationships among paths also need to be simple and
easy to perceivesuch as parallelism, perpendicularity
or convergence. The whole network of primary paths should
have some perceptible and simple pattern -- simple in the
topological rather than the geometrical sense. The type
of pattern (grid, radial-concentric, multi-focal, etc.)
may not be so critical for orientation if the topological
relationships are clarified, simplified and maintained
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throughout the path system.
Topological relationships may also be conceived in the
dynamic rather than the static sense; the ease of move-
ment may be due to the clarity of the sequence system
rather than the areal structure.
2. Organization
(a) The primary systems of movement can effectively be used
as the skeleton upon which other city elements are ar-
ticulated. The multitude of elements and interrelation-
ships seen from the movement system could be simplified
by concentration of elements along a few dominant paths
(see Exposure, p. 230), by inclusion of certain elements
within others having larger spatial or temporal extent,
or by association of proximate or similar elements (see
Implication, p. 233). These devices organize large num-
bers of elements into fewer systems -- areal, linear, or
temporal -- which can be more easily remembered and whose
relationships can be perceived with greater clarity.
(b) The movement system itself could be organized in a simi-
lar manner. By concentration of movement on fewer channels,
joints and terminals, we have a primary system which is
simpler to perceive then the whole network. Such a
principle of classification could be carried through:
systems for different modes of movement should be differ-
entiated and a hierarchical organization could exist within
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each. In each primary system, paths and joints could be
classified according to location, direction, destination,
role or function in the system. Such a classification
can be achieved either by reference to elements outside
the path system (dispersion of exposure) or by differ-
entiation of the paths themselves. This introduces the
principle of Selective Differentiation.
D. SELECTIVE DIFFERENTIATION
To have an imageable path system is to facilitate the
identification of its component elements (paths and joints)
and to relate them together in a legible structure. Differen-
tiation, per Re, can create highly identifiable elements, but
not necessarily a well-structured system.
Structuring the path system, as well as relating it to
other elements can, to a large extent, be achieved by purpose-
fully selecting the means and the degree to which paths and
joints are differentiated.
(a) To relate the movement system to the external environment
might simply mean that paths attain the same characteristics
of the districts they serve, or that certain path segments
or joints be visually emphasized to accentuate what is
coming or mhat has passed. These and similar techniques
have already been discussed (see Exposure, pp. 227-228
and Implication, p. 232 ).
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(b) An effective means of differentiation is one which leads
to classification of paths and joints according to some
principle which is inherent in the topological structure
of the system. In a grid-iron system, for instance, paths
should be differentiated according to direction. Parallel
paths should have some similarity or a dominant feature
by which the mover can at once identify this direction
of movement. In a multi-focal system, paths which lead
to the same destination should have some features in common,
preferably related to the common destination. Or, paths
could be differentiated according to their relation to
functional districts (spinal and cross-spinal), to their
position in the system (radial and concentric), to their
relation to major land forms (parallel-to-the-river and
perpendicular-to-the-river), to their role in the cir-
culation system (primary and secondary, dead-ending and
continuous, local and through, joining with expressways
and not joining with expressways), and so on according
to the case.
Similarity of these sets of paths may be achieved by
a common invariant characteristic, or by similarity of
their sequential form, such as when parallel paths have
similar rhythm, similar intensity gradient, or common
breaks in space or movement. The relative effectiveness
of these two techniques depends upon the size of the
urban area. In small areas direct path characteristics
would be more effective for organization. Structuring
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by sequential form would become more and more effective
as the scale of the urban area increases (the longer the
paths the more the sequential form is felt). In large
urban regions sequential organization would be a dominant
means of systematising paths.
Joints should be differentiated in a similar manner.
They could be related to the characteristics of the
paths which they join, or be differentiated according
to their location in a total system; for instance, they
might increase in space confinement and activity as they
approach the center of the city. Or, they might be dif-
ferentiated according to their role in the movement sy-
stem and therefore typified. Thus the designer might de-
vise one typical (typical in concept, not in total appear-
ance) alignment or shape for joints of arterial streets,
+ another for intersections with secondary streets;
4- a typical interchange for joining limited access
highways, another for joining arterial streets
and highways, and so on. The importance of
such standardization is that it simplifies the
multiplicity of joints, resulting in fewer con-
cepts to be remembered thereby helping the mover to identily
his position at the joints and how movements should be
executed. This is especially felt in present highway in-
terchanges, where each interchange is difficult to memorize
due to lack of standardization.
Paths and joints may also be differentiated to create a
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visual hierarchy. Thus all paths at one level of the
hierarchy may have a common characteristic which differ-
entiates them from other levels (e.g., all primary streets
could be made wider than secondary streets, or no streets
except "feeders" would have a double row of trees, etc).
If a hierarchical organization is used, it is important
that the paths at one level of the hierarchy be distinct
from the paths of lower or higher levels. The levels of
the hierarchy should be visually conspicuous and should ro
be reducedto a continuum (which might be quite difficult
for the observer to abstract) even if some incongruence
with the functional hierarchy is incurred. Further, the
levels of the visual hierarchy might preferably be as
few as possible (e.g., two or three levels).
The degree of differentiation, therefore, might increase
from path to set to system. Thus, while a primary path
should have some individuality, the path might bear
more similarity to other paths in its set (e.g., other
parallel primary paths) than it would bear to other
members of the primary system. Differentiation between
different sets of the primary system might be less than
that between the primary and secondary systems, or dif-
ferent means might be used to distinguish between these
systems.
E. PROPRIETY AND CONSISTENCY
The movement system might be so designed and related to
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other elements of the cityts visual form so as to make the
latter internally and externally consistent. Internal con-
sistency includes three interrelated aspects: (1) fitting of
form with movement conditions and distribution, or appropriate
exposure; (2) fitting of various spatial elements with one ancther;-
and (3) consistency of thematic relationships. These aspects
are discussed below, in so far as the movement system can con-
tribute to them. External consistency means congruence of the
visual form with other city structures, functional, social,
political or otherwise. This is beyond the scope of the present
study.
1. Fitting of Form with Movement Conditions and Distribution
(a) The degree of exposure of an element should be concomitant
with its potential as an organizer -- its functional, his-
toric, behavioral or visual significance. Such elements
should, moreover, be easily approached and easily fitted
to their surroundings. By appropriately relating elenents,
according to their significance to the hierarchy of
flows, a hierarchy of image elements is created which is
coordinated with the functional structure of the movement
system.
Advantage might also be taken of the direction and dis-
tribution of movement to enhance the visual structure
and fit it with the functional structure of movement.
Thus, paths with the highest traffic volumes would be
given dominant roles as visual connectors, not only by
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exposing significant elements, but also by revealing
wider and deeper views -- by exposing many visual re-
lationships. And, such views would be related to lighting
conditions with respect to the direction of peak-hour
travel. Whether the driver is travelling against the sun,
with the sun or in the shade makes an appreciable differ-
ence in the views he sees and the amount of detail he
can perceive.
Information should be given to the mover in accordance
with the limits of his perceptual capacity as set by
movement conditions. Thus, the tempo and intensity of
events in a sequence would be in proportion with the
speed of movement, being stronger and more widely inter-
spaced as speed increases. Elements might be located
to become exposed at places where the driver is relieved
*A from traffic, or where they are relevant to
his maneuvering (such as at intersections) and
~e..s e, their exposure might be more radiated as the
of Aj pear
eposoreOf& a.speed increases.
(b) Important also, is that the path system itself be consis-
tent with the distribution and speed of movement. The
functional hierarchy of paths might be expressed by a
visual hierarchy in which the spatial proportions, spatial
elements and activities are indicative of a functional
role.
Paths uhich are used for many speeds of movements, or
for various lengths of trips might have corresponding
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levels of scaling. At the higher level (longer trips,
higher speed), the markers of the scale would be more
conspicuous, more widely spaced; for the pedestrian they
would be intimate in scale and closer together.
Therefore, in order to combine paths used for different
speeds of movement in a legible system, they might
I be tied together by common events which are iden-
tifiable at the highest speed -- a common view,
a transition point or a physical connection. Such
an event might form a climactic moment at the lowest
speed (say the pedestrian level) while being just
one of a series of noticeable events at the highest
level (say for the driver on the expressway). But
the fact that the same event is noticeable at all
levels of speed makes it possible to relate the different
paths of movement. Boston's Storrow Drive is a case
where the path is segregated from the Back Bay streets
far lack of such a common event.
2. Fitting of Various Spatial Elements and Systems with One
Another
(a) Various image elements may be appropriately designed to
fit with one another. Nodes may organize districts, be
extroverted by landmarks, and be the fo ci of converging
paths. Similar elements might be hierarchical in structure,
each fitting with the visual hierarchy of paths. Thus
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subdistricts would be organized around minor
nodes and would be served by secondary paths,
while an agglomeration of such units would form
a unit of a higher order. Such a hierarchy
might alternatively be based on visual impor-
tance rather than spatial extent.
The path system could also be fitted with major organizing
land forms: a linear element, like a river, might call
for paths parallel and perpendicular to it; point elements,
like a pond or a hill, might need radial paths. Such ele-
ments might be useful organizers if they have topological
simplicity. A river with an ambiguous direction or a hill
with complicated topography would not be chosen as basic
references.
(b) Topological simplicity of path systems should be consistent
with their role in organization. An expressway system
might be the most simple of all; secondary systems could
be allowed some labyrinth. Or, topological simplicity
could be related to centrality: the difficult relationships
among the paths around the Boston Common result in greater
distortion of the total structure than would have been
the case had the Common not been so centrally located.
Major joints should themselves be major transitions:
climaxes of activity, foci of visual interest, points of
changes in path character or breaks in space or movement.
When the degree of transition is consistent with the
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hierarchy of crossing paths, the importance of the crossing
path is thus announced in advance by emphasis and radiation
of the joints. These seem to be useful criteria for the
formation of legible sequence systems.
Appropriate and consistent relationships between different
levels of the movement system or between systems of dif-
ferent modes of travel might also be considered. Pri-
mary streets (visually and finctionally) may always Main-
tain a spinal relationship to secondary systems; express-
ways may connect only with visually major streets at sy-
stematic locations; bus routes would follow visually
major streets, or there might be a hierarchy: local
busses using primary streets unloading at interchanges
to express busses using expressways. Transit terminals,
transit stops and parking garages could all have systema-
tic locations with respect to the street system.
3. Consistency of Thematic Relationships
(a) Visual form can be organized by a variety of means, the
&
(b) choice among which might depend upon available opportuni-
ties. A variety of thematic principles might be available
to structure the street system, or to underlie the loca-
tion of major image elements. It is important that the
chosen organizing themes be consistently applied through-
out the area. In a street system where the primary paths
are identified by their width or continuity of edge, a
narrowing or discontinuity in one of these paths can be
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confusing. So might be a topological grid when some of
its "parallel" paths intersect. When certain terminals,
functions or important buildings have systematic locations,
those which do not follow the pattern might be hgrder to
find.
F. CONTINUITY
Since the observer perceives the city mainly through
movement, continuity is crucial for the perception of the
whole, for giving unity to what is essentially a fragmented
experience. Two interrelated types of continuity are worth
noting: (1) continuity of space (physically and perceptually)
and (2) continuity of movement.
1. Continuity of Spac e
(a) Visual connection of elements to each other and to paths
is reinforced by continuity of foreground background.
It is also reinfcrced by continuity of form, such as a
uniform path edge against which contrasting elements are
articulated or a homogeneous district which is recogni-
sable from many surrounding paths. Major paths may be
so located as to make use of available unifying features,
such as major water bodies or dominant hills. Other
unifying devices might also be used, such as rhythmic
location of elements, grouping, and Asilar techniques
discussed above.
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(b) The primary path system should be physically and per-
ceptually continuous. A shift in one of the major paths
might create confusion unless the break point (where the
path shifts in alignment) is emphasized as a tran-
sition. Continuity of the spatial corridor or
spatial character is desirable, especially where
the path enters and leaves major joints, at transitions
between districts or subsystems, or at other points of
potential structural difficulties. Perceptual continuity
of paths could be achieved by similarity and repetition
of parts, continuance of themes, rhythm, or gradients.
These techniques give the path some homogeneity, a basic
unit or concept mhich is repeated in a simple or additive
manner. Perceptual continuity could also be achieved
without homogeneity. A path which is formed of highly
contrasted and identifiable segments can be made continuous
(unified) if (1) the space itself or the physical channel
is not broken and (2) parts are intervisible, overlapping
or clearly sensed on approach.
Perceptual continuity of the total system of paths is
critical for forming a legible sequence system. Apart
from the congruence of joints and transition points
(see p. 244-5)the criteria for perceptual continuity in-
clude: the clarity of approach to 1oints, the intervisi-
bility of path segements; the concentration, simplicity,
completeness and internal differentiation of joints and
interchanges; the ease of transfers; and the continuity
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of movement as discussed below.
(2) Continuity of Movement on One-Way Streets
One-way movement systems often create difficulties.
Examples are sudden reversal of the direction of movement
along major paths or difficult transfers from one path to
another (see pp. 158-161). If, for functional reasons, cer-
tain streets are specialized for one-way movement, the direc-
tion of movement should be chosen and continued in such a way
as to result in a minimum of disruption of the total structure.
(a) Where major elements are exposed along a path, movement
might continue until the element is reached. This con-
tributes to the clarity of access to the element and thus
enhances its imageability.
(b) The structure of the path system is greatly clarified by
fulfillment of its implied relationships. Thus
movement on converging or crossing paths may
continue in the same direction past the points
of convergence so that their relationship is
actually experienced by drivers. Relationships
are also clarified by closure of movement so
that the driver can move at will through the
system or subsystem and return to his starting
point. When a series of such closed subsystems
are related to external reference elements, the
topological structure of the system is enhanced.
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A Thus closed, one-way subsystems might connect
landmarks located at the points of inflection,
or encircle districts by continually moving in
in one direction at their edges, or both. For
example, the relationship among the paths around
the Boston Common could be greatly clarified by
reversing the direction of movement on some of
these paths so that it would be easier to grasp the shape
of the space by continually moving around it.
This is not to say that one-way movement systems are de-
sirable: two-way movement seldom presents the difficulties
expressed above if paths are physically continuous. Be-
sides, while the above criteria might help choose the
direction of movement on one-way streets, they may some-
times conflict with each other. Maintaining the direction
of movement on major paths might conflict with
maintaining the direction of movement around
major spaces or districts, or between major
landmarks, depending on the position of these
districts and landmarks. In most circumstances,
some choices and compromises might have to be made, and
seldom would one-way systems contribute as much as two-
way syste*0 to the organization of visual form.
G. SOME QUALIFICATIONS
The above criteria all follow from the preceding study,
although they vary in the degree to which they have been tested.
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Perhaps Exposure is the criterion which has been tested to a
reasonable degree, while Implication has only been hinted at.
For the other criteria, the study shows a fair degree of
evidence.
In discussing each criterion as to how it might be sat-
isfied by various devices, the discussion has been extended
beyond what the study shows, for purposes of illustration.
These devices have been offered as examples; design possibili-
ties are by no means limited to what has been mentioned. The
devices are separable, in the sense that they need not be
applied in their entirety. Similar or different devices might
be chosen and applied to a greater or lesser extent as specific
cases might call for. The criteria themselves are more general
in application than the specific devices exemplified.
Moreover, the criteria are presented with the understanding
that they are oriented towards only one goal and quite naturally
might be in conflict with other goals. A highly organized city
might not facilitate adaptation to new or changing needs. It
might tend to force its structure upon the mental picture of
the individual, and might be too obvious to encourage explor-
ation and limit intellectual development. It might not be en-
joyable to some inhabitants; there is some delight in irre-
gularity, ambiguity, surprise and even confusion, within reason-
able limits. Yet, the environment must be within the ability
of the individual to structure. It should have a simple over-
all framework into which other minor regions can be fitted as
they are explored through time. The proposed design criteria can
help organize the city to the desired degree and at the appro-
priate level.
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X. PROPOSALS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
The outcome of the study can be summarized in its two main
proposals: a method for predicting the image of the city and
criteria for designing movement systems. In both there are
problems to be overcome, concepts to be retested, ideas to be
followed up by future research. A brief outline of the research
needed for each of these proposals, and other related fields of
investigation that the study found important, is presented below.
A. FOR PREDICTING THE IMAGE OF THE CITY
The method of predicting the image, proposed in Chapt. IV
(pp. 68-73), is clearly in its early stages of development.
It is offered as an idea, not a refined model. Because of its
predictive nature, however, it has a higher potential value
than empirical techniques, and is worth the effort of develop-
ing it to a predictive model. The following fields of research
are needed for this purpose.
1. Assessing the Effect of Exposure on Imageability
The very basis upon which the methods stand -- viz, the
relation between imageability and exposure -- needs to be re-
tested in a more extensive manner. The image used in the pre-
sent study, it should be remembered, was that of a limited
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sample of people, unbalanced as to income, occupation or
social group. If future studies indicate that these character-
istics affect the image, as they would seem to, then the corre-
lation between imageability and exposure might be different
and not necessarily as high as was found in the present study.
When these studies are done, it seems preferable to know
the images derived from various classes of people separately.
This is so, for two reasons. A knowledge of group images would
be a better guide for public actions than a knowledge of the
total collective image alone. Moreover, such knowledge would
lead to assessing the relationship between imageability and
exposure for each group of people separately, and this should
prove a better basis for generalizing the conclusions to apply
to other cities. The relationship of imageability to exposure
could then be adjusted to the city in question, according to
the relative proportion of the various groups of people in
the city.
Just as imageability would change with social status, so
also might it change even more with culture. Here the corre-
lation between imageability and exposure can vary more widely
from one country to another. What the present study shows, in
effect, is that there is a relationship between imageability
and exposure, and that the correlation, in certain circumstances
canbe avery strong one. What is needed is to check the corre-
lation in various circumstances, thereby not only defining the
degree of reliability of the method of predicting the image for
various groups and cultures, but also possibly predicting or
adjusting the correlation for different cities.
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2. Assessing the Effect of Other Factors
Even when the effect of exposure is known, there is still
the difficult problem of assessing the other factors which
affect imageability (see p. 69). By how much should we increase
or decrease the imageability values predicted on the basis of
visual form alone (visual differentiation and exposure) to
account for the non-visual factors, notably the degree of
historic, functional and social significance of elements? Two
problems are inherent in this question. One is the relative
weight to be given to these non-visual factors as opposed to
exposure in predicting the image of various groups of people.
This problem is directly related to the correlation between
imageability and exposure for these various groups, as discussed
above. The other problem is one of measurement. What are the
criteria for evaluating "significance"l? On what basis, for
instance, can an element be estimated with high, medium or low
functional significance?
The present study suggested that the effect of these non-
visual factors on imageability can be estimated in selective
interviews (see pp. 71-73). Only when extensive studies are
made for various groups of people can empirical relationships
be established. To some degree, this is akin to many of the
traffic engineering relationships that have presently been
established by empirical research; for instance, the hourly,
daily or monthly variations of traffic volumes related to the
average daily volumes on various types of transportation
routes.
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3. Measuring Exposure
Measuring exposure has its own problems. These have been
discussed earlier and some suggestions have been made (pp- 73-77).
Most important to consider is the problem of weighting exposure
to pedestrians vs. exposure to through vehicle users, and of
weighting local vs. external exposure so that a satisfactory
estimate of the total exposure can be determined. All evidence
indicates that exposure to pedestrians should be given more
weight than that to vehicle users, and that local exposure
should be weighted far more heavily than should external ex-
posure. However, very little research has been done in this
field to indicate these relative weights; previous studies
have concentrated only on the automobile users and have been
geared to other purposes.63
In order to estimate these relative weights, we need to
know the percent of viewers, again by classes or groups of
people, who are attentive to various city elements, near and
far. This should be known for pedestrians and for motor
vehicle users separately. Eye-marker camera tests, followed
by interviews, seem to offer a good potential for knowing the
pattern of vision and attention, and thus for estimating the
relative weight to be given to various types of exposure in
various circumstances.
63Cf. Appleyard, D., Lynch, K. and Meyer, J., OP. cit.;
and Carr, S. and Kurilko, G., p. cit. These studies are dis-
cussed on pp. 64-68 above.
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4. Testing the Method
When these inquiries are answered, a crucial test of the
method would be to test its ability to predict changes in the
image of the city resulting from changes in the visual form
and exposure (see p. 77), for this is where the method could
have its greatest value.
B. FOR DESIGNING MOVEMENT SYSTEMS
1. Designing For Other Goals
The design criteria proposed in Chapt. IX have been limited
to one visual goal -- to create an image of the environment
which is well-identified and well-structured. Research is
needed for other goals. Is the movement system, for instance,
as relevant to the goal of image adaptability as it is to
orientation? And if so, how might it be designed to create
such an adaptable image? Or, how might it be designed to create
one uhich can be structured in a variety of ways to fit the
needs of different individuals? In what ways would design
criterie for such goals reinforce or conflict with those
proposed in the present study?
2. Designing Multiple Movement Systems
Another promising area of research seems to be that of
interrelations of different systems of movement. Even when
the systems are well structured in themselves, they might be
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poorly interrelated. Here we must differentiate between what
might be called "visual" and "non-visual" movement systems.
Visual systems are those which are sensed largely by vision,
like the primary and secondary automobile system and the pe-
destrian system. The interrelationship of these systems can
be analyzed in a manner similar to that of the present study
(see pp. 163-172) and the proposed design criteria would apply
for separate systems aswell as for multiple systems. Non-
visual systems, like the subway, might be a totally different
problem. How do people image a subway system? Would the
criteria for designing a subway system, in theory or in appli-
cation, be different from those for designing a street system?
And if so, how? These are questions to be answered before the
interrelationship of visual and non-visual systems can be
satisfactorily investigated.
While the proposed design criteria might apply for visual
systems, there is too little evidence to test their validity
for non-visual systems. As for the interrelation between visual
and non-visual systems, the study suggested three possible
approaches. One is elimination of non-visual systems alto-
gether, i.e. making them intervisible with other systems (see
Exposure pp. 228-229). Another is the use of symbolic devices
(see Implication p.234). The third is the use of consistent
thematic relationships, for example a subway system whose
channels always follow certain visually differentiated streets
and whose stops are always located in known squares or activity
foci (see Consistency p. 245).
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The latter proposal suggests another field of investi-
gation: the problem of selecting a total framework which under-
lies the relationship among systems of different modes of move-
ment. We might think of two different concepts which might con-
ceivably be the two ends of a continuum. One is sequentiality,
where different modes of movement always have
Linear:
their exclusive spatial corridors, meeting only
... at transfer points. Such pattern might be
S |I approximated by greenways, vehicular streets and
Over/affag: S'the subway system. Here, it is relatively
easy to handle each system separately, for
each can be designed to fit the experience
of its specialized mode of travel. But the
(I) problem of interrelation is complicated,
especially when more than two systems are involved. The opposite
type of relationship is simultaneity, where all modes of travel
use the same spatial corridors. This is presently approximated
by streets and side-walks, and can be reinforced by exposure of
the subway system. Here arises the problem of designing one
system to fit different experiences but the interrelationship
of different systems is effectively solved.
While the above emphasizes the conflict between visual se-
gregation and interrelation of systems, it raises many questions.
How can this conflict be resolved? Which of the above-mentioned
relationships is more suitable for which circumstances? Or,
might a compromise between the two extremes be better? If so,
how can such a compromise be made?
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3. Retesting, Elaboration and Use of the Design Criteria
Within the scope of the present study there is much to
be investigated. One field is testing these criteria for
different groups of people; another, for different movement
modes or speeds. A more interesting problem seems to be that
of establishing priorities among the criteria, which would be
of help in cases of conflict or to direct the effort towards
strategic action.
Priorities among the criteria may be determined by (a) the
type of system in question, (b) the problems and potentiali-
ties existing in the system, and (c) the priorities established
within the set of goals. In designing a street system, for
instance, it is important to uncover by analysis the key
aspects of the system, or its basic orientation. To illustrate,
a system might be:
-geographically directed, like the grid iron;
-destination-oriented, like the radial-concentric
or the multifocal;
-natural features-oriented, where the paths maintain
basic relationships to major natural features;
-district-oriented, where the paths are strongly
related to districts, as is partially true of the
Boston system;
-sequence-oriented, in which there is a potential for
forming a coherent sequence system.
Or, the system might be oriented towards a combination of the
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above aspects. In each case the strategic design criteria
would be those which clarify and reinforce the basic orientation
of the system.
Problems and potentialities of the system can be determined
by a visual survey supplemented by interviews to determine
structural strengths and weaknesses ef of the system. Such
analysis can help determine which design criteria would be
more effective than others, depending on the case.
Priorities will also be affected by the set of chosen
goals, visual and non-visual. Those criteria which conflict
with other goals may have lower priority than those which
enhance other goals as well as orientation. The entire set
of criteria may also be valued high or low, depending on the
priority of the goal of orientation in the total set of goals.
However, the whole subject of determining priorities needs
further elaboration and research.
Finally, part of the research might be directed towards
implementation. Applying the criteria in real situations
could reveal many problems that might now be hidden, and
could test the design criteria in a more solid way. There are
many areas of design in which the proposed criteria, or most
of them, can be applied. The movement system can be used to
organize new large-scale development. The visual form of
existing cities can be clarified by street modifications or
the system can be used to unite various urban renewal projects,
integrating the total scheme together and with the existing
city. The criteria can also be used as a guide for a variety
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of public actions: location and design of new highway systems
and transit systems, design of one-way street systems in down-
town, or for lighting, vegetation, pavements, street furniture
or other environmental signs. Many of these design areas have
been touched upon above, and the use of the criteria in them,
the effect the criteria might have in actually clarifying the
visual form, as well as the new possibilities and problems of
implementations that might arise, remain to be seen.
All this, however, relates the area of public action. Can
the criteria also be used to guide private development? How?
Which of the related means of implementation are most effective
and which are most feasible? Might there be new means worth
trying? The search for these answers can be most promising
in a society in which private action has a powerful role in
shaping and reshaping cities.
APPENDICES
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APPENDIX A. THE NUMBER AND DISTRIBUTION OF DESTINATIONS
IN THE DOWNTOWN AREA IN 1958, FOR EACH
MODE OF TRAVEL
The objective of this portion of the study is to arrive
at a fair approximation of the distribution of pedestrians
in the downtown area, for the purpose of using these data
to compute the exposure of various image elements to pedes-
trians (Appendix B). Such distribution can be measured by:
(a) average daily pedestrian flow on various streets and
paths of the downtown area, or
(b) average daily destinations, by all modes of traffic to
various areas of the downtown (hereinafter called zones
and subzones), since all transit or private vehicle
passengers become pedestrians at the terminal points of
vehicle trips.
The first of the two measures, especially for the pur-
poses of the present study, is more valuable than the latter.
However, no data exist on pedestrian flows, and computation
by the pedestrian flow method would be subject to greater
error than computation of daily destinations. Moreover,
sample counts of pedestrian flows would require extensive
time yet would lead to unreliable results, because of
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nonavailability of data on pedestrian flow patterns with
which to factor the sample counts into average daily counts.
Because of these and other inadequacies of the pedestrian
flow method, the average daily destinations were chosen to
represent the distribution of pedestrians.
Such a distribution was made by dividing the Downtown
Area (the area of Boston east of Massachusetts Avenue) into
zones and subzones, and computing the number of pedestrians
destined to (or arriving at) each subzone by each mode of
travel. The exposure of various elements, based upon such
traffic data, is next compared to the image of th- Down!town-
Area, the study of which was done around 1958. For better
comparison, therefore, all traffic computations of the
present study were based on 1958 figures.
I. DESTINATION ZONES AND SUBZQNES
1
The 1955 Origin and Destination (0, & D.) study
divided the Downtown Area into 17 zones for each of which
2
the total number of 0. & D. vehicles is available. These
Coverdale & Colpitts, Report on Traffic studies
for the Boston Metropolitan Area, N.Y., Boston, 1957.
2Data for individual zones were represented graphically
by bands in the above mentioned study and the total number
of origin and destinations for all zones given. This graphic
representation was scaled off by Robert H. Murphy and the
figures for individual zones computed. c.f. Murphy, R.H.,
The Decline of Railroad Commuting in Boston, MCP Thesis,
MIT, 1959.
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uanes were plotted on a map of the Downtown. It was con-
sidered necessary to break down these zones into subzones
so as to arrive at a finer distribution of 0. & D. which
might be more meaningful for the purposes of the present
study. This breakdown was made with the consideration
that it should be possible to assign, on sound bases, to
each subzone its share of origins and destinations for
each mode of travel, especially automobiles and rapid
transit. The boundaries of main 0. & D. zones were kept
unchanged for the availability of Data.
On the same map of the 0. & D. zones, all the rapid
transit stations were plotted and the boundaries of their
service areas were determined. The factors that governed
the definition of these service areas were (1) the dis-
tribution of stations and, (2) the number of persons
entering each station, as a measure of its relative "weight"
and consequently the size of its service area. However,
on the assumption that each person using the rapid transit
uses the station which is nearest to his destination, the
boundaries of the service areas were adjusted so that these
areas became adjacent to each other, neither overlapping nor
leaving unserved spaces between them. This resulted in
easier and more reliable computations.
The service areas of rapid transit statidps overlapped
the boundaries of the 0. & D. zones, thus breaking them
down into subzones. Further adjustments of the subzone
boundaries were made, in order to facilitate subsequent
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computations. These adjustments were as follows:
(1) Where the boundaries of the rapid transit service areas
were very near to those of the 0. & D. zones, they were
made to coincide with the latter.
(2) Wherever possible, the boundaries of the subzones were
adjusted so that major parking garages and lots either
became near the center of subzones or at their boundaries.
This was done because such garages and lots were con-
sidered in this study as an important criterion in dis-
tributing the number of motor-vehicle destinations of
each zone to its subzones. In this manner, it became
clear whether each such garage or lot was to serve one
subzone or two or more contiguous subzones. This will
be detailed later on.
(3) The same was done with respect to other locations which
serve as major destinations such as major shopping dis-
tricts, major employment centers or buildings, etc.
(4) Within reason, subzones were made to contain, more or
less, homogeneous land uses. This was considered
important because the type of land use is another
determidiant of the distribution of destinations.
Therefore, more satisfactory estimates of such diatri-
bution can be made for areas with homogeneous rather
than heterogeneous land uses.
(5) The boundaries were finally adjusted with the street-
and-block pattern of the Downtown Area.
Fig. A-1 shows the above-mentioned zones and subzones,
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as well as the locations of rapid transit stations, major
parking garages and lots. Although these subzones were
determined only for motor vehicles (automobiles and trucks)
and rapid transit destinations, they were also considered
suitable for the distribution of the destinations of persons
arriving in the Downtown Area by bus and rail. The total
number of these destinations, as will be seen, is compara-
tively too small to warrant further adjustments in the
boundaries of the subzones.
The motor vehicle zones have the same number as those
of the 1955 0. & D. study; for instance subzones 5a, 5b,
5c, 5d and 5e on Fig. A-1 constitute zone 5 in the 1955
study. Some rapid transit stations serve a number of sub-
zones of contiguous 0. & D. zones; for instance Park Street
Station is assigned to serve subzones 13c, 14c, 14d and'5a.
II. THE NUMBER OF DESTINATIONS FOR EACH SUBZONE
Persons destined for a certain zone or subzone of the
Downtown Jaea arrive in that zone or subzone by all available
modes of travel including walking. Because of the difference
in the nature and distribution of the channels and terminal
facilities of each mode, as well as in the availability of
data, it was necessary to consider each mode separately.
In distributing the pedestrian traffic over the subzones,
various modes of travel were considered only in so far as
the movement patterns attributed to these modes were reason-
ably predictable. For instance, walking was considered only
DE5TINATION ZONE5 & 5UBZON.5
Boundaries of O&D zones Rapid Transit Stations
Boundaries of subzones Daily persona entering (1958)
I.b Subzone number Less than 10,000
*10,000 - 20,000
Parking Garages & Lots More than 30,000
A 500-1,000 spaces service area of station
More than 1,000 spaces Stations considered as a group
in distributing their passengers
.001M~ t R~VA to service areas 4.0p
000 2000 3000 4000 5000
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to distribute persons arriving at major terminals, such as
rapid transit stations, within the terminals' assigned
service areas. Walking between subzones which might result
in more than one destination per person, or walking from
a parking space in one subzone to a destination in another
was not considered, since there were no data or assumptions
by which to predict such traffic. Similarly, pedestrian
traffic through subzones which lie between a transit station
and the destination subzone was not considered.
The estimates of this section of the study, therefore,
approximate the number of persons arriving at various sub-
zones of the Downtown Area rather than the number of pedes-
trians existing in or passing through the subzone. In this
respect, the estimates are somewhat inadequate for the pur-
poses of the study, but corrections for this error were
made in computing the exposure of various elements whenever
possible.
All of these estimates were based on one way counts of
persons -- persons entering pr leaving transit stops, and
persons destined for or originating in 0. & D. zones. They
thus describe the travel to the Downtown Area in terms of
persons, not in terms of trips.
Following is a brief description of the methodology
used to compute the number of persons arriving in each sub-
zone by each mode of travel.
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A. AUTOROBILES AND TRUCXS
1. Persons Arriving by Automobiles and Trucks in Q.&D. Zones
The 0. & D. figures of the Coverdale & Colpitts study
for each zone were divided by two to find the number of
destination vehicles, on the assumption that the numper
of origins equals the number of destinations. The study
found that 14.4% of the total 0. & D. vehicles were
trucks. This total of destination trucks was distributed,
3
in R. Murphy's study, over individual zones. This dis-
tribution was checked against the predominant land uses
of each zone and was considered repsonable. As indicated
by table A-1, destination trucks as a percent of total
destination vehicles ranges from zero in zone #13 (the
Common and Public Gardens) to 39.5% in zone #3 which
has some 60% of its area in manufacturing, wholesale and
storage facilities.
The Coverdale and Colpitts study assumed annual traffic
increase in the Boston area in the period 1955-1960 to
average 4%, on the basis of projected trends of fuel con-
sumption, motor vehicle registration, population and
4
other factors in the area. For lack of comparable data,
3
Mn. cit., appendix #24, p.114.
4
Coverdale and Colpitts, 2R. cit., p.52, See also Murphy,
op. cit. p.18.
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the total destination vehicles was assumed to increase
by the same percentage as the total traffic increase,
and a factor of 4% per annum was used to increase the
number of automobiles and trucks destined to each zone
of the Downtown Area from the 1955 to the 1958 level.
To estimate the number of person. destinations in each
zone, a factor of 1.5 persons per automobile and 1.2
persons per truck was applied to the 1958 destination
5
vehicles. Table A-1 shows the computed number of
person destinations for each zone by automobiles and by
trucks in 1958.
2. Distribution of Automobile Destinations to Subzones
The figures thus computed for each zone were distributed
over its subzones. For automobile destinations, the follow-
ing criteria were used to assign the percent of zone des-
tinations for each subzone,
(a) the number of parking spaces in each subzone;
(b) the predominant land use (type and intensity) in
each subzone of the zone under consideration and;
(c) the area of the subzone.
5In May 1953, R. Davidson made a survey of the persons
per auto ratio on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday from 7 am
to 8 pm. For some 13,000 cars, Mr. Davidson found the persons
per auto ratio to fluctuate from 1.3 in the early morning to
1.9 in the evening, averaging 1.57. For persons per truck,
Mr. Davidson "assumed" a 1.40 ratio c.f. Davidson, R., The
Travel of Persons to Downtown Boston, MCP Thesis, MIT, May
1954. In Murphy's study, the persons per auto ratio was
considered 1.5 at peak hours, and 1.65 at midday. The persons
per truck was considered 1.25. c.f. Murphy, _o. pjt., p.25.
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Parking spaces, both on-street and off-street, private
and public, are the terminal facilities of automobile trips.
A survey of all the off-street spaces and the on-street
metered spaces in the Downtown Area was done by the Boston
City Planning Board in the Fall of 1958 and-the data were
checked by R. Murphy in the Spring of 1959 and the unmetered
6
street spaces added. From these data it was possible to
determine with some accuracy the number of parking spaces
in each subzone. The parking spaces of major garages or
lots which lie at the boundary of two or more subzones were
distributed equally among these subzones., Based on land use
data, some minor adjustments were made when major parking
spaces in certain subzones were considered to serve other
subzones, in which case these parking spaces were deleted
7
from the former and added to the latter subzones. This
accounts, in part, for the possibility of walking from one
6
c.f. Murphy, R., op. cit., p.36. Data is broken down
by zone in Appendix #21, p.110, and is represented graphically
by street and block dn Map ,2, p. 125 of Murphy's Study.
7These adjustments are as follows:
-500 space of the 1500-space grage on Commercial Street
(zone 2) were given to subzone la, the other 1000
spaces were distributed equaly over subzones 2a, 2b.
-650 space of the 700-space garage at Bowdoin Sq. (zone
15) were distributed thus: 400 to zone 16, and 250 to
subzones 17b, 17dl and 17d2.
-half of 302 lot spaces in subzones 15b and 14d at
Somerset St. given to zone 16.
-435 lot spaces distributed on Atlantic Ave. near South
Station given to subzone 6e (where South Station lies).
-half of lOQLlot spaces in subzone 12c on Columbus Ave.
given to subzone 12b.
-the major parking lots andarages which lie at the
boundaries of two or more su zones and which were
distributed on them are shown on Fig* A-1.
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subzone to the other, and the adjusted figures could lead
to better distribution of destinations.
The number of parking spaces thus computed is shown
by subzone in Table A-2, a.% well as the share of the sub-
zone as a percentage of the total parking spaces in each
zone. This percentage was considered as one index to the
share of each subzone of the zone's automobile destinations.
Another index to the share of the subzone was computed
on the basis of its land use and area.
In his study on Downtown Boston, R. Davidson found a
relationship between the type of land use, and the number
of destinations generated per unit of floor area of the
use, by all modes of travel excluding local and-walking
trips. His findings are shown below, and the destinations
per acre of land uses are computed.
Floor Space sq. Destinations Destin/acres of
Type of Use ft/destination /1000 sq.ft of land use
@ FAR 3 @ FAR 4
RetailConsumer 50-120 8-20 1000-2600 1400-3500
Service &
Institutional
Manufacturing 90-150 7-11 900-1400 1200-4900
Office 170-210 5-6 650-750 900-1000
Wholesale & 225-400 2.5-4.5 350-600 450-800
Storage
The above figures indicate the relative *attraction' of various
land uses, and were used as a guide in the computations of
automobile and rapid transit destinations-. Residential land
8
Davidson, R., _og ~it..,.Graph 11, p.20.
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use was considered above "Wholesale and Storage", and below
"Officeluse in the heirarchy shown.
Table A-2 shows the area of each subzone in acres and
as a percent of the zone area, as well as its predominant
land'uses. The sum of the areas of different land uses in
each subzone multiplies by the relative tattraction' of each
type of land use gave a relative weight for the subzone, which
in turn was translated to a percentage of the total zone des-
tinations which each subzone therein would attract.
Table A-3 shows, for automobile destinations, the per-
cent of zone destinations assigned to each subzone on the
basis of parking spaces. It also shows the percent assigned
on the basis of the area and land uses in the subzone. The
average of these two percentages was used to compute the
number of persons destined to each subzone by automobile,
as shown in the table.
3. Distribution of Truck Destinations Over Subzones
Truck destinations were distributed solely on the basis
of land use and area by a method similar to that used for
automobile traffic. However, the relative attraction of
trucks to various land uses was not considered the same as
in the case of autom9biles. The highest weight was given
to wholesale and storage, the next to manufacturing, then to
retail, consumer service and institutional land uses. Very
low weights were given to office and residential land uses.
Because the total number of trucks represented only 14% of
27 3
the total vehicle destinations, no effort was made to
estimate these relative weights, except in this sort of
heirarchy. Table A-3 shows the percent distribution assigned
for truck destinations.
The number of destinations of persons arriving by truck
thus computed for each subzone was added to those arriving
by automobile to result in the number of destinations for
motor vehicles in each subzone. This is shown in Table A-3,
together with the destinations per acre for comparison pur-
poses.
B. MASS TRANSIT
1. Persons Arriving in Mass Transit Stations
The daily number of people who enter various rapid
transit stations in the Downtown Area was taken directly
from the records of the Massachusetts Bay Transit Authority
(MBTA). The day of the count was Wednesday, December 10th,
1958. Since only approximate figures were needed for this
study, no attempt was made to factor these figures into
an average weekday of 1958. Further, it was assumed that
the number of people entering a rapid transit station daily
is equal to the number of people leaving it, the same
assumption which was made for private vehicle origins and
destinations. Thus MBTA figures were considered to be per-
son trip-ends of rapid transit passengers.
Compared to other modes of transportation, the number
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of passengers arriving at the Dowtown Area by bus is the
least of all. In 1950, the total Downtown destinations by
bus were only 10,000, less than 2% of the total destinations
9
by all modes of vehicular traffic. The same figure was
assumed for 1958.
2. Distribution of Rapid Transit Destinations
The number of passengers leaving (or entering) each
rapid transit station was then distributed to the subzones
in the stationb assumed service area, as defined above.
Unlike the case of automobiles, the trips of transit pas-
sengers end at known points, the transit stations, from
which they begin their walking trip to their destination
in the stations' service area. Thus it was possible to
predict each subzone's share of these destinations more
accurately. This was done as follows.
The share of each subzone was assumed to fall within
a certain range, the limits of which were computed according
to different assumptions. One assumption was that the-share
of the subzone is directly-proportional to its 'attraction',
measured by the weighted sum of its land use acreages, and
inversely proportional to the distance of the center of the
9
c.f. Davidson, R., p. ct_., Table II, p.11.
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subzone from the transit station by which it is served.10
This model set the limits of extreme variation between the
share of subzones in the service area of the same station.
On the other hand, land use is, to some extent, a
reflection of accessibility and hence distance from stations,
and distances within the service area of the stations are too
small to cause proportionate differences in destinations.
Therefore, another possibility is to consider only land use
areas of the subzone as the determining factors of the
distribution of destinations, as was done with automobile
destinations.
Considering each station (or group of stations) separately,
the subzones in its service area were each assigned a maxi-
mum and minimum weight (percentage of the stations total
passengers), as computed by the above two methods. The average
of these two percentages represented the weight given to each
subzone. The passengers of each station were then distributed
among the subzones in its service area in proportion with the
average weights of these subzones. This distribution is shown
in Table A-4.
3. Distribution of Bus Destinations
The total number of passengers arriving by bus was
1 0 This is a simplification of the following gravity model:
Gi j = k Gi Qj, where Gi j is the number of trips from i to j;
Di jn
k is a gravitational constant; Gi is the generation potential
of i (in this case, the number of people leaving the transit
station); Qj is the attraction potential of j; Di j is the dis.-
tance from i to j and n is a variable exponent, usually varying
from 1 to 2.
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considered too small to warrant detailed investigation with
respect to its distribution. A map of the bus system in
the Downtown Area was studied, and the bus passengers were
allocated to the bus terminals and important bus stops only.
Each terminal was given a weight proportional to the number
and kind (intradowntown or intracity) of bus lines terminating
at it. Terminals were weighted more heavily than stops.
Table A-5 shows this distribution of bus passengers.
Table A-6 shows the distribution of mass transit (both
rapid transit and bus) passenger destinations, arranged by
zones and subzones.
C. RAILROAD PASSENGERS
The Boston Regional Surveyll provided data on the trends
of railroad passengers broken down into commuters and non-
commuters. Since the image interviews included no rail non-
commuters, only commuter passengers were considered in the
present study. As shown in Table A-7, the 1958 passengers
on various lines terminating in the downtown railroad stations
were estimated from the 1961 figures and the average yearly
decline. From the 1958 figures, the numbers of commuter
passengers arriving at North, South and Back Bay Stations,
on the average weekday, were estimated.
Persons leaving railroad stations may reach their final
11Mass. Transportation Commission, Boston Regional Survey,
Railroads, Boston, 1962, specially table 12, p.780.
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destination either on foot or by vehicular transit. In the
latter case, they would be included in either automobile or
mass transit destinations. Pedestrian trips from railroad
stations to various subzones in the Downtown Area were not
considered because of the difficulty of predicting the pattern
of these trips. Railroad passengers, therefore, were not
distributed to subzones. The figures computed in Table A-7
for the passengers arriving at various railroad stations
were only used in computing the exposure of these stations.
The computations of Appendix A are represented graphi-
cally in Figs. A-2 and A-3. Fig. A-2 describes the dis-
tribution of trip-ends for each mode of travel excluding
walking. Fig. A-3 represents the distribution of person-
destinations by all modes of travel combined, including walk-
ing. Persons arriving by railroad are excluded.
nrI. A - 2AVPAG[ DAILY TIRIP .ND5
t.6 Subzone number
290 Automobile and truck trip ends/acre
Trip ends by mass transit (in thousands)
Trip ends by rail (in thousands)
Soo0 2000 3000 4000 5000
nri. A-3TOTAL DESTINATIONS PER
ALL MODES EXCLUDING RAILROAD
1000 zooo 3000 4000 50
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TABLE A-J. AUTOMOBILE AND TRUCK DESTINATIONS BY ZONE
1955 1955 Destinations 1958 Destinations
0. and D. (Vehicles) Automobiles Trucks
Zone Vehicles Total Auto Trucks Vehicles Persons Vehicles Persons
(.) (2) (3) (14) (5) (6) (7) (8)
0301 11,280 5,640 4,875 765 5,450 8,200 880 1,050
2 7,060 3,530 2,610 920 2,930 4,400 1,030 1,250
3 15, 500 7,750 4.,690 3,060 5,250 7,900 3,14oo 4,200
4 26,240 13,120 10,220 2,900 11,1470 17,200 3,270 3,950
5 26,970 13,485 11,04O 2,445 12,4oo 18,6oo 2,750 3,300
6 4.5,870 22,935 19,875 3,o6o 22,200 53,300 3,1400 4,200
7 14,54o 7,270 5,740 1,530 6,1430 9,650 1,750 2,100
8 10,255 5,128 4,363 765 4,900 7,350 88o 1,050
9 13,340 6,670 5,905 765 6,660 1o,000 88o 1,050
lo 14,065 7,032 6,267 765 7,030 10,550 88o 1,050
11 20,650 10,325 9,710 615 10,900 16,4oo 690 850
12 24,960 12,480 11,56o 920 13,000 19,500 1,030 1,250
13 7,430 3,715 3,715 - 4,180 6,250 - -
14 11,620 5,810 5,350 460 6,oo 9,000 520 650
15 11,690 5,845 5,230 615 5,900 8,850 690 85o
16 15,770 7,885 6,815 1,070 7,700 11,500 1,200 1,450
17 19,550 9,775 8,705 1,070 9,750 14,600 1,200 1,450
~oJp(1) From Murphy, R. H., oR. c.t., table
Coverdale and Colpitts, a. cit., pp. 34-  -
(2) Half of the 0, and D. vehicles and sum of cols. (3) and (4).
(3) Column (4) deleted from col. (2).
(4) From Murphy R. H., ibid, Table 24, p. 114. Total trucks equals
14.4% of Total destination vehicles.
(5) Computed from 1955 figures, col. (3) on the basis of 4% yearly
increase.
(6) Assuming 1.5 persons per automobile.
(7) Computed from 1955 figures, col. (4) on the basis of 4% yearly
increase.
(8) Assuming 1.2 persons per truck.
n6.U Figures based on26-i, p.
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TABLE A-2 - PARKING SPACES, AREA AND LAND USES BY SUBZONE
Zone
And - -1958 Parking Spaces Area
Zone On-St. Off-St. Totaj. Acres / Principal Land Uses
(1) (2) -() (4) (5) (6)-
1 '175 1,383 1,558 100 33 100
la 130 933 1,063 68.5 24 73 R.R. Term., Mfc.,Wblsle.
lb 45 450 495 31.5 9 27 Offices (D.P.W.)
2 282 1,745 2,27 100 98 100
2a 130 697 827 41 46 47 Residential
2b 110 737 847 42 34.5' 35 Residential and retail
2c 42 311 353 17 17.5 18 Whlsle. and warehses.
3 396 609 1,105 100 62 100
3a 136 247 383- 34 16 26 Offs., ret., whlsle.
3b 270 200 470 43 24 39 Whlsle. (markets)
3c 90 162 252 23 22 35 Whisle. and warehses.
4 816 4,783 5,599 100 125 100
4a 160 1,558 1,718 30.5 25 20 Offices
4b 316 1,397 1,713 30.5 25.5 20.5 Offices and retail
4c 260 1,172 1,432 25.5 43 34.5 Offs.)ret.-adj.R.R.Term.
4d 80 665 736 13.5 31.5 25 Warehses. offs.) and ret.
5 389 1,594 1,983 100 68 100
5a 82 130 212 10.5 16 23.5 Retail and offices
5b 25 65 90 4.5 5 7.5 Offices and retail
5c 220 971 1,191 60 36 53 Retail and whlsle.
5d 40 350 390 20 7 10 Entertain, ret . and off.
5e 22 78 100 5 4 6 Retail and offices
6 714 6,896 7,610 100 '173.5 100
6a 55 650 705 9.5 15 8.5 Offices and ret. (Park SQ.)
6b 55 1,340 1,395 18.5 16.5 9.5 Off., ret. and entertain
6c 1.40 828 968 13 34 19.5 Off.)ret.,whlsle. and inst.
6di 164 1,214 1,378 -18 35 20.5. Residential and retail
6d2  100 953 1,053 13.5 20 11.5 Instit'l.,ret. and resid.
6e 110 1,509 1,619 21 32 18.5 R.R.,Term. and whlsle.
6f 90 402 492 6.5 21 12 Residential and other
7 NA NA NA 142 100
7a 91 64 Residential and retail
7b 51 36 Mfc.,warehses. and off.
8 NA NA NA 152 100
8a 108 71 Resid., ret. and instit'l
8b 44 29 Mfc.,wtarehses, resid.)instit'l
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TABLE A-2 Continued
Zone
And
Sub- 1958 Parking Spaces Area-
Zone On-St. Off-St. Total % Acres Principal Land Uses
NA NAC9
9a
9b
9c
10
lOea
lOb
10c
10d
11
lla 1
lla 2
llb
llc
12
12a
12b
12c
13
13a
13b
13c
14
14a
14b
14c
14d
NA
1,352
402
350
500
100
1,647
200
311
624
312
897
505
280
112
335
140
83
112
980
420
100
360
100
1,000
318
318
364
404 1, 085
2,614
824
84o
640
300
2,292*
405
651
834
402
3,836
2,632
837
367
335
140
83
112
100
31.5
32.5
24.5
11.5
100
17.5
29
36
17.5
100
68.5
21.5
10
100
42
24.5
33.5
1, 262
422
490
14o
200
645*
205
140
210
90
2,939
2,127
557
255
857**
237
16o
225
235
2,251
1,440
447
364
1,1489
100
64
20
16
100
including 467 spaces in private
subzone area.
including- 535 spaces. in private
subzone area.
Io11
47.5
26.5
121.5
21
51
36
13.5
16o
22
46
62
30
1o6
65
29.5
11,5
64
23
19
22
73
30.5
8.5
22
12
117
54
35
28
26
11.5
9.5
5
100
46
25
29
100
17
42
30
11
100
13.5
29
39
28.5
100
61
28
11
100
36
29.5
34.5
100
42
11.5
30
16.5
100
46
30
24
100
45
35
20
Residential and retail
Residential and retial
Institutional (hospital)
Ret., resid. and mfc.
Residential and retail
Resid. ret., instittl.
Off., resid. and ret.
Residential and retail
Residential
Resid., ret. and off.
Off. ret. and resid.
Off ., ret .,instit'l..%resid.
Off. and ret.
Resid., ret. and other
Park
Park
Park
Residential and retail
Residential and retail
Residential
Offices
Instit'l, ret. and resid.
Residential and retail
Residential
Offices and retail
Retail and offices
Retail and offices
garages distribute proportional to
garages distributed proportional to
1,837**100
657 41.5
260 14.5
585 26
335 18
1,251
1,122
129
15
15a
15b
15c
16
16a
16b
16c
*
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TABIE A-2 Continued
zone
And
Sub- 1958 Parking Spaces Area-
Zone On.St. Off-St. Total % Acres Principal Land Uses
17 598 1,730 2,328 100 63 100
17a 240 310 550 23.5 26.5 42 Whlsle.,)off. and iet.
17b 75 225 300 13 6.5 10.5 Off,)ret.-and resid.
17c 220 395 615 26.5 18.5 29 Ret.) off. and whlsle.
17di -20 255 275 11.5 3.5 5.5 Off..,ret. and resid.
17d2  43- 545 588 25;5- 8 13- Retailandoffices
(1), (2) and (3) From Murphy, R. H., oR. cit, Appendix 21 p. 210 and
Fig p. ; off street parking adjusted as shown
in text.
(5) Excluding railroad yards.
NA No data available
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TABLE A-3 - AUTOMOBILE AND TRUCK DESTINATIONS BY SUBZoNE
Zone Automobile Passengers Truck Passengers Total Passengers
And Percent Distribution by
Sub- Area and Percent for.
Zone Parking Use Average Persons Distrb'n Persons Subzone Per Acre
(i) (2) (:) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
100
68.5
3] .5
100
41
42
17
100
34
4.3
23
100
30.5
30.5
25.5
13.5
100
10.5
4.5
60
20
5
100
9.5
18.5
13
18
13.5
21
6.5
NA
NA
100
71.5
28.5
100
35
46
19
100
34
33
33 -
100
21.5
21.5
32.5
24.5
100
15.5
6.5
61
10
7
100
9.5
12.5
19
17
12.5
21
8.5
100
60
40
100
65
35
100
70
30
2
2a
2b
2c
3
3a
3b
3c
4
4a
4b
4c
4d
5
5a
5b
5c
5d
5e
6
6a
6b
6c
6d,1
6d2
6e
6f
7
7a
7b
8
8a
8b
8,200
5,750
4,450
100
38
44
18
100
34
38
100
26
26
29
19
100
13
5.5
6o.5
15
6
100
9.5
15.5
16
17.5
13
21
7.5
100
60
40
100
65
35
100
8.5
15
100
8
56
36
100
13
13
74
100
5
5
30
6o
100
24
3
65
5
3
100
8
12
25
11
8
'30
6
1,050
900
150
1,250
100
700
45o
4, 200
6oo
6oo
5,000
3,950
200
200
1,200
2,350
3,500
8oo
100
2,150
150
100
4,200
350
500
1,050
45o
350
1,250
250
4,400
1,650
1,950
800
7,900
2,o700
3,000
2,200
17,200
4,450
4.,45o
5,000
3,500
18,600
2,4oo
1,000
11,300
2,800
1,100
33,300
3,150
5,o100
5,550
5,850
4,350
7,000
2,500
9,650
5,750
3,900
7,350
4,8oo
2,550
100
40
6o
1,050
4oo
65o
9,250
6,650
2,600
5,650
.1, 750
2,650
1, 250
12,100
3,500
3,600
5,200
21,150
4,650
4,650
6,200
5,65o
21,900
3,200
1,o100
15.,450
2, 950
1,200
37,500
3,500
5,600
6, 400
6,300
4,700
8,250
2,750
11,750
6, 00
5,450
-8, 4oo
-5,200
3,200
280
290
38
77
71
206
138
236
186
182
144
18o
200
220
374
422
500
234
338
188
18o
235
258
132
69
107
48
73
100 2,100
25 550
75 1,550
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TABLE A-3 Continued
Zone Automobile Passengers Truck Passengers Total Passengers
And Percent Distribution by
Sub- ,Area and Percent for
Zone Parking Use Average Persons Distrb'zPe1dons Subzone Per Acre
NA 100
35
30
10
10a
10b
lOc
10d
11
lla 1
lla 2
llb
lic
100
31.5
32.5
24.5
11.5
100
17.5 ,
29
36
17.5
12 100
12a 68.5
12b 21.5
12c 10
13
13a
13b
13c
ik
14a
iPb
14c
14d
15
15a
15b
15c
16
16a
16b
16c
100
42
24.5
33.5
100
41.5
14.5
26
18
100
64.
20
16-
35
100
20.5
36.5
31.5
11.5
100
14.5
27
37
21.5
100
61.5
30.5
8
100
36
29.5
34.5
100
42.5
11.5
27
19
100
62
24
14
100
45
35
20
100
35.
30
10,000
3,500
3,000
35 3,500
100
26
34.5
28
11.5
10,550
2,650
3,650
2,950
1,200
100 16,4o0
16 2,600
28 4,600
36.5
19.5
6,000
3,200
100
20
70
10
100
15
37
43
5
100
6
6 -
53
35
100 19,500 100
65 12,650 54
26 5,100 36
9 1,750 8
100
39
27
34,
100
42
13
26.5
18.5
100
63
22
15
100
45
35
20
6,250
2,450
~1,700
2,100
9,000
3,800
1,150
2,1400
1,650
8,850
5,600
1,950
1,300-
11,500
.5,200
4,000
2,300
100
6o
24
8
8 -
100
72
22
6
100
41
41
18
1,050 11,050
200 3,700
750 3,750
100 3,600
1,050
150
400
45o
50
11,600
2,800
4,050
3,500
1,250
85o 17,250
50 2,650
50 4,65o
45o 6,,45o
300 3,500
1,250 20,750
700 13,350
450 5,550
100 1,850
650
4oo
150
50
50
850
6oo
200
50
1,1450
6oo
600
250.
6,250
2,1450
1,700
2,100
9,650
4,200
1,300
2,450
1,700
9,700
6,200
2,150
1,350
12,950
5,800
4,600
2,550
78
142
120
134
8o
98
92
120
101
104
116
205
188
160
107
90
96
137
165
111
142
115
61
48
505
485
510
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TABLE A-3 Continued'
Zone Automobile Passengers Truck Passengers Total Passengers
And Percent Distribution by
Sub- Area and Percent for
Zone Parking Use Average Persons Distrb'n Persons Subzone Per Acre
17 100 100 100 14,600 100 1,450 16,050
17a 23.5 32.5 28.5 4,150 52 750 4,900 185
17b 13 9 11 1,600 3 50 1,650 255
17c 26.5 29.5 28 4,loo 35 5oo 4,600 250
17di 11.5 5.5 8.5 1,250 3 50 1,300 370
17d2  25.5 22.5 24 3,500 7 100 3,600 450
(1) From table A-2 col. (4)
(2) and (5) Approximate computation according to land use areas, see text.
(4) and (6) Totals for zones are taken from table A-1, cols. (6)
Totals are distributed among subzones by percentages
in cols. (3) and (5) above.
(7) Sum of cols. (4) and (6).
N.A. No data available.
and (8).
shown
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TABLE A-4 DISTRIJTION OF RAPID TRANSIT PASSENGERS
Station Subzones 1958 Destin'nin asenaers Acres per Remarks
Service % Persons acre
Area
(1)
North Station
Haymarket
Bowdoin
Scollay, Adams
and Devonshire
Charles
Park
la
17a
2b
17c
3a
15b
17b
17d1
16&.
16b
16c
17d2
3a
4a
3b
4b
15a
14 a
13c
14c
14d
5a
inter-Summer-
Washington
Atlantic
(2)
100
60
40
100
49
40
11
100
58
22
20
100
15
20
12
7
11
24
5.5
5.5
100
73
27
100
12.5
7.5
60
100
93
7
100
40
60
(3)
15,200
9,200
6,000
8,000
3,900
3,200
900
1,800
1,050
400
350
26,700
4,000
5,250
3,200
2,000
3,000
6,500
1,400
1,450
4,100
3,000
1,100
35,200
4,400
2,600
7,200
21,000
57,600
53,600
4,000
2,800
1,100
1,700
(4)
50.5
24
26.5
73
34.5
22.5
16
45
35
6.5
3.5
59
11.5
9.5
5
8
16
25
24
25-5
84.5
54
30.5
66.5
22
22
12
16
41
36
5
53.5
22
31.5
(5)
302
385
235
110
114
142
56
40
30
62
100
540
350
550
640
250
190
260
58
57
530
200
120
600
1,300
1,400
1, 480
800
53
50
54
3a also included
in service area
of Scollay,Adams
and Devonshire
see 17 d2
see 17 dl
see 5c and 5b
TABLE A-4 Cont.
Subzones 1958 Destin'n
Station in Passengers Acres per Remarks
Service Persons acre
Area
South Station
Boylston
Boylston-Essex
Tremont
Dover
Northampton
(2/3 of tot.)*
Arlington
Copley
1/2
100 18,000
60 11,ooo
40 7,000
4c
6e
13b
5e
6b
5d
6c
6dl
6d2
6f
12c
Ta
Th
9a
9b
9c
100
25
30
45
7,500
1,900
2,300
3,300
100 11,700
35 4,20w
65 7,500
100
48
37
10
5
100
65
35
100
24
38
38
100
5
18
18
35
24
100
5243
5
14b
13a
6a
12b
llC
12a
11b
lod
5,900
2,800
2,200
600
300
4,600
2,950
1,650
3,900
900
1,500
1,500
15,200
750
2,750
2,700
5,300
3,700
11,600
6,000
5,000
600
T5
43
32
39.5
19
4
16.5
41
T
34
87.5
35
20
21
11.5
142
91
51
104
47. 5
26.5
30
105
8.5
23
15
29.5
30
134
65
62
7 Eastern half of
subzone lod
Mechanics 0b 1
see 6b
240
255
220
190
100
580
200
285
600
220
68
80
110
29
26
32
32
32
38
19
57
50
145
90
120
180
180
125
00 1,P500 51
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TABLE A-4 Cont.
Station Subzones 1958 Destinen
in Passengers Acres per Remarks
Service Persons acre
Area
Massachusetts 100 8,800 95.5 93
(1/2 of total )* 10a 42 3,700 21 175
llal 25 2, 200 22 100
lla2 26 2, 300 46 50
1/2 10d 7 600 6.5 92 Western half of
subzone 10d
Symphony 10c 100 1,800 36 50
(1/2 of total)*
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
(1) Assumed, see text and Figure A-1
(2) Approximate computation according to land use areas and distance
from station to center of subzone; see text.
(3) Totals for station from MBTA records; distributed over subzones
in service area by percentages of col. (2)
* Adjustment for stations with service areas extending west of
Massachusetts Avenue; assumed.
N.B. Data for Science Park station were unavailable; assumed total
for this station is 1,000 persons given 60% to lb and 40% to
15c. See table A-6
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TABLE A-5 DISTRIBUTION OF BUS PASSENGERS
Bus Terminal No. of lines terminated No. of non- Passengers leaving
or Stop intradown- To and from terminal Busses
town lines Downtown stops Persons
(1) (2) (3) (4) -(5)
South Station 3 3 - 17 1,700
Atlantic * 1 1 100
Haymarket 2 1 1 13 1,300
North Station 1 - - 3 300
Bowdoin 1 - - 3 300
Wash. -Kneeland* 1 2 - 9 900
Copley 3 - - 12 1,200
Park Sq.* - - 2 2 200
Massachusetts 1 3 - 12 1,200
Northampton 3 1 .2 15 1,500
Symphony -- 11100
Tremont - 1 - 2 200
Dover 1 -,- - 3 300
Broad.-Harrison* 5 5 500
Post Office Sq. * - 2 2 200
Total 16 11 14 100 10,000
(1), (2), (3) from MBTA System Route Map.
(4) Computed from Data in Cols. (1), (2) and (3) by assigning
relative weights of 3.0, 2.0 and 1.0 for Cols.(l), (2) and
(3) respectively and adding up to yield the relative weight
given to each "Terminal or Stop".
* Terminal or Stop not coinciding geographically with Rapid
Transit Station.
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TABLE A-6 RAPID TRANSIT AND BUS IESTINATIONS BY SJBZONE
Zone Sub- Rapid Buss Tot. Passengers RemarksZone Transit pass. for per
Pass'rs. Subzone acre (Distribution of Bus Pass'rs.)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
1 la
lb
2 2a
2b
2c
3 3a
3b
3c
4 4 a
4b
4c
4d
5 5a
5b
5c
5d
5e
6 6a
6b
6c,
6dl
6d2
6e
6f
T Ta
Th
8 8a
8b
9 9a
9b
9c
10 10a
10b
lOc
10d
200 9,400
- 600
400 4,300
100 4,000
- 1,400
50 1,150
9,200
600
N.S
3,900
N.S
3,900
1,400
1,100
6,500
1,450
11,000
1,700
21,000
4,000
53,600
4,200
2,300
2,700
3,300
7,500
2,800
2,200
7,000
600
2,950
1,650
N.S
N.S
900
1, 500
1, 500
3,700
1, 500
1,800
1,200
200
1,000
50
400
200
100
100
200
300
200
350
700
50
300 3,250
500 2,150
300
200
392
67
60% of No. Station
120 30% of Haymarket
250
58
52
270'
57
280
55
1,300
800
1,500
63o
600
186
212
230
86
128
240
31
35
42
300
200
300 1,200
400 1,900
300 1,800
400
200
200
4,100
1,500
2,000
1,400
25
73
60
195
30
55
104
10% of Harymarket
50% of Atlantic
100% of Post Office Sq.
60% of So. Station
50% of Atlantic
25% of So. Station
20% of Wash.-Kneel'd
10% of Wash. -Kneel' d
50% of Park Sq.
50% Pk.Sq.+ 10% Wash.-Kneel'd
35% of Wash. -Kneel' d
25% Trmt.+ 10% Wash.-Kneel'd
75% Trmt.+ 10% Wash.-Kneel'd.
40% of So. Station
5% Wash. -Kneeland
100% of Dover
100% of Broadway-Harrison
20% of Northampton
15% of Northampton
20% of Northampton
25% of Northampton
20% of Northampton
33% of Massachusetts
100% Symphony + 7% of Mass.
5% of Copley + 7% of Mass.
6,700
1,450
12,000
1,750
21,000
4,000
54,000
4,400
2,400
2,800
3,500
T,800
3,000
2,550
7,700
650
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TABLE A-6 Continued
Zone Sub- Rapid Buss Tot. Passengers RemarksZone Transit pass for per
Pass'rs. Subzone acre (Distribution of Bus Pass'rs.)
11 llal
lla2
lb
lic
2,200
2,500
5,000
3,700
12 12a 6,000
12b 5,300
12c 300
13 13a 2,750
13b 1,900
13c 4.,400
14 14a
14b
14c
l4d
1,100
750
2,600
7,200
15 15a 3,000
15b 1,050
15c 400
16 16 a 4,ooo
16b 5,250
16c 3,200
17 17a17b
17c
17dl
17d2
6,000
400
3,200
350
2,000
400
200
200
200
2,600
2,500
5,200
3,900
600 6,600
300 5,600
-- 300
2,750
1,900
4,400
1,100
~ 750
2,600
7,200
118
55
84
130
102
180
26
120
100
200
36
88
120
600
- 3,000
100 1,150
- 4o
100
100
800
100
4, 000
5,250
3,200
6.100
500
4,000
450
2,000
350
550
640
230
77
216
128
250
33% of Mass.
20% of Mass.
10% of Copley
10% of Copley
50%
25%
of Copley
of Copley
33% of Bowdoin
4 0%
33%
60o
33%
of No. Station
of Bowdoin
of Haymarket
of Bowdoin
(1) From Table A-4, Col.(3)
(2) From Table A-5, distributed as shown in Col. (5)
(3) Sum of Cols. (1) + (2)
N.S. Not served, see Fig. A-1
* less than 10 persons per acre.
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TABLE A-7 AVERAGE WEEKDAY RAILROAD COMMUTER PASSENGERS
Station Passengers
Yearly
1961 decr. 1958
(1) (2) (3)
Boston and Main
Eastern line No. St'n. 2,600 670 4,610
Western line No. St'n. 3,400 530 5,190
New Hampshire Div. No. St'n. 4,900 830 7,390
Fitchburg Div. No. St'n. 900 190 1,470
Total 11,800 2,220 18,660
Boston and Albany So. St'n. 2,300 560 3,980
N.Y., N.H. and Hartford
Needham Branch So. St'n. and 1,700 30 1,790
Dedham Branch Backbay 1,500 210 2,130
Boston and Providence 3,400 80 3,640
Blackston Branch 1,600 120 1,960
Staughton Branch 600 20 660
Old Colony So. St'n. discontinued 8,930 (a)
Total 8,800 19,110
Totals .North station 18,700 (b)
South station 19,600 (c)
Backbay station 3,400 (d)
All stations 41,700
(1) Mass. Transportation Commission, Boston Regional Survey, Rail-
roads, Boston, 1962, Table 12, p. 80.
(2) Average of the period 1948-1961, ibid.
(3) Computed from 1961 figures and average yearly decrease.
(a) Average weekday inbound passengers on Old Colony line was
estimated by the American Municipal Association to be 8,927 in
March 1958 and by DeLew, Cather and Co. to be 7,809 in Oct.
1958. cf. Murphy, R. H., o2. cit p. 22.
(b) Total of all cited lines of Boston and Main Railroads.
(c) Total of Boston and Albany R. R., the Old Colony division of
N.Y., N. H. and H. R. R. plus 2/3 of other lines of N.Y., N. H.
and H. R. R.
(d) 1/3 of total of N.Y., N. H. and H. R. R. excluding Old Colony
passengers
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APPENDIX B. THE EXPOSURE OF IMAGE ELEMENTS
The total number of persons to whom an element is
exposed includes:
(1) Pedestrians testined for the "visibility area" of the
element, and arriving there by all modes of travel.
The data of Appendix A were prepared to compute the
numbers of these pedestrians.
(2) Drivers and passengers of private motor vehicles passing
along these portions of streets and highways from which
the element is visible, but who do not have destinations
in the element's visibility area.
The following discusses each type of exposure in
some detail, explaining the methodology for computing each.
I. THE EXPOSURE OF ELEMENTS TO PEDESTRIANS
The exposure of an element to pedestrians, i.e., the
total daily number of pedestrians who see that element,
depends upon (1) the "visibility area" of the element and
(2) the distribution of pedestrians in the area.
The "visibility area" of an element is the area (or
areas) around it from all points of which the element can
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be seen, either totally or in representative part , as
explained in Chapter II of this study. A "visibility map"
for each of the sample elements of the study was determined
by a field survey in which the portions of the streets and
pedestrian ways from which the element is visible were
delineated.
The data computed in Appendix A shows the number of
pedestrians by areal units (subzones or acres), and represents
the daily number of persons walking on the streets in that
area. To combine these data with the visibility maps, it
was necessary to have the data by street, or to translate
the "visibility map" of each element into a "visibility area".
The latter alternative was chosen because it is subject to
less error.
Each street marked on the visibility map
was assumed to serve an area with a length
equal to the street and with a width equal
to the distance between the centerlines of
the blocks facing the street. The sum of
the "service areas" of the street portions
marked on tho visibility map of each element
yielded the visibility area of the element. Figures B-2
through B-13, pp. 311-322,show the pedestrian visibility areas
of the elements surveyed.
As shown in these figures, the boundaries of the sub-
zones (shown in Fig. A-1) were superimposed on the visibility
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areas of the elements, and the percent of each subzone in-
cluded in the visibility area was determined. The- transit
stops lying inside or near the visibility area were also
plotted.
The following assumptions were made in computing the
exposure of each element to pedestrians:
(1) The number of people assigned to each subzone, as shown
in Appendix A, is uniformly distributed over the subzone.
(2) All the persons in the visibility area of an element see
the element. (See Chap. III, p.34) Since all the com-
putations of Appendix A are based on one way traffic,
and on the assumption that pedestrian traffic is equal
for both directions on all streets, it can be safely
assumed that these same computations represent the
pedestrian traffic of people facing the element and who
would, therefore, very likely see it.
As shown in Tables B-1 through B-4, the exposure of
each element to pedestrians arriving in its visibility area
was computed separately for each mode of travel. For persons
arriving by automobile and truck, the percent of each sub-
zone included in the visibility area of the element was
multiplied by the total number of persons arriving in the
subzone by these modes of travel (Table A-3, col. 7) to
yield the number of those persons to whom the element is
exposed. The same was done for persons arriving by mass
transit with only one exception; where a transit station
lies totally inside an element, such as the Washington-Summer
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Station with respect to the Shopping district or Copley
Station with respect to Copley Square, the total number
of people coming out of the station was used and excluded
from corresponding subzones in the service area of the
station.
Figures B-2 through B-13 and Tables B-1 through B-4 show,
for each element, which stations were included in full and
which were included in part in computing the exposure of
various elements to people arriving by mass transit. Where
stations were included only in part, figures for subzones
were taken from table A-6, col.(.).
As mentioned in Appendix A, the people arriving to the
Downtown Area by railroad were only included in the exposure
of North StatioA, South Station and Copley Square. It should
therefore be noted that the computed exposure of these three
nodes might be slightly higher in relation to other elements
than is the actual case, since the number of people arriving
by railroad and walking to various subzones in the area was
not included in the exposure of other elements. The number of
these pedestrians is not known.
Tables B-1 through B-4 show the computations of the
exposure of all the elements surveyed, arranged by element
type.
II. THE EXPOSURE OF ELEMENTS TO PRIVATE MOTOR VEHICLE USERS
The number of drivers and vehicle passengers who see an
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element daily includes: (1) those who are destined for the
element or to its pedestrian visibility area and therefore,
see the element as motorists and as pedestrians; and (2)
those who are not destined to the element or its pedestrian
visibility area and who see it only as motorists. Since
the former are included in the exposure of the element to
pedestrians, they were excluded from exposure to motor
vehicle users in order not to count the same persons twice.
In the case of pedestrians it was assumed that all
persons to whom an element is visible will see the element,
thus this total is a direct measure of exposure of the
element. Different, however, is the case of motor vehicle
users. As they are primarily occupied with driving and
having substantially less time and a more restricted viewing
opportunity than pedestrians, the assumption that all private
vehicle users will see visible elements may be erroneous.
There should be included, therefore a probability factor, as
explained in Chapter III. The time of viewing was considered
in this study to be a good index of such probability; the
longer the time to view an element, the greater the pro-
bability that motor vehicle-users will see it. The exposure
of image elements to vehicle passengers was adjusted according
to the length of time the element is exposed.
There is another difference between exposure to pedes-
trians and exposure to motor vehicle passengers. Exposure
to pedestrians is only "local"; that is, the visibility area
of the elements usually does not extend much beyond the local
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area around the element. Only in a very few cases, where
the element is facing a large open space, are there exceptions.
Examples of such cases are Backbay, Beacon Hill and the State
House, which are seen across the Charles River. This "external"
exposure to pedestrians was not considered in the study because
the paucity of the elements with such exposure, the non-avall-
ability of data and the relatively small amount of this type
of exposure do not warrant the effort of extending the dis-
tribution of pedestrians beyond the Downtown Area.
From automobiles, on the other hand, many elements of
the Downtown Area can be seen from much greater distances on
elevated highways; therefore, both local and external exposure
should be considered. The local visibility area of an element
was considered to lie within the pedestrian visibility area,
including all portions of the streets in that area from which
the element can be seen by motor vehicle users. The external
visibility area extends from the boundaries of the local area
to the maximum distances on streets and highways from which
the element is still visible.
Since the visibility of an element becomes less and less
clear with greater distance, it was necessary to define the
maximum distance on highways beyond which the element becomes
too undistinguishable to be considered "visible" (i.e., the
boundaries of the external visibility area). This distance
was defined by field surveys for each element since the
distance depends on many factors, chief among them the visual
conspicuousness of the element itself. Local and external
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exposure were computed separately, for the reasons discussed
in Chapter II.
On the basis of the foregoing, the methodology for deter-
mining the exposure of image elements to private motor vehicle
users consisted of the following:
(1) A compilation of traffic flow data for all the downtown
streets and highways and for highways extending to about
2 miles from the boundaries of the Downtown Area, and
the adjustment of these data to 1958 flows.
(2) A field survey by automobile for all the sample elements,
determining its local and external visibility and measuring
the time of viewing on each street, highway, or segments
thereof.
(3) A computation of the number of persons passing through
but not destined for each of the local and external
visibility areas of the element by motor vehicles.
(4) An adjustment of each of the local and external exposure
values of (3), above, for equal exposure time within each
element type.
These equalized numbers of persons passing through
the visibility areas of each element were then combined
with the elements? exposure to pedestrians, as explained
in Chapter III.
Each of the above steps is discussed below in some detail.
Ai TRAFFIC FLOW DATA
The 1958 average daily traffic data were compiled from
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1
varioun sources. Where 1958 figures were not available they
were computed from 1956, 1960 or 1962 figures for each street
or highway individually, since the changes in the traffic
flow were not the same for all streets. For some streets in
the Downtown Area, only 1962 figures were available, in which
case 1958 figures were computed by applying a factor of 1.5
to 2.5% increase per annum from 1958 to 1962; i.e., 1962
figures were considered to represent 106 to 110% of 1958
figures, depending on the street. This factor was derived
by observing the average behavior of traffic on similar
streets in the area for which 1958-1962 data were available.
Fig. B-1 shows the 1958 average daily traffic flows
for the area in thousands of vehicles. Assuming equal flow
in each direction for 2-way streets, one half of the daily
traffic on these streets was considered in computing the
exposure of an element which is seen only by traffic traveling
1
Mass. Dept. of Public Works in cooperation with Mass.
Dept. of Commerce, Annual Average 24 hr. Traffic for All Motor
Vehicles, maps of 1958 and 1960 for highways and major arterials.
Boston Redevelopment Authority, and Wilber Smith Associates,
1962 data for major arterial and collector streets in the down-
town and surrounding areas, unpublished.
Bruce Cambell and Associates, 1956 to 1962 data, especially
for major arterial and collector streets not included in the
BBA and W. Smith counts, unpublished.
Cambridge Planning Board, 1961-1963, counts for some major
streets, unpublished.
Barton Aschman Associates, Alfred Benesch & Co. and Colonel
S. H. Brigham. North Terminal Area Study, Boston, 1962,
fig. 9, p.33, for counts in the North Terminal Area.
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in one direction. For elements (such as districts) seen by
traffic traveling in both directions, the total daily traffic
was considered. Traffic on one-way streets included in the
visibility area of an element was considered in full.
B. THE VISIBILITY OF IMAGE EL!MENTS
The field surveys for all elements were done in favor-
able weather conditions and at off-peak hours. A visibility
map was drawn for each element showing the portions of streets
and highways from which the element is visible as well as the
time of viewing for each of those portions.
The time of viewing was registered during the survey
at the maximum permitted speed on highways. For streets in
the Downtown Area it was acknowledged that the existence
of traffic lights changes the time of viewing to reach a
minimum when all lights are green and a maximum when all
lights are red. On those streets, the average time of view-
ing was computed by repeated travel. The time of viewing
for all streets and highways was registered, to the nearest
five seconds, by a stop watch.
The visibility maps of all the elements surveyed are
shown on Figs. B-2 through B-13.
C* THE NU1BER OF PERSONS PASSING THROUGH THE VISIBILITY AREA
Having defined the visibility area of an element, the
total number of private motor vehicle users passing through
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the area and seeing the element could be computed. The
traffic flow data do not by themselves represent total
numbers of persons, since the same persons are driving
on different streets and are thus counted more than once
in the traffic flows. However, if a cordon line around the
visibility area is imagined, and all persons entering the
area along the streets from which the element is visible
are counted, the count would represent the total number of
motorists who see the element daily, if these persons enter
the visibility area only once a day.
However, while persons destined to the visibility area
may enter that area only once, the persons passing through
the area may enter it once, twice or more, depending on the
routes they select to and from their destinations, as well
as the location of their destinations with respect to the
visibility area. The following examples illustrate this
point.
Consider an element and its visibility area as shown
in the diagram. Assuming single purpose trips, such as
trips to work or shopping, the persons destined to any point
in the visibility area enter the area only once. Persons
passing through the area without stopping can be classified
in three groups:
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(a) Persons who pass through the visibility area
twice a day, on their way to and from their
destinations. This is the major pattern of
commuters, especially when the visibility area
contains major two-way streets or highways, or
a number of major one-way streets running in
opposite directions.
(b) Persons who pass through the area once a day
either on their way to or from their destination.
When the visibility area contains a single one-way
street in one of its major directions (such as
Washington St. in the Shopping District), this
would be the normal-pattern of all people driving
on that street. Otherwise, this pattern of move-
ment may be considered minor, since it would
represent the movement of persons who (i) do not
return directly to the same origin of their trips,
i.e. make a number of intermediate stops out of
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their way to their final destinations, or (ii)
deliberately select different routes for their
inbound and outbound movements.
(c) Persons who pass through the visibility area more
than twice a day. This is the pattern of those
who make a number of daily trips between origins
and destinations around and near the area. Again,
such a pattern is a minor one.
From the above analysis of through traffic, it can be
assumed that:
(1) If the visibility area has a single one-way street in
one of its major directions, the number of through
traffic vehicles entering-the area in this direction,
multiplied by a person/vehicle ratio, represents 100%
of the daily number of persons passing through the area
along that one-way street. This type of visibility is
hereinafter referred to as Type 1.
(2) For all other visibility areas (Type 2), the number of
through traffic vehicles entering the visibility area,
multiplied by a person/vehicle ratio, represents 200%
of the daily number of persons passing through the area,
assuming that the movement patterns of (b) and (c) above
(both of which represent minor percentages of the total)
equalize to an average of 200%.
(3) When through traffic and traffic which is destined for
the visibility area are combined, it follows that:
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(i) the total traffic, in
persons, entering a
visibility areaof Type 1
represents 100% of all
"iestined persons" plus
100% of all the "through
traffic persons" passing
on the single one-way
street serving the area,
plus 200% of through
Traffic persons on all
other streets in the
visibility area; and
(ii)for all other visibility
areas (Type 2) the total
traffic (in persons)
entering the area re-
presents 100% of all
destined persons plus
Vi's/bi//y Areas 200% of all through
Type 2
traffic persons.
Accordingly, the daily number of persons passing through
the visibility area -- those who see the elements -- was com-
puted as follows.
(a) The total number of daily vehicles entering the visibility
area was computed from the traffic flow data.
VAJZIN77 OPI MVM
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(b) For visibility areas of Type 1, the traffic on the
single one-way street was increased by 80% before in-
clusion in the total of vehicles entering the area.
On the assumption that through traffic on the street
represents 80% of its total traffic (for those areas
of Type 1 included in the study), this adjusted total
of entering vehicles, multiplied by a person/vehicle
ratio, would represent 200% of all through traffic
persons plus 100% of all destined persons, as in the case
of Type 2 visibility areas.
(c) This total of vehicles was multiplied by a person/vehicle
ratio of 1.4 (average for automobiles and trucks).
(d) The number of destined persons was then deleted from this
total. Destined persons, i.e., those having destinations
in the visibility area and arriving in the area by auto-
mobile and truck, haven, already been computed (as pedes-
trians) for each element in tables B-1J through B-4.
(e) The remaining figure was divided by 2 to yield the daily
number of persons passing through and not stopping in
the visibility area by private motor vehicles.
() For visibility areas of Type 2, the same was done except
for step (b), above.
The above methed of translating vehicle counts to person
counts, admittedly, contains a certain amount of guess.
Accordingly, the computed values of exposure to motor vehicle
users might contain a larger error than the values of exposure
to pedestrians. Lack of data, however, does not allow better
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judgment or further checking. Moreover, as Chap. III shows,
exposure to vehicle users represents a relatively small
percent of the total, and thus the anticipated error in this
type of exposure is not likely to appreciably affect the
results.
Tables B-5 through B-8 show these computations for'each
of the elements surveyed, broken down into local and external
exposure.
D. ADJUSTMENT FOR TIME OF EXPOSURE
As shown in tables B-9 through B-12, both the local and
external exposure for each element was computed in person
second units. For the portions of streets from which the
element is seen, the directional traffic flow (half volume
for two-way streets from which the element is seen from one
direction only) was multiplied by the time of viewing, as
shown on figs. B-3 through B-14. The total vehicle seconds
were then multiplied by 1.4 (persons/vehicle ratio).
The total person seconds thus computed was divided by
the total persons (destined and through) seeing the element
by private vehicles, as given in tables B-5 through B-9
(sum of colums 4 and 5). This was done for local and external
exposure separately, and yielded, for each element, the average
time (seconds per person) for each type of exposure.
Both the local and external exposure of the elements
to through traffic persons (column 5, tables B-5 through
B-8) were then adjusted by the foiowing formula:
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E.= X .T
Tm
where E. = equalized exposure of element i (persons)
X. exposure of element i as computed in
Tables B-5 through B-8 (persons)
T = average exposure time of element i (seconds/1
person)
Tm highest average exposure time for the sample
of elements of the same type
The resultant figures thus represent a weighted measure
of exposure to through traffic persons, a portion of which
can be combined with the exposure of the elements to pedes-
trians, as explained in Cap. III.
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Tables B-1 through B-4
EXPOSURE TO PEDESTRIANS.
Notes
Column (1) subzones included in pedestrian visibility area.
(2) % of subzone area included in pedestrian visibility area.
(3) No. of pedestrians in the portion of the subzone included
in the visibility area; equals percent of subzone area
(col. 2) multiplied by total pedestrians arriving to sub-
zone by automobile and truck taken from table A-3, col. 7.
(4), (5), (6) same as cols. (1), (2) and (3) respectively, but
for rapid transit and bus passengers. Where stations are
used in full, subzones which are served by these stations
are deleted. Subzone totals for people coming by rapid
transit and bus are provided in table A-6, col. 3 above.
(7) Includes: (a) persons arriving in the visibility area by
railroad (R.R.) estimated as shown in Table A-7 above and/or,(b) rapid transit passengers passing through the visibility
area without stopping (R.T.), estimated at 20% of total
daily passengers as explained in text, footnote No.19 ,
p. 38.
(8) Sum of totals of cols. (3), (6) and (7).
TABLE B-1. EXPOSURE TO PEIESTRIANS. -- DISTRICTS
Number of Persons arriving by
Automobile and Truck Rapid Transit and Bus Other Total
District Sub- * Persons Station 1 Persons Modes Exposure
Zone or subzone
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (T) (8)
The Connon
and Public
Gardens
Washington
St. Shop-
ping
Beacon
Hill
13a-c
14a
14b
14c
14d
5a,
5e
6a
6b
6di
12a
12b
12c
llb
11C
Total
5a
5b
5c
5d
5e
6b
6c
6d2
4c
Total
14a-d
15a
15b
13a
13b
13c
5a
5e
6a
6b
llc
6a1
Total
100
30
80
65
30
80
100
75
80
10
15
40
30
40
80
40
90
80
80
100
15
35
25
5
100
60
100
50
100
100
50
T5
40
50
60
10
6,250
1,250
1,050
1,600
500
2,550
1,200
2,650
4.,500
600
2,000
2,200
550
2,600
2,800
32,250
1,300
1,000
10,750
2,350
1,200
850
2,250
1,200
300
21,200
9,650
3,850
2,150
1,250
1,700
2,100
1,600
900
1,,400
2,800
2,100
650
30,150
Park,
Boylston
and
Arlington
12a
lb
100 5T,900
15 1,000
40 2,100
61,000
5a
Wash-Sum.
5d
5e
6b
6c
6d2
4c
14a-d
15a
15b
13a
13b
13c
5a
5e
6a
6b
llc
6dl
40 8,400
100
80
100
15
35
25
5
100
60
100
50
100
100
50
T5
40
50
60
10
57,600
3,350
2, 400
550
2,700
650
600
76,350
11,650
1,800
1,150
1,400
1,900
4,400
10,500
1,800
1,100
1,750
2,350
300
40,100
324
93,250
97,550
70,250
325
TABLE B-1, Cont.
Number of Persons arriving by
Automobile and Truck Rapid Transit and Bus Other Total
District Sub- 6 Persons Station b Persons Modes Exposure
Zone or subzone
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (T) (8)
Backbay
South End
Financial
Park Sq.
Area
li
14b
13a
6a
12a
12b
10d
10a
Total
Ta
Tb
8a
8b
9a
9b
9c
12c
Total
4a
4b
4c
4d
5b
5c
16c
3a
3b
3c
Total
6a
6b
6c
6dl
12a
12b
12C
llc
13a
13b
Total
100
50100
35
35
30
100'
30
96
75
80
90
80
100
55
30
100
.80
65
15
35
12
16
50
9
10
100
80
15
40
4
60
40
5
22
12
17,250
650
2,450
1,200
4,000
1,650
1,250
1,050
29,500
6,050.
4,100
4,150
2,900
.2,950
3,750
2,000
50
25,950
4, 650
3,700
4,150
850
400
1,600
400
1,650
300
500
18,200
3,500
4,500
950
2,500
500
3,300
750
200
550
200
16,950
Ui
14b
13a
6a
12a
12b
10d
10a
Dover
8 a
8b
9a
9b
9c
12C
100
50
100
35
35
30
100
30
14.,200
400
2,750
1,000
2,300
900
1,400
1,250
23,200
100 4,600
80
90.
80
100
55
30
100
80
65
15
35
12
16
50
9
10
4a
4b
4c
4d
5b
5c
16c
3a
3b
3c
6a
6b
6c
6dl
12a
12b
12c
lc
13a
13b
100
80
15
40
4
60
.40
5
22
12
250
200
950
1,900
1,000
100
9,000
6,700
1,150
T, 800
250
1,400
6,500
500
2,000
100
100
26,600
2,800
2,700
1,150
1,200
250
3,350
100
200
600
250
12,600
52,700
(R.T )
T,000 .41,950
44,800
29,550
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TABLE B-2. EXPOSURE TO PEIESTRIANS -- LANIMARKS
Number of Persons arriving by
Landmark Automobile and Truck Rapid Transit and Bus Other Total
Sub- % Persons Station Persons Modes Exposure
Zone or subzone
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (T) (8)
State Hse 13a 24 '600 1a 24 650o
J. Hancock
Faneuil
Hall
13b
13e
14c.
14d
15b
5a
5e
6a
6b
6dl.
Total
12a,
12b
12ec
8a.
10a
10b
lOd
lib
11C
Ta
Tb
6d2
6f
Total
2b
3a,
3b
16b
lTc
Total
100
100
50
90
22
42
75
40
50
10
60
80
30
3
T
4
50
5'
6'
9
5
27
9
6
90
27
65
30
1,700
2,100
1,200
1,550
450
1,350
900
1,400
2,800
650
14,900
8,009
4,450
550
150
200
150
600
300
200
6oo
300
1,250
250-
17,000
150
2,950
1,000
3,000
1,400
8,400
13b
13c
14 c
144
15b
5a,
5e
6a
6b
6dl
12a,
12b
12c
LOa
10b
10d
lib
llec
Ta
Tb
6d2
6f
2b
3a
3b
16b
lTc
100
100
50
90
22
42
75
40
50
10
1,900
4,400
1,300
6,500
250
8,900
1,800
1,100
1,750
300
28,850 43,750
3,950
4,500
100
300
50
700
250
250
300
100
700
600
11,800
250
3,600
400
3,450
1,200
8,900
28,800
17,300
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TABLE B-2 Cont.
Number of Persons arriving by
Landmark Automobile and Truck Rapid Transit and Bus Other Total
Sub- % Persons Station % Persons Modes Exposure
Zone or Subzone
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (T) (8)
Sttler Aa 8 0' Ann0N44 2
Hilton
Trinity
Ch.
Christian
Sc. Ch.
6b
6c
6di.
12a
12b
12c
llc
13a,
13b
Total
12a,
12b
l1b
10b
Total
10a
10b
10c
9a,
9b
12a,
Total
Post Office
52
5
15
6
40
54
4
4
26
45
10
4
5
18
15
50
12
21
9
80
12
45
23
Total
,
2,900
300
950
800
2,200
1,000
100
100
450
11,600
6,000
550
2$0
200
7,000
500
600
1,750
450
800
1,200
5,300
3,700
550
2,900
250
T, 400
6b
6c
6dl
12a
12b
12c
liC
13a&
13b
12a&
12b
l1b
10b
10a
10b
lOc
9a
9b
12a
45
10
4
5
18
15
50
12
21
9
80
12
45
23
P,
1,800
400
450
400
2,250
150
150
100
500
7, 450
3,000
550
200
50
3,800
700
250
1,000
150
400
600
3A100
5,350
150
5, 400
900
11,800
19,050
10,800
8,1400
19,200
P stimated 500Paul Revere
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TABLE B-3. EXPOSURE TO PEDESTRIANS -- NODES
Number of Persons arriving by
Ao ile and Truck Rapid Transit and Bus
Node Sub- % Persons Station % Persons Other Total
Zone or Subzone Modes Exposure
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Washington
Summer
5a 25
5b 8o
5c 60
Total
South St'n 4 c
6c
5c
75
33
8
Total
Copley
Sq.
12a
12b
10b
10d
lib
50
35
10
20
10
Total
Union
Park
7a
8a
Total
Paul
Revere
Scollay
Sq.
17b
17c
17di
17d22b
3a
16a
16b
16c
5a
15b
Total
800
900
8,00 
9,700
4,800
2,100
1,100
8,000
6,700
1, 950
400
700
650
10,400
5a 25 5,200
Wash. -Sum. 100
S. St'n
6c
5c
Copley
12b
10b
200
65o
85o
45 750
10
85
100
5
15
72
8o
55
30
10--
45o
1,100
3,600
1,300
500
4,200
3,700
1,400
950
200
57,600
62,800 72,500
100 19,700
33 2,550
8 4,350
RR.
26,600 19,600 54, 200
100 12,800
35 1,950
10 150
(R.R.)
14, 900 3,400 28,700
3 100
12 50
150
Estimated
17b
17c
17d1
17d2
2b,
3a
Scollay
16b
16c
5a
15b
45 250
10
85
100
5
15
100
8o
55
30
10
18,150
4oo
250*
1,450*
200
150*
7,600
3, 000
1,250-
6,300
100
20, 950
1,000
500
39,100
* Scollay station excluded
From Haymarket Station.
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TABLE B-3. Cont.
Number of Persons arrivipg by
Automobile and Trucks Rapid Transit and Bus
Node % Persons Station- Persons- Other Total
Subzone or Subzone Exposure
North St'n la 30 2,000 N. St'n 100 15,500
17a 50 2,,450
17c 23 1,059 17c 23 900
(R.R.)
Total 5,500 16,400 18,700 4.,6oo
Charles 15a 43 2,750 Charles 100 4,100
Rotary 15b 43 900 15b 43 500
14a 15 650
(R.T.)
Total 5,300 4,600 10,000 19,900
Haymarket 17a 35 1,700 17a 35 2,150
Sq. 17c 65 1,100 Haymarket 100 5,700
3a 12 400 3a 12 400*
16b 38 1,750 16b 38 2,000
2b 10 250 2b 10 150'
Total 5,200 10,400 15,600
*Haymarket Station excluded.
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TABLE B-4. EXPOSURE TO PEDESTRAINS -- PATHS
Number 6f Persons Arriving by
Automobile and Truck Rapid Transit and Bus
Path Sub % Persons Station % Persons Other Total
Zone incl or-Subzone incl Modes Exposure
() (2) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Washington: 5a 44 1,400 Sa 44 9,000
School to
W. Bedford
(20001)
Tremont,
at Qonpon
(1900 )
5b
5c
5d
Total
5a
Se
6b
6d,
13b
13c
8o
60
52
80
100
65
25
50
50
900
8,050
1,550
11,900
2,650
1, 200
3,650
1,600
850
1,050
Wash-Sum.
d
100 57,000
52 2,200
8o,300
6d,
Boylston
Park
25 750
100 7,500
100 35,200
Total(1906)11,000
Total(2006) 11,550
Boylston:
Tremont to
Arlington
(1800')
lc
12a
12b
13a
13b
d
Se
6a
6b
6c
5
10
32
30
38
10
100
33
33
5
200
1,350
1,800
750
650
300
1,200
1,150
1,850
300
lc
12a
12b
Arlington
Boylston
5d
6c
5
10
32
100
100
10
43,50
43,550
200
65o
1,8oo
15,200
7, 500
450
5 400
Total(1800) 9,550
Total(206)10,600
Charles
St. :
Beacon to
Boylston
(1650 ")
l4a
14b
14c
13a
13b
13c
6a
6b
550
600
550
1,250
1,200
350
1,400
1,800
14a
14c
Arlington
Boylston
13c
13 150
22
100
100
15
6oo
15,200
7,500
800
Total(1650 7,700
Total (200 . 9,300
*Considered in full because of open view of Charles St.
55,100
26,200
26,500 37,100
24,250
24, 750 33,870
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TABLE B-4. Cont.
Number of Persons Arriving by
Automobile and Truck Mass. Transit and Bus
Path Sub % Persons Station % Persons Other Total
Zone- or-Subzone. Modes- Exposure(1) (2) ( ) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Mass. Ave: 10c' 50 1,00600 lOc 50 1.000
Columbus -tc
Wash.
(2000')
9a 37
9b 90
9c 27
1,350
3,400
1,000
Subtotal 7,9550
Other side 7,550
of Mass. Ave.
Total(2000' ) 15,100
State St:
Atlantic to
Devonshire
(2000')
3a
3b
3c
4a
4b
4d
16b
16c
50
25
7
6o
15
4
20
45
Total
Boylston:
from Exeter
to Hereford
(1800')
loa
10d
l1la 2
12a
1,650
900
350
2, 8o
700
200
900
1,150
8,650
850
85o
450
1,350
9a 37 45o
9b 90 1,700
9c 27 500
3,650
3, 650
3a
3b
3c
4a
4b
4d
16b
16c
50
25
7
6o
15
4
20
45
loa
10d
llaa
12a
7,300
2,000
350
100
4,000
200
100
1,os0
1,150
8, 950
22, 400
17,600
1,250
1,000
250
65o
Total(1800') 3,500
Total(2000') 3,900
3,250
3,600
Tremont:
from Walt-
ham to W.
Newton St.
(1700')
7
32
18
22
Total(1700') 3,550t
Total(2000') 4,150
450
1,650
65o
800
7
32
18
22
250
100
200
400
. 950
1,150 5,300
7,9500
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Tables B-5 through B-8
EXPSOSURE TO MOTOR VEHICLE USERSI IN PERSONS
Notes
Column (1) streets at entrances to the visibility area, as marked on
Figs. B-2 through B-13. Astrisks (*) indicate streets and
highways including external exposure.
(2) Average directional daily traffic at entrances to the
visibility area.' Counts are taken from Fig. B-l. Symbols
accompanying col. (2) are as follows:
(h) one-half of the traffic volume on two way streets
where element is seen from one direction only.
(0) one-way street having no other parallel major street
in the visibility area. Counts on such streets are
multiplied by 180% before inclusion in totals of col. (2).
See Appendix B.
(3) Totals of col. (2) multiplied by 1.4 persons per vehicle;
equals 100% of persons having destinations in the visibility
area plus 200% of those passing through the area without
stopping, except where noted otherwise (see Washington-Summer
Node).
(4) Total private motor-vehicle users having destinations in the
visibility area; taken from tables B-1 through B-4, col. 3.
(5) Total private motor-vehicle users passing through the visibi-
lity area without stopping, equals one-half of the difference
between col. (3) and col. (4).
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TABLE B-5. EXPOSURE TO MOTOR VEHICLE USERS; NO. OF PERSONS -- DISTRICTS
No. of Persons-in
Dis- DT Visibility Area
trict Street OOO's Total- Destined- Through
(1) (2) (3) (4 15)
Cmmo remont at Park 1
and
Public
Garden
Bromfield and Winter
Broadway, at ,Boylston
Boylston and Newbury at Arl.
Commonwealth at Arlington
Connection from Storrow
Beacon Hill Streets (4 sts.)
7
15
17
7(h)
10(h)
6.
Total (local) 81 113,400 32,250 4o,55o
Washington, at Essex
Boylston, at Washington
Summer, at Devonshire
Franklin
School and Milk
Other minor (3 streets)
Total (local)
180% Wash. + 100% all others
Beacon * Memorial, both directions
Hill * Mass. Ave., at Mem. Drive
Entrance to Longellow Bridge
* Rte. 1; at Memorial '
* Northeast Expressway
Cambridge St. at Scollay St.
Park and Charles
* Southeast Expressway
* Storrow East of B.1. Bridge
Ramp at Chas. Rot.
Local Streets
Total
Local (including Storrow
and Marlboro)
* External
47.5 66,600 21,200 22,700
28(h)
11(h)
10(h)
18(h)
22(h)
11(h)
39,
27(h)
30(h)
7
2
205
145
60
287,000 30,150 128,400
203,000 30,150 86,400
84,oOO -- 42,000
Back * Memorial, Storrow, Harvard,
Bay and Longfellow bridges (see
Beacon Hill) 68
Storrow, west of Chas. Rot. 38(h)
Beacon St., west of Chas. 17.
Commonwelath and Dartmouth 16(h)
Berkely, Marlboro, Exeter 19
Total 158
Local(incl. Storrow + Harv. Brg.)148
*External 12
Wash.
Shop-
ping
6(0)
8-
6.5
3 (h)
11
8
204, 400
16,8oo
29,500 87,400
8,4oo
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TABLE B-5, __Continued
Dis - ADT No. of-Pers. in Vis . Area
trict Street (060' s) Total Destined Through
(l)2) ( (4) (5)
South Tremont at both ends, 11(.h)
End Shawmut, Wash. and Harrisson 21
E. Newton, W. Newton and
Dartmouth 8(h)
Dover and Clarendon 13
other cross streets (4 x 2) 8
other minor (8 x 1/2 + 9 x 1) 13
Total(local) 74 103,600 25,950 58,800
Finan- State, Water, Milk + Franklin 21
cial Devonshire and others (north) 6
Central 1
Pearl and others (south) 6
Congress (both ways) 6(h)
Total(local) 40 56, 000 18,200 18,900
Park Broadway, ArL., Stuart (East) 27
Sq. Columbus, Stuart, St. James 14(h)
Area Other minor (3 streets) '2(h)
T4tal(local) 3 60,200 16,950 21,600
TABLE B-6. EXPOSURE TO MOTOR VEHICLE USERS, NO. OF PERSONS -- LANDMARKS
State Total (same sCB e St.
House exceptsiH e CSt.rlocal (Chas., Park and local)
External
John
Hancock
Bldg.
194
41
153
271,600
57,400
214,200
14,900 21,300
---- 107,100
*Memorial, Storrow, Mass. Ave 123
Longfellow Bridge, Beacon (see
Back Bay)
*Rte. 1, N.E. and S.E. Expway 67
(see Beacon Hill)
Commonwealth and Beacon at Ken 21(h)
*Broadway at Fort Channel 9(h)
*Dover at Fort Channel 9
*borchester Ave (both direction)13(h)
*Columbus, Huntington at Mass 18(h)
Boylston at Mass 6(h)
Total 246
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TABLE B-6 Continued
Iaud- ADT No. of Pers; in-Vis; Area
mark Street 000'S Total Destined Through
(1) (2) (3) (4) ()
John
Han-
cock,
cont.
local: Boylston, Hunt., Colum.,
Berkeley, Clarend., Dart., St.
James and Stuart 55
*External 191
Faneuil Washington, North of Court
Hall North
Clinton, Freind, and Cornhill
Congress and Market
others
Total
Statler Total (local)
Hotel (Same as Park Square)
Trinity
Church
Boylston at Copley
Huntington
Dartmouth
Clarendon
St. James and other
Total(local)
77,000
267,400
17,000 30,000
---- 133,700
11
6(h)
9
6(h)
2
3W 57,600 8,1400 24,600
60,200 11,6oo 24,300
6(h)
6(h)
11.
9
4(h)
3> 5o,400 7,000 21,700
*Mass. Ave. 13(o)(h)
Huntington, Claremont and Fens 12(h)
Total(local).
Total Esternal (Harv. Br.
and Fens )
35 49,000
18 25,200
5,300 21,850
S25, 200
Post Congress and Devonshire
Office Pearl
Milk and Water
Total
Paul
Revere
21
Hanover (both ways) and Unity 4
29,400 7,400
5,6o0 600
Chris-
tian
Science
Church
11,000
2, 500
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TABLE B-7 EXPOSURE TO MOTOR VEHICLE USERS; NO. OF PERSONS --- NODES .
ADT No of Pers; in-Vis.- Area
Node Street 000's Total Destined Through
Washington
Summer, at Devonshire
Total (local)
(100% destined + 100% nondestined)
14
6.5
20.5 28,700 9,700 19,000
South Purchase and summer (south)
Station Federal, Summer(North) and Essex
Other
Total (local) 27 37,800 8,ooo 14,700
Copley -Same streets as Trinity Ch.
Sq. Addition for Huntington
Total
Union 1/2 Tremont and Union Park
Park Sq. (indirect view)
1 57,400
9 12,600
10,1400 23,500
85o 5,850
Paul
Revere
Mall
Scollay Cambridge,
Sq. Sudbury, Court, Brattle and others
Total (local)
North Causway (both directions)
Station Portland
Canal
Total
2,500Estimated
(h)
29 40,600 18,150 11,250
(h)
20 28,000 5,500 11,250
Cambridge and Longfellow
Chas. and Ramps from Storrow
81,200Total
Hay- Union
market Canal, Merrimac and Washington
5,300 37,950
21 29, 400 5,200 12,100
Wash-
ington
Summer
11 (h)
14
2
5 (h)
Charles
Rotary
(h)
Total
TABLE B-8 EXPOSURE T M0TOR VEHICLE USERS; NO. OF PERSON3 --- PATH
ADT No. of Pers. in Vis. Area
000's Total Destined Through
(2) (3) (4) (5)
Washington
at Shopping
District
Washington
Summer
Bedford, Temple and Milk
Total (local)
Tremont,
at Common
6.5
8.5
40 56,000 11,900 22C,0
Tremont
Winter, West Bedford and Boyl.
Total (local)
Boylston,
at Common
(0)
5W 75,600 11,000 52, 400
Boylston, before Arlington 12
Broadway, Arlington and Tremont 53
Total (local)
Mass. Ave.,
at South
End
Mass. Ave., (both directions)
Tremont, (both direction)
Shawmut
66 92,400 9,550 41,0 X0
26
13.5
5
Total (local) 4ThT 61,800 15,100 23,350
State
Congress, (both directions)
Kilby, Change
Broad., Commercial and others
Total (local)
Charles
at Common
Beacon and Boylston
Broadway
Total (local)
47, 6oo 8, 65o 19, 500
(0)
61 85,4oo 7,700 38,850
Boylston (both directions)
Exeter, Fairefield and Heref.
Huntington and Dalton
51 43,4.00 5, 500 19, 950
Tremont,
at
South End
Tremont (both directions)
Clarendon
Dartmouth
all others
3,550 17,100
Path
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Street
(1)
State (0)
(h)
Boylston,
at R.R.
Total
(h)
12
4
25
8.5
(h)
(h)
(0)
27 37.,800Total
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Tables B-9 through B-12
EXPOSURE TO MOTOR VEHICLE USERS
IN PERSON.TIME UNITS
Notes
Column (1) Streets from which element is visible as marked on
Figs. B-2 through B-13.
(2) Average directional daily traffic on various portions
of streets in (1) above; taken from Fig. B-i.
(3) Time of exposure for said portions of streets. Refer
to figs. B-2 through B-13.
(4) Col. (2) multiplied by col. (3). Figures for external
exposure are rounded.
(5) Totals in col. (4) multiplied by 1.4 persons per vehicle.
(6) Totals in (5) divided by total number of persons having
destinations in' and passing through the respective
visibility area by private motor vehicles. This number
of persons equals the sum of totals in cols. (4) and
(5), tables B-5 thrdugh B-8 above, for the element under
consideration. The resulting seconds per person were
used in Table 1 to factor the exposure of elements to
motor vehicle users (computed in tables B-5 through
B-8, col. 5) for an average exposure time by element
type. See Appendix B.
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TABLE B-9 EXPOSURE TO MOTOR VEHICLE USERS; PERSON SECONDS; DISTRICTS
ADI time Expsure Sec.District Street 000's (sec.) 1000 1000 per
veh. pers. person
sec sec
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
4- U 4A
Beacn, as of Ca as.
west of Chas.
Park
Charles
Arlington
Commonwealth
Boylston, at Copley
-. of Arlington
w. of Charles
w. of Tremont
Columbus
Other minor
Total (local)
Washington Washington, before Boylston
Shopping Washington, after Boylston
Summer
School, Franklin and Winter
Milk, Temple and West
Boylston
All others
57
17
32
19
10.5
7
6
12
19
14
5
6
14
6.5
18
8
8
120
250
100
20
40
40
Total (local)
External:
Storrow, west of Mass.
east of Mass.
Memorial, west of Mass.
east of Mass.
west of Rte. 1
east of Rte. 1
Harvard Bridge
N. E. Expressway
S. E. Expressway
Total (External)
50
37.5
16.5
25
9
11
18
22
27.5
. IUMU11
and .
Public
Gardens
15,600 215
900Aj
680
210
1,600
950
420
100
60
48o
950
840
100
900
11,230
720
3,500
650
360
320
320
1,300
7,170
2,400
2,250
1,500
1,900
300
200
700
1, 200
1,250
11,700 16,400 390
10,000 228
Beacon
Hill
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TABLE B-9. Continued
District Street AD Time Exposure Sec.
000's (sec.) 1000 1000 per
veh. pers. person
sec sec
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Local
Storrow, at Shell
Ramp at Rotary
Cambridge
Longfellow bridge
Chas ., at Beacon Hill
at Common
Beacon
Marlboro,
Park
local streets
80
7
22
11
16
32
15
17
3
i
35
15
160
70
70
60
60
20
40
40
Total, local
2,800
100
3,520
770
1,120
1,920
900
340
120
280
2,300
13,7T20 19,100 167
Backbay External
Memorial
Longfellow
3,250
40 440
3,690Total, External
Local
Harvard bridge
Storrow, v. of Mass.
e. of Mass.
Beacon, e. of Chas.
w. of.Chas.
Comonwealth, e. of Mass.
w. of Mass.
Arlington
Berkeley
Clarendon
Dartmouth
Marlboro
Newbury
local streets
18
30
37.5
15
17
10
14
10.5
19
14
9
8
11
3
3
60
90
110
40
60
60
20
140
50
To
40
30
30
120
80
Total, local
5,150 600
1,080
2,700
4,130
600
1,020
'600
280
1,470
950
980
360
240
330
360
240
440
15,780 22,100 189
Beacon
Hill,
continued
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TABLE B-9. Continued
District Street ADT Time Exposure Sec.000's (sec.) 1000 1000 per
veh. pers. person
sec sec
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
So. End Tremont, both directions
Shawnut, Wash. and Ha rrison
Clarendon and Dartmouth
Newton and Dover-
Waltham and Union Park
Other cross sts.
Other minor
11
21
6.5
14
5
4
120
120
4.0
100
100
100
Total
1,320
2,520
260
1,400
500
400
T40
7,040 9,850 152
State st.
Water and Milk
Franklin
Devonshire
Congress (both
Federal
Pearl
Oliver-Kilby 
-
Others
7
4
6
4
directions)
120
160
60
30
120
50
50
40
70
70
Total
Park Sq. Arlington
Broadway
Columbus
Stuart, v.
Stuart, at
Stuart, e.
Eliot
Providence
30-
20
30
20
30
30
30
40
30
30
of Arlington
Statler
of Tremont
and others
840
64o
360
120
480
200
400
200
350
210
150
3,950
570
220
270
300
150
210
150
440
240
210
180
2,940
5,500 148
Total 14,100 108
Financial
4,100 108Total
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TABLE B-10. EXPOSURE TC PRIVATE VEHICLE PASSENGERS; PERSON SECONDS
-- LANIMARKS
Landmark Street ADT Time Exposure Sec/
000's (sec) 1000 1000 pers.
veh. pers.
sec sec
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
State External: same as Beacon
House Hill, including Longfellow 12,500. 19,000 178
Local:
Park 7 40 280
Charles 32 30 960
Other, minor 100
Total 1,340 1,880 -53
John External
Hancock Storrow, west of Mass. 30 90 2,700
west of Chas. Rot. 40 20 800
Memorial, w. of Mass. 16.5 90 1,500
e. of Mass. 25 4o 1,000
other portions 350
Harvard Br. 18 55 1,000
Longfellow Br. 11 20 200
Rte. 1 (total) 1,550
N. E. Expressway 22 50 1,100
S. E. Expressway 27.5 110 3,000
Broadway, East Boston 8 70 550
one way portion 10 25 250
Herald 10 15 150
Dover 9 25 250
Dorchester Ave. 7.5 30 250
5.5 25 150
Huntington and Columbus 22 10 200
Commonwealth, e. of Kenmore 14 60 850
w. of Kenmore 19 15 300
Beacon, w. of Kenmore 17 15 250
, at Common 15 40 600
Total, External 17,450 24,500 190
Local
Boylston 6 75 450
Huntington 10 50 500
Columbus, St. James and Strt. 13.5 30 405
Dartmouth 5.5 15 1002.5 10
Clarendon 9 30 270
Berkeley (avrae) 7 30 21
11 10
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TABLE B-10. Continued
Landmark Street AD Time Exposure Sec.000' s (sec.) 1000 1000 per
veh. pers. person
sec sec
(l) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Faneuil Washington
Hall North
Friend
So. Market
Clinton and Cornhill
Congress
Others
Total (local)
Statler
Hilton
Columbus
11
6
3
5
3.5
1.5
5
7
14
8
7
11
6
15
Stuart, E. of Arlington
E. of Tremont
Eliot
Arlington
Providence
Broadway
Total (local)
Trinity Boylston
Church St. James
Huntington
Dartmouth
Clarendon
Others
Total (local)
30
25
15
30
30
20
30
20
6 40
3.5 50
4.5 20
6 20
11 20
5.5 10
2.5 15
9 40
.5 20
Christian
Science
Church
External
Local
Mass. Avenue
Huntington
Claremont
local streets
Total (local)
13
11
1.5
600 840 34
260
220
T5
45
700 980 3T
110
360
320
180
100
70
30
1,170
150
180
210
240
210
220
180
300
1,690
240
175
90
120
220
55
40
360
10
1,300
1,640
2,350
1,920
Mf ILibraries
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77 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02139
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Email: docs@mit.edu
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TABLE B-10. Continued
ADT Time Exposure Sec.Landmark Street 000' s (sec. ) 1000 1000 per
veh. pers. person
sec see
() (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Post Pearl 5 TO 350
Office Milk 4 60 240
Congress and Devonshire 4 50 200
4 10 '40
Water 4 15 60
Total (local) 8 1,250 68
Paul Hanover 2 20 40
Revere Total (local) 1.0 56 18
TABLE B-11. EXPOSURE TO PRIVATE VEHICLE PASSENGERS; PERSON -SECONDS
NOIES
Washington
Summer
Total (local)
14
6-5.
60
30
15
TO
60
Summer
at Dewey Sq.
Purchace
Federal
Essex
Others
Total (local)
Boylston
Huntington
St. James
Dartmouth
Clarendon
Other
Total (local)
6
11
6
3.5
0.5
5.5
2.5
9'
0.5
TO
60
50
40
20
40
60
40'
20
840
450
1,290
540
90
30
350
120
200
1,330
420
660
300
140
10
220
150
360
10
2, 2T0
1,800
1,860
3, 200 95
Wash. -
Summer
South
Station
Copley
Sq.
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TABIE B-11. Continued
A]I Time Exposure Sec.
Node Street 000's (see.) 1000 1000 per
veh. pers. person
sec sec
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Union Union Park
Pa-k Sq. Tremont
Total (local)
150
120
2T8 380
Hanover
Unity
Total (local)
Cambridge
Scollay Sq.
Court
Sudbury
Brattle
Other
Total (local)
Causway
Canal
Portland
Total (local)
Charles Cambridge
Rotary Longfellow
Charles
Ramps
Total (local)
Haymarket
Sq.
Canal
Merrimac
Washington
Union
2 20
0.5 20
11
11
11
32
2
100
30
40
30
50
30
6.5
3
4
140
30
30
5.5
5
5.5
5
50.
1,100
90
100
60
2,120
520
210
120
850
1,540
330
480
600
2,950
38o
350
270
100
1,100
To 20
3,000 .l04
1,200
4,150 96
ToaI lcl)150 8
Paul
Revere
Mall
Scollay
Sq.
North .
St 'n
Total (local)-' 1,540 89
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TABLE B-12 EXPOSURE TO PRIVATE VEHICLE PASSENGERS; PERSON SECONDS --
PATHS.
ADT Time Exposure Sec.
Path Street 000's (sec.) 1000 1000 per
veh. pers. person
sec. sec.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Washington
at Shopping
Tremont at
Common
Boylston
at Common
Washington
Summer
Others
Total (local)
Tremont
Winter and W. Bedford
Boylston
Total (local)
Boylston (6 x 10 +-12 x
+ 19 x 50 + 14 x 60)
Arlington
Broadway
Tremont
14
6.5
19
15
19
Total (local)
Mass. Ave.:
Columbus to
Washington
State;
Atlantic to
Devonshire
Charles at
Common
Mass (26 x 50 + 2 x 15.5 x
,Tremont and Shawnut
Total (local)
State
Congress
Devonshire
Kilby, broad and others
Total (local)
Charles
Broadway and Beacon
Boylston
Total (local)
50)
200 2,800
100 650
11400
3,850
220 4v,20O
20 120
60 840
5,160
2,330
570
300
1,330
4,530
2,850
680
3,530
5,340 158
7,220 150
6,340 125
4,950 128
120 840
60 360
32
15
19
50
60
50L
310
1,510
1,600
900
950
3.11450
2,40
4,800 104
Tremont,
at So. End
Boylston
at R.R.
Tremont (5.5 x 10 + 2 x 6 x 40
+ 6.5 x 40)
Dartmouth 2
Clarendon
Others
Total (local)
Boylston
Others
Total (local)
2 x 6
8oo
25 60
20 80
170
60 720190
910 1,270 5
1,p540
T ta ocal
2
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APPENDIX C. ANALYSIS OF PATHS AND AREAL SUBSYSTEMS
In the process of surveying the Analysis Area, emphasis
was given to two opposite vantage points: the visibility of
major elements and the sequences on the major paths. Both
parts of the survey were done on foot and by automobile.
In addition to delineating the portions of the paths from
which other major elements are exposed, this part of the
survey sought an evaluation of the clarity of exposure,
clarity of approach (and of exit), and the clarity of visual
interconnections. The results of this survey have been
summarized on Figs. 7, 8 and 9 of Chapter VII.
The opposite point of view was also considered. Each
of the major roads was then analyzed separately in terms of
the spatial characteristics along its length, the activity
fill, the major views, the strategic landmarks and decision
points, the perceived alignment and forms. The sequential
change in these characteristics was then evaluated as to
path structure and continuity, sense of progression and
direction, the sense of the path as an interconnector of
other elements, the clarity of path alignment and its loca-
tional relationships. Finally, the experience of moving
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on a number of connected paths revealed similarities and
relationships: road patterns could be inferred, systems
could be extracted, strengths and weaknesses in the system
of paths and joints could be concluded. The system analysis
is provided in Chapter VII and is summarized on Figs. 14
through 20 thereof.
The purpose of this appendix is twofold. First, it
furnishes some data for the reader who is not familiar with
the area. Second, it gives examples of how individual paths
were analyzed and how such analysis lead to an evaluation
of the system.
The appendix is in two sections. The first concentrates
on a description and evaluation of individual path sequences,
and the second briefly evaluates subsystems of the areal
structure. Both sections form an integral part of the field
survey, upon which basis the analysis of Chapter VII was
made; yet they are by no means a complete account for the
extent or the categories involved in the survey. They are
offered, as mentioned above, as examples.
A. SELECTED SEQUENCES
The selection of sequences to be included herein was
subject to certain criteria. The selected paths cover as
much as possible of the Analysis Area within the limitations
of time and space. The sequences describe only the major
characteristics and changes, approximating the experience
of the automobile driver rather than the pedestrian. Only
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one direction of vehicalar movement is described unless
it is felt that the sequence in the other direction contains
some critical differences which should be pointed out.
As shown in Figs. C-1 through C-7, each sequence is
described and evaluated with respect to:
(a) Space and activity along the path: edge definition and
spatial elements; location and intensity of activities.
(b) Movement: sensations of changes in vertical and hori-
zontal alignment of the road; sensations of speed; per-
ceived motion of field.
(c) Generalized spatial character: scale and proportion;
generalized spatial sensations of enclosure, screening,
light, and transitions between major spaces.
(d) Visibility: exposed views and charac'eristics; locations
from which various elements are seen; clarity of exposure.
(e) Orientation and structure: path structure and relation
to the outside; perceived elements and relationships;
inferred structure of the street system; inferred
locations of hidden elements; disorientations, dis-
continuity, lack of relation, confusions; etc.
(f) General evaluation: road continuity, sense of progression,
direction and location; the role of the path in connecting
city elements and its fit in the total structure of the
city.
The paths to be analyzed are classified into three groups
according to their geographical direction. The analysis will
rely mainly on diagrams, specially in (a)-(e) above. As an
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explanation of the graphic language, one path -- Storrow
Drive -- is described both graphically and narratively.
All paths are evaluated as mentioned in (f) above.
1. Paths Perpendicular to Mass. Ave.
Storrow Drive (inbound, Fig. C-i)
1.* Starting west of Harvard Bridge the road splits
in two, passes under Mass. Ave. in a restricted,
sharply bcenfined underpass. At this point the view
is sharply restricted; not even the other side of
the road is seen. Attention is drawn mostly to
traffic.
2. The view suddenly opens. The panorama of the Charles
River, M.I.T., and the Backbay edge recalls the view
seen before entering the underpass. Beacon Hill,
the State House and the Court House are in the vista,
and are seen more clearly than before, giving the
driver a sense of approach to his destination. A
pedestrian overpass, a short distance ahead, forms a
distinct, 'local' landmark.
3. As the driver continues, the panorama of the Charles
River is partially hidden by the trees along the
'Memorial Embankment'. The State House dome and the
Court House slowly disappear behind the hill. The
Memorial Shell gradually appears from behind the
trees, framed by the pedestrian overpass which 'grows'
as it is approached. Another pedestrian overpass is
seen beside the shell, slightly in front of it.
* Numbers relate to check points identified on Fig. C-1 p. 368.
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4. Past the former overpass, the whole scene gradually
disappears as the road goes down into a tunnel.
Inside the tunnel, the space is dim and compressed,
the road is cut off from the surroundings and attention
is totally focussed on traffic. The tunnel curves to
the left and there is an exit to the right, but these
events are disconnected from the outside scene. Light
is seen at the end of the tunnel and a new scene
gradually appears.
5. The edge of the built-up area is different from the
Backbay edge seen earlier; it is obviously a new dis-
trict. To infer that this new district is Beacon
Hill, however, is difficult, because it looks different
from the view -of the Hill seen before entering the
tunnel. Whether or not the driver has in fact reached
Beacon Hill is dubious.
6. Longfellow Bridge is seen across the road and the
rapid transit station leads the eye to the right. The
approach to the Charles Rotary is inferred by the
transit station, and by the branch of the road turning
to the right with signs reading "Scolly Sq." and
'Tambridge". The Rotary itself, however, is not seen.
7. As the driver approaches Longfellow Bridge he makes a
left turn, passes under the bridge, and, curving to
the right, passes under two other overpasses. He
arrives at Mass. General Hospital which he has not
seen before from the road. The Science Museum is seen
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a short distance ahead. The road continues.
Evaluation: The space restrictions (tunnel, underpasses)
and the contrasting space relief divides the inbound sequence
into two marked sections (in addition to that of the tunnel):
Mass. Ave. to tunnel and tunnel to Longfellow Bridge. These
sections are different in edge characteristics and visible
landmarks, but are strongly tied together by the recurrent
view of the Charles River. They are also similar in form:
space restriction marks the beginning and end of each section,
and open space characterizes the entire length of each.
The districts of Back Bay and Beacon Hill are well
connected visually along the road, as one is seen clearly
from the other. Yet the arrival at Beacon Hill would have
been much clearer had it not been as abrupt. Landmarks are
well related to the areas in which they are located, but
are poorly connected to each other and to the road, since
the paths leading to them from Storrow Drive are seldom
noticed.
Probably the greatest inadequacy of the design of Storrow
Drive is its poor relationship to other paths. Gross paths
are generally hidden; verbal signs direct the movement of
drivers. Even when cross paths are seen (such as Longfellow
Bridge), their intersections with the.road are out of sight.
These intersections are at best inferred by only the ex-
perienced driver.
The sequence in the other direction, starting from
Longfellow Bridge, is in some respects similar and in other
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respects different. Here the road stays on the surface,
always following the river. The turn at the Shell divides
the road into two sections, differentiated by the accom-
panying change in scene. In the first section, the edge
of Back Bay is directly facing the driver, the space of
the road pierces that edge and makes a distinct entrance.
After the turn the Back Bay edge rotates and becomes parallel
to the road. Harvard Bridge is seen in the vista together
with the upward ramp which connects to the bridge.
The view of the Charles River, the bridges, the Back
Bay edge, the Shell and the Memorial Embankment identify
the road and the driver's location on it. The reversed
position of the River and the reversed order of the sequence
differentiate inbound and outbound directions.
Yet, the feeling of Beacon Hill, the State House and
the Court House (seen before Longfellow Bridge) is, in this
direction, very muted. Thus the visual connection of Back
Bay and Beacon Hill is not as strong as it appeared from the
inbound direction.
In conclusion, the Charles River gives Storrow Drive
perceptual continuity, directional differentiation and fixed
location; there is always the sense of being at the edge of
the Boston Peninsula. There is a good sense of progression,
as the road is scaled by its major sections. The role of
the path in connecting Beacon Hill and Back Bay, to each
other and to the Charles River, is substantial. However,
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by its poor relation the other paths and nodes, the
visual role of the road as part of the whole movement
system is greatly restricted.
Park-Beacon St. (outbound, Fig. C-2)
Evaluation: The contrasting space dimensions, the
contrasting scenes, and the intersecting major streets
divide Beacon St. into two sections, each of which is in
turn divided into minor divisions.
The first section is strongly identified by the con-
stant open space of the Common, and can be further divided
into State House to Charles St. and Charles St. to Arlington
St. Fig. C-2 shows, for the second section (Arlington St.
to Mass. Ave.) the heirarchical structure brought about by
the degree of space differentiation and the strength of
transition points.
Continuity of the sequence is well achieved by the
straightness of the road and its downward slope both of which
allow its parts to be intervisible. There is a strong sense
of place along the entire length of the road as it exposes
imageable, well-defined and well-differentiated elements.
This sense of place is particularly strong at the peak of
the hill, where the driver commands a view of the whole scene,
and the visual connection between the major districts of Back
Bay, Beacon Hill and the Common is abundantly clear.
There is no doubt or confusion about the relationship
between Beacon St. and other intersecting streets. Inter-
sections and directions are generally clear throughout the
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sequence, except perhaps for the difficulty of inferring the
direction of the secondary streets of Beacon Hill. The
connections with Storrow Drive and the Charles River are
also muted, although Beacon St. could be inferred as
parallel to Storrow Drive since both paths cross Mass. Ave.
perpendicularly.
Commonwealth Ave.
The sequence on Commonwealth Ave. is very
much like that of Beacon St. in Back Bay: two major sections
divided by Dartmouth St. However, the scene is totally
different. Commonwealth Ave. is well identified by its
great width, its green space, trees, statues, pedestrian
paths and benches in the middle park. The Dartmouth St.
intersection is further emphasized by the Vendome Hotel,
an elegant building whose low height and great set back
make Dartmouth St. look even wider than it is.
Starting from Arlingtou St., there are no other con-
trasting events, save some minor landmarks such as the First
Baptist Church and the Red Cross building. The progression
of these buildings and of the intersecting major streets
gives a sense of direction and of movement, although this
is not as strongly felt as in the preceding paths.
The sense of progression is stronger from the other
direction, where the public gardens are seen as they are
approached from Dartmouth St. The relationship of Back
Bay to the Public Gardens is self-explanatory. Commonwealth
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Ave. ends at Arlington St., reaching the Public Gardens at
a sharp and simple "T" intersection where the spaces of
Commonwealth Ave.and of the Gardens merge together. Although
the intersection is highly imageable, it leaves Commonwealth
Ave. somewhat disconnected to other major streets in the
area. This point is discussed in Chapter VII.
The simplicity and continuity of the sequence, the
strong differentiation of the street itself, and its sharply
defined, right-angled intersections with other primary and
secondary streets make the sequence easy to comprehend and
to remember.
Boylston St. (inbound, Fig. C-3)
Evaluation: This sequence is composed of four sections:
Mass. Ave. to Copley Sq., Copley to Arlington-St., Arlington
St. to Tremont St., and Tremont St. to Washington St. The
first section is not as distinctive as the latter three;
its activity is not identifiable and its space is somewhat
chaotic. The changes in space within this section do not
play a major role in the sequence since they are irrelevant
to activity and they seem to be accidental. Copley Sq. is
a major transition point of space, of movement, and of
activity. It is differentiated from the whole street
by its well-proportioned space, which can be grasped as
a whole unit, by the characteristic edge and associated
landmarks, and by the intersection of the three major
streets and the consequent functional role of the square.
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The second section, Copley Sq. to Arlington St.,
is characteristic in activity and outlook, and is hooked
at both ends to known open spaces. This section can be
further subdivided by the crossing streets at which movement
is slowed down or stopped, recalling corresponding sections
on Beacon St. and Commonwealth Ave.
The section at the Common and Public Gardens is in
immediate contrast to those before and after it. Charles
St. divides this section into two divisions differentiated
by the direction of traffic, by the street width and by the
change in the name and character of the open space.
Continuity of the path, especially from Copley Sq. to
Washington St., is achieved by the intervisibility of its
various segments and by the continuance of shop fronts and
pedestrian activity. The sense of approach to downtown is
evident as the path gains importance by increased shopping
activity and increased traffic.
Generally, there is a strong sense of both the path
and the area through which it travels, except perhaps in
two sections. The area between Mass. Ave. and Copley Sq.
is indistinctive as is the road. Between Tremont and
Washington Sts. there is a strong sense of place, but the
road itself is dead ended to an insignificant finale. It
seems similar to other minor cross streets in the shopping
districts. The sense of the path is here subordinated to
the sense of the place.
The grid-iron street-and-block system of Back Bay, the
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site of the Common and the sense of approach to (or departure
from) downtown have been common features in the Boylston St.
sequence as well as in those of Beacon St. and Commonwealth
Ave. The driver infers that these three streets are parallel.
He recognizes his direction while moving along any of them,
and easily infers and systematizes all the streets of Back
Bay.
2. Paths Parallel to Mass. Ave.
Broadway-Charles St. (Fig. C-4)
Evaluation: The three divisions of the sequence of
Broadway-Charles St. are essentially different in character.
They vary widely in visual identity as well as in the strength
of their interconnection. Charles St. at the Common is
visually tied with Charles St. in Beacnn Hill, but the con-
nection between Broadway and Charles St. is poor and confusing.
The sudden appearance of Charles St. at the Common does not
allow the driver enough time to visualize its connection with
Broadway, and the sudden break of the curved path of Broadway
weakens the connection further. The curve of Broadway, more-
ever, is too subtle and undefined to be noticeable, and the
break at Charles St. could be misperceived as a change in
the direction of the path.
The contrast between Charles and Broadway is apparent
in many respects. There is a strong sense of place in the
former but not in the latter. The direction of Charles St.
is as clear as its location; it intersects perpendicularly
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with Boylston and Beacon Streets, both of which are
identifiable. The sense of progression on Charles St.
is strongly felt by its contrasting, memorable parts, and
it reaches a definite finale at the Charles Rotary. All
these qualities are generally missing in Broadway.
The difficulty of the joint between Broadway and Charles
St. is further compounded by Park Sq. This is an amorphous
space disrupted by billboards and parking lots. Many paths
enter the space but their channels are undefined and their
pattern is unintelligible. Dissimilar and disjointed,
Broadway-Charles St. cannot be considered as one continuous
path.
Arlington St.
The road starts with the Public Gardens to the left
and the characteristic edge of Back Bay to the right. Two
major cross streets appear a short distance away: Common-
wealth Ave. with its wide space, and Boylston St. whose
edge is seen at the end of the Gardens. The same church
which was seen by the driver on Boylston St. appears again
at this corner.
The continuation of the road in the Shopping District
is seen straight ahead, It is narrow and sharply confined
at both edges. The Statler Hilton is next seen on the left.
The road edge changes gradually in character and space
confinement. At Tremont St. it becomes quite different than
at Boylston St. The sense of leaving Back Bay is clear, but
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there is no sense of arrival at any distinct place. It
ends at an amorphous joint, Arlington Sq.
This sequence is composed of two sections, one along
the Common and the other from Boylston to Tremont St. The
section along the Common relates clearly to the Back Bay
Sts. and is spatially divided by Commonwealth Ave. The
relationship of Back Bay and the Public Gardens to the road
and to each other is readily perceptible. Past Boylston
St., the road is not as imageable as the first section.
Some continuity between the two sections is achieved by
the straightness ofvalignment of the road, and the sequence
is legible because of its simplicity and shortness.
Dartmouth St.
This is one of the few major two-way streets in the
area. Starting at Tremont St. at the South End, the road
passes through what seems to be a lower-middle class
residential area. The road here has little identity. It
is not much different from other parallel paths in the area
(Berkeley and Clarendon), nor even from the roads which cross
it perpendicularly (Warren and Appleton). There are no
particular events to give the driver a sense of where he is.
The road crosses Columbus Ave., a relatively wide street,
with some concentration of stores at the intersection. The
road then begins to go in a gentle slope towards a railroad
overpass. The John Hancock Building appears suddenly on
the right, in full view, but quickly disappears as the driver
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crosses the overpass. (The view of the building from the
other direction along Dartmouth St. is much more conspictous
across the space of Copley Sq., and normally lasts longer
as the driver is stopped at the Square.)
Crossing the overpass the view widens. The road begins
to assume importance. It is sloping down, and the driver
can see the open space of Copley Sq. and some of its buildings,
the Public Library and the Sheraton Plaza Hotel. Arriving
at the Square the Old South Church, the N. E. Insurance
Building and the Trinity Church appear. The intersection
of Huntington Ave. and Boylston St. can now be seen and the
continuation of Dartmouth St. through Back Bay is defined.
The road continues and the scene changes. Commonwealth Ave.
is being approached. The wide space and trees of the Avenue,
and the characteristic Hotel Vendome, remind the drive of
the similar scene he saw from Commonwealth Ave. at this inter-
section.
The space is confined again after Commonwealth Ave.,
but the road is still wide. The driver finally arrives at
Beacon St. The road seems dead-ended, but there is a narrow
continuation. The space of the Charles River is inferred
by the light coming through the narrow street.
As in the case of Boylston St., Copley Sq. acts as a
point of transition in this sequence. The portion of the
road after the Square has a much stronger character and
clearer form than the portion before the square. Commonwealth
Ave. further divides the Back Bay section, and the railroad
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overpass, to a certain extent, subdivides the South End-
Copley Sq. section.
From the railroad overpass on, the road is continuous
by the intervisibility of its parts and by the uniformity
of the Back Bay edge. The approach to Back Bay is vivid
and clear. The sequence, railroad overpass-Copley Sq.-
Commonwealth Ave., differentiates directions on the road.
So does the position of the visible landmarks to the left
or right of the driver.
As one of the major north-south streets in Back Bay,
the road is well tied with and differentiated from the Back
Bay system. It clarifies the locational relationship of
Back Bay and Copley Sq. The relationship of the road to the
longitudinal streets of Back Bay is unmistakable, as their
intersections form clear transition points in the sequence
of Dartmouth as well as in the sequence of the longitudinal
streets. These transition points, moreover, are often
accented by landmarks and characteristic scenes which are
identifiable from the crossing roads.
Mass. Ave. (southbound, Fig. C-5)
Evaluation: Mass. Ave. is a dominant north-south path
in the Downtown Area, connecting a series of east-west
primary paths as well as two major districts, Back Bay and
the South End, whose characteristics are visible from the
road. It looks, and functions as a major path, and its
perceived direction, perpendicular to Charles River, gives
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orientation to the districts and paths it connects.
The path is structured by its differentiated transi-
tion points: Back Bay entrance, Commonwealth Ave., Symphony
Hall-Huntington Ave., Colombus Ave. and Washington St.
These transition points, as Fig. C-5 shows, sometimes mark
the beginnings of differentiated Districts; in other cases
they lie in chaotic areas. The sequence of these transition
points gives the driver a sense of progression and direction.
The continuity of the path is achieved by functional
rather than visual reasons; by its role as a cross connector
rather than by the intervisibility of its parts; by the
continuity and uniqueness of the functional corridor rather
than by the uniformity of edge. In spite of its important
role in structuring an array of paths, districts and land-
marks, the path has some visual problems. Its middle part
is mostly chaotic. Its intersection with Storrow Drive is
seldom noticed. The turn in the road, which is marked by
the Symphony Hall from one direction, is not felt from the
other direction. Furthermore, while the path exposes many
landmarks, it is not clear how these landmarks can be reached
(except for those located-.on the path itself).
3. Other Major Paths
Cambridge-Tremont St. (Fig. c-6)
Evaluation: Cambridge St. and Tremont St. form the
major sections of the sequence. These sections are quite
different, almost opposite in their internal composition.
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Cambridge St. is a connection between two nodal points,
while Tremont St. builds up to a central climax only to
fade away rather quickly. Cambridge St. has a homogeneous
character: its space is almost constant in width, and the
buildings along it have the same grey appearance. Tremont
St., on the other hand, is composed of four sharply-distinct
sections: Scollay Sq. to Park St., Park to Boylston St.,
Boylston to Broadway and Arlington to Mass. Ave.
Hooked to its end-nodes, Cambridge St. is perceptually
continuous, and because of its width and heavy traffic it
is distinct and recognizable as a major path. Despite con-
trasting spaces and activities, Tremont St. is continuous
and recognizable until its junction with Stuart St. Before
this junction, each section is sufficiently visible on
approach. The road is sufficiently straight and differentiated
from crossing streets to give the driver a sense of place.
After Stuart St., however, the path gradually deteriorates
and passes through points of potential confusion. The sense
of the path is lost for a while until it is regained at the
South End.
By the above criteria of continuity, Cambridge-Tremont
Sts. can not be considered one path; only the familiar
driver would not become confused at Scollay Sq. before enter-
ing Tremont St. However, the traffic pattern plays an
important role here. The sight of the mass of the downtown
buildings identifies the direction of movement, and Tremont
St. is the only way to this direction from Scollay Sq.
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(Court St. is one-way to Scollay). The heavy flow of traffic
from Scollay Sq. to Tremont St. helps to tie Cambridge and
Tremont Sts. together.
The sense of place is most felt on Tremont St. at the
Common and the Entertainment District. Charles Rotary and
Scollay Sq. are recognizable at first glance, but navigating
these places is difficult.
The downtown is approached clearly and gradually; it
is first seen at Scolley Sq., felt on Tremont St. as the
activity increases, and reaches its climax in the Entertain-
ment District. The relation of Tremont St. to the areas and
paths on either side of it is felt by direct exposure of
surrounding districts and activities, or by clues -- such as
the sight of pedestrians going to the Shopping District via
Winter St.
Washington St. (Fig. C-7)
Evaluation: This road is composed of two major sections:
one at the South End with its overhead rapid transit, the
other beyond the railroad overpass. The latter portion, un-
like the sequences on most other streets, does not lend
itself to sharply defined sections. Its sections are inner-
oriented towards climax points, but they merge with each
other giving continuity to the path.
Where the districts along the road have a strong character
and where the space is defined the path becomes dominant.
Thus, Kneeland and State Sts. mark the ends of the well-known
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portion of Washington St. The approaches and exits of the
Entertainment and Shopping Districts are unmistakable due
to the noticeable gradient of activity towards the climax
of these uses.
That Washington St. is next and parallel to Tremont St.
is also clear; both streets pass through approximately the
same sequence of districts. The connection of Washington
St. to the Common is clarified by the stream of pedestrians
along Winter St., and by the feeling of the light of the
space coming through the cross streets. Yet there are no
clues about the districts or activities on the other side
of Washington St., and its connection to the Garment Dis-
trict or to the Financial District is relatively weak.
B. AREAL SUBSYSTEMS
When all the major paths were studied as to their
characteristics and sequential form, common aspects were
reviewed. Stated differently, the experience of moving
along several paths enables the mover to infer their
directional and locational interrelationships, to a greater
or lesser extent depending on the clarity of these relation-
ships.
Combining the sequence analyses (especially the structure
and orientation diagrams) of individual paths on a map of
the Analysis Area, it was possible to evaluate the areal
structure of the whole system. Chapter VII, pp. 134-154 ,
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discussed in some detail the criteria by which paths can
be tied together in a legible areal system. These in-
cluded: common characteristics, views or sequential forms;
clarity of direction and destination of path groups; visi-
bility of, and clarity of approach to a dominant element to
which many paths can be referenced; and intervisibility of
paths. Conversely, the system can deteriorate due to lack
of path identity, ambiguities of direction or location, or
lack of other system-forming qualities.
The path system was found to be particularly strong and
structurally clear in some areas, yet in others it was very
weak and confusing. Rather than forming a coherent path
system, it formed smaller "subsystems" with varying degrees
of clarity and interconnection. These subsystems were
related to districts or to important intersections. Following
is a brief description and evaluation of these subsystems.
They are defined on Fig. 12-a p. 148.
1. The Back Bay Subsystem
The paths of Back Bay are all dis-
tinctly identified by th-e character-
I i istic building edge which defines
their space, by the straightness of their alignment and by
the ease of inferring the parallelism of crossing paths.
The paths of the subsystem are internally differentiated
into two groups, longitudinal and cross streets. These
groups are distinctly differentiated in many ways, including
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the apparent depth of the spatial corridor, similarity
of sequential form and common internal and external
references. Thus the longitudinal streets are charater-
ized by long and deep spaces, and the rectangular pro-
portions of the grid differentiates their rhythm from that
of crossing paths. They all have the same structure,
each being divided into two major segments by the inter-
ception of the three major cross paths, Mass. Ave., Dartmouth
and Arlington Sts. They have similar progression towards
the Public Gardens; the mover on each is stopped or slowed
at the intersections of cross streets as he approaches the
Gardens and reaches that goal at a distinct transition point
(see Fig. 13 p. 152). Mass. Ave. and the Common act as
external references and Dartmouth St. acts as an internal
reference to all longitudinal streets. Most of the above
criteria apply to the group of cross paths, although perhaps
not as strongly.
The coherence of the subsystem is furthered by the fact
that these two differentiated groups of paths are integrated
because each group organizes the path sequences of the other.
That is, longitudinal paths articulate the sequence of cross
paths and vice versa. Thus the subsystem can be looked upon
as being composed of internal axes (Commonwealth Ave. and
Dartmouth St.) and external axes (the four outside paths),
which organize and define the primary and secondary paths
of the subsystem.
The location of the subsystem in the Boston peninsula
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is easy to imagine. Longitudinally, it is defined by the
Public Gardens at one end and, though perhaps not as clearly,
by Mass. Ave. at the other end. Crosswise, it is strongly
related to Copley Sq. while its relationship to the Charles
River is rather weak, although the Back Bay district itself
is seen from across the River. This is due to the fact that
both Storrow Drive and the Charles River are hidden from
the Back Bay streets, despite the physical connection. But
the basic parallelism of the longitudinal streets to the
Charles River is easily inferred by their perpendicular
crossing with Mass. Ave., which in turn continues per-
pendicular to the River by Harvard Bridge.
To summarize, the Back Bay subsystem is simple in
structure, organized around internal and external axes,
directionally differentiated in two basic directions, rigid
in location and orientation with respect to external, image-
able elements.
The weakness of the system lies in its incomplete
external axes; Boylston St. loses its identity from Copley
Sq. to Mass. Ave. (Fig. C-3 p. 370 ), and could be easily
missed by the driver on Mass. Ave. Another difficulty is
the poor relationship between the subsystem and Storrow
Drive. Quite different in structure, tempo and rhythm,
Storrow Drive is difficult to relate to Back Bay's longi-
tudinal streets (see Fig. C-1 p. 368 ). The cross streets
are also easily missed by drivers on Storrow Drive as the
interchanges are muted, dislocated or inconsistent with the
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the location of visually important cross paths. Aside from
these difficulties, Back Bay streets make up the strongest
subsystem in the Boston peninsula.
2. The Common-Public Gardens Subsystem
The paths around the Common and Public Gardens, in terms
of their characteristics, are strongly related. Moreover,
spatial contrast creates strong transition points at the
intersections of these paths. Yet, the directional inter-
relationships of these paths are very difficult. Lacking
intervisibility across the open space, and confused by
deceiving perpendicular intersections, the subsystem is most
susceptible to distortion. The difficulties of its areal
structure have been discussed in some detail (see pp. 145-147),
and it is reasonable to conclude that, despite the high
imageability of its individual paths, the areal structure
of this subsystem is very weak and difficult to imagine.
3. The Charles RiverACharles Rotary Subsystem
This subsystem is primarily composed of major streets
that are related to the view of the Charles River; Storrow
Drive-Embankment Rd., Cambridge St.-Longfellow Bridge, Mass.
Ave.-Harvard Bridge. In fact, the Charles River subsystem
is part of a larger system which encompasses Memorial Drive
on the other side of the River, as well as other bridges
to the east and west. Highly intervisible across the open
space, the areal structure is not only imagined but is also
seen in perspective. Composed of heavily travelled routes
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and major approaches to the Downtown Area, the subsystem
has a high potential image.
Because of its proximity to the River and its visibility
from Longfellow Bridge, Cambridge St., Embankment Rd., and
also Charles St., the Charles Rotary acts as -another unifying
element in the subsystem, which, therefore, includes Charles
St.
These two elements, the River and the Rotary, endow
each path in the subsystem with directional differentiatian
of movement.
Strongly related as it is to the Charles River, this
subsystem is only indirectly related to other subsystems.
It is related to Back Bay not by Storrow Drive, but rather
by Mass. Ave. at one end and by Charles-Beacon Streets at
t~e other. Its relation to Scollay Sq. is more directly
achieved by Cambridge St.
The subsystem seems to suffer from two basic weaknesses:
internally confused joints and misleading curves of streets.
The problems of the joints of Storrow Drive-Mass. Ave. and
Storrow Drive-Cambridge St., anriths lack of visibility of
the Charles Rotary from Storrow Drive have already been
mentioned, These confusing joints, however, weaken the
sequencet system more than the areal structure, but they make
movement difficult at any rate. The second problem arises
mainly from the curving of Storrow Drive as it goes through
the tunnel, the curve being too gradual to be felt. This
may lead to the mistaken conception that Cambridge St. is
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parallel to Mass. Ave. The curve of Charles St. compounds
this problem, changing the relationship between Charles St.
and Storrow Drive from perpendicularity to near parallelism.
Furthermore, since the two paths are not intervisible, their
directional relationship is hard to imagine (see Fig. 12-b
p. 148.
4. The Scollay Sq. Subsystem*
Scollay Sq. assumes an important role in the movement
system because it is the point of emination of a number of
divergent paths. These paths are tied together by the sense
of approaching the Square, but, unfortunately, the Square
itself is neither visible nor identifiable except from nearby.
This is because of the sharp bend of Cambridge St., and the
sharp slope of all streets going downhill to the waterfront.
Nevertheless, the sense of the activity of the Square is
vivid at close range.
The elongated shape of Scollay Sq. endows it with a
basic axis which is directionally differentiated by the
eccentric location of the subway station at one end and a
characteristic billboard at the other. These are minor
landmarks of little impact, however. Arriving at the Square
Analysis of this subsystem has been largely based on Lynch ts
description of the Square included in The Image of The City,
oR. it_ pp. 173-181, since the area is presently being
redeveloped.
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from Cambridge St., the Custom House Tower is seen ahead.
The chaotic space in the near distance confuses the sense
of direction and location, and only when one is practically
in the Square is orientation regained. Here the skyline of
the Financial District is clearly seen, and one's location,
at the periphery of the Downtown core, is identifiable.
Crosswise directions are also
identifiable. The slope of the
terrain gives cross streets basic
differentiation from the level
Cambridge-Tremont Axis, and also
differentiates the group of streets
on one side of the axis from the group on the other. The
general location of the Square in the crosswise direction
is to a certain extent inferred by this slope and by the
existence of the Court House: at the upper side of the slope
is Beacon Hill, and at the lower side is the Custom Rouse
Tower leading to the waterfront. But the relationship of
the Square to other foci of movement, such as Dock Sq. and
Haymarket Sq. is precarious because of the lack of inter-
visibility of these nodes and the misguiding, curved streets
which connect them. Only general directional relationships
may be inferred.
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Although Scollay Sq. itself is
differentiated in two basic directions,
the differentiation is not carried far
beyond the limits of the Square.
Space Functionally, the basic directions of
-afaWic Flow
/Ww-- movement is along Cambridge-Tremont Sts.;
visually, the basic direction of space
is along Cambridge-Court Sts. Neither the functional axis
nor the visual axis has a clear direction. Each of them makes
a sweeping curve before and after Scollay Sq., and one moving
along either of them may lose his sense of direction. Although
Court St. and Tremont St. may be perceived as perpendicular
to each other, their directional relationship to Cambridge
St. is difficult to imaghne.
5. The Shopping-Entertainment District Subsystem
As in the case of Back Bay, this subsystem has strong
unifying characteristics. Major paths are filled with intensive
pedestrian activity, and their edges have many signs character-
istic of the function of the district. The subsystem is com-
posed of two major longidutinal paths, Tremont and Washington
Sts., and two crosswise paths, Winter-Summer and Stuart-
Kneeland. These four streets stand out as major paths of
movement, and they directly connect the District to other
areas.
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The subsystem is well differentiated
internally. The parallelism of
Tremont and Washington Sts. is in-
ferred by their passage through a
0- sequence of unifying districts,
-0 -~namely the Shopping-Entertainment
and South End, and by their perpen-
dicular intersections with some
major streets, namely Summer-Winter, Stuart-Kneeland, Dover
and Mass. Ave. The cross streets are also related; both lead
to the South Station, an important functional and visual
element in the Downtown Area. Both intersect Tremnt and
Washington, having a sharp gradient of activity as they
approach Washington St. Moreover, each of the major streets
of this subsystem has its own individuality, and each is
differentiated as to direction of movement.
The location of this subsystem in the Boston Peninsula
is not as obvious as the Back Bay subsystem. In the crosswise
direction, it is hooked to the Common and to South Station.,
although the distance between Washington St. and South Station
might mentally be either compressed or elongated. In the
longitudinal direction, however, it is rather disconnected;
from one and there is the charactenless area of the South
Cove, and from the other end there is the amorphous joint
of Adams-Dock Sq. The subsystem is fairly well related to
Scollay Sq. as the flow of traffic from the square leads
to Tremont St. The space of the Square leads to Court St.,
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whose intersection wit) Washington St. comes first in a
series of joints on Court-State Sts. and is marked by the
Old State House.
But while areal relationships might be fairly clear,
actual connections of the subsystem to Scollay Sq. are
difficult. The entrance to Tremont St. is hidden behind
the bend of Scollay Sq., and the connection of Tremont St.
and Court St. to the Square is confusing. As Washington
St. reaches Court St., it loses its visual identity as the
activity on it declines.
These outside elements which give the subsystem a sense
of location also give it some sense of orientation, differen-
tiating the direction of its major and cross streets. Again
this orientation is nowhere as rigid as in the case of the
Back Bay subsystem.
6. The South End Subsystem
This subsystem is outside the Analysis Area and has not
been studied in great detail. However a discussion of its
basic features provides useful data for analysis.
Oriented to the district, the major streets of the
South End are identifiable by the building character, the
type of people, and the low income shopping activities. The
longitudinal streets dominate by their width, channel con-
t-inuity and activity, as well as by their closely-spaced
intersections with minor streets.
These major streets are not distinctly differentiated
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from each other, except perhaps for the individuality of
Washington St. Nor is each of them distinctly differentiated
directionally, except at a large scale as previously discussed.
Two major axes seem to organize the subsystem: Mass.
Ave., a major cross street which they all cross perpendi-
cularly, and Washington St. with its overhead rapid transit
line which may be perceived parallel to the group by its
similar relationship with Mass. Ave.
From the north and east, the relationship of the sub-
system to the outside may be greatly weakened by characterless
areas, undifferentiated paths and lack of references. Yet
the longitudinal paths of the South End are a continuation
of those of the Shopping District, at least in name and
direction, and if one traverses the area of the South Cove,
orientation is regained.
7. Mass. Ave.
Joining the longitudinal streets of the South End and
Back Bay, Mass. Ave. completes the circle of the above-
mentioned system (Fig. 12-ap.148). It is well differentiated
along its length, with two characteristic portions in Back
Bay and the South End which seem to hook the path in the
Downtown Area. (Fig. C-5, p. 37?).
Mass. Ave. may be looked upon as a tspinal? to a sub-
system of major east-west streets, or as a major path which
connects three subsystems, namely, the South End, Back Bay
and the Charles River subsystems. The Avenue is also well
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joined with Copley Sq., as will be discussed. It is expected
that many people rely on Mass. Ave. for such cross movements
among subsystems.
Mass.Ave. is continually changing alignment, although
maintaining its basic north-west-southeast direction.
Figure C-5 (p. 372 ) shows that the bend in the road at
Symphony Hall may be missed by northbound drivers, as it is
undefined from this direction. The ramifications of this
distortion on other portions of the areal structure are dis-
cussed in Chapter VII.
8. The Copley Square Subsystem
Unlike other squares in the Boston Peninsula, Copley
Sq. is a space with defined edges and distinguished landmarks.
The approach to the space is sensed from a distance, and the
Square is extroverted by the visibility of its landmarks
along the approaching paths.
Each with its own individual character, these landmarks
not only differentiate the Square internally, but also
differentiate the approaches. Each of the approaching streets
continues its path straight through the space, and there are
no roundabouts or confusing turns.
The space is entered by four perpen-
dicular streets which continue on
either side of the Square, and one
diagonal path which ends there. Two
paths visually dominate the others:
Dartmouth St. and Boylston-Huntington.
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These paths stand out because of their width and the flow
of traffic, and each is differentiated from the other.
Boylston St.-Huntington St. is the axis of commercial activity
and traffic flow, and the continuity of these activities on
either side of the Square minimizes the confusion at the
triangular intersection of Boylston and Huntington.
Consistent with the visual dominance of these paths is
the clarity of their approach to Copley Sq. They afford
clear, central and long distance views of the major landmarks
associated with the Square, especially Trinity Church and the
Public Library.
Copley Sq. is strongly connected to the Back Bay system
and to Mass. Ave. As Fig. 12-a, p. 148 shows, Dartmouth
St. and Boylston St. are common paths in the subsystems of
Back Bay and Copley Sq. Huntington Ave. plays a strong role
in connecting the Square to Mass. Ave. Figs. 7 and 9, pp. 115
and 120 show that Huntington Ave.clearly exposes the land-
marks which are associated with Copley Sq. and Mass. Avenue,
and the role of Huntington Ave. as a connector is enhanced
by its shortness, straightness of alignment and visual
dominance, as well as its simple, firm and marked joints
with both Copley Sq. and Mass. Ave.
The connections of the Square with the South End via
Dartmouth St. or Clarendon St., or with Mass. Ave. via
Boylston St., are, on the other hand, weakened by the
characterlessness of those portions of the connecting paths
and by their insignificant joints with either Mass. Ave. or
the South End streets.
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